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INTRODUCTION

Until one has experienced a labor strike in a 'school district or other government

agency, it is difficult to appreciate the degree of thsruption which takes place. The

personnel and equipment respoTsible for the efficient operation of the agency are often

taken for granted, until they turn up mis4ing4uring the strike. The absence of one skilled

worker in a crucial position (for example, the telephone operator at the rriain telephone

switchboard) can create havoc ere there is norrnally order. Hundreds of such workers

(or even a few, in some cases) rrjissing from their jobs can make the ontinued opecation

of the government agency im ossible; unless thorough counter measures have been

developed.

I. An Overview of the Book

This bookiaddresses the following major areas:

a. The fundamental differences between strikes in the private sector and strikes in

the public sector

13: Interest arbitration os an aiternative to the strike

e. The major causes of public employee strikes

d. Th telltale signs of a strike

e. hat can be done.to avoid strikes by public employees

f. egal actions which ctIrbe taken prior to, during, andnafter the strike

g. How to organize a strik"e'plan

2. Many Questions Answered

This boolc is a practical guide for how to cope with_public .empl oyee strikes and acts-
of mili.tancy. SpeCifically, tIr book answers a long list of qUestions which must be dealt

1
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With when a government agency enters 'ink:. collective bargaining with its employees and

thereby autornatically"subjects itself fo the possiblity of aslabor strike.

3. Threshhdld Questions
- ,

Before ah agency actually prepares for a strike, a number of threshhold questions

should be examined:

a. How prevalent are public employee strikes?

b. Why are strikes in the public sector less tolerable than strikes in the industrial

sector?

c. Is interest arbitration a viable alternative to the strike?

d. How do impasses, as possible precursors of a strike, develop and what can be

done to 4eak an impasse?

e. What are le major causes of strikes and what can be done about them?

f. What are some preemptive measures which can be taken to avoid strikes?

g. What a're the major legal questions which mpst bp addressed in the eve, of a

rs;rike?

4. Non-Legal Questions

As a strike becomes likely, a number of non-legal ques.4ons arise, the answers to

which being imperative:

What is the' -attitule of the management staff regarsling strikes by public

employees? Can the managers be eelied upon to carry on during a strike?

b. What must be done to assure the safety of those persons who remain on the job?

c. What must be done to assure thesafety of the agency's clientele, for ex9niple,

patients in a public hospital and students in a public school?

d. What must be done to protect agency property arid equipment from sabotage

and vandalism?

1 I
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e. How many employees will actually refuse to work?

'f. How many employees will appear on the picket line?

g. How does the eMployer deal with pickets?

h. What role will the various publics of the agency play?

i. Should the agency r in operation?

j. How does the agency decide to stay open or close?

k. How long can the agency stcw closed? How long can it slay open?

I. Will strikers be able Co make up days lost, such as in the case of publieschool

teachers?

m. Where can temporary employees be obtained to replace strikers?

n. Will employees who report to work be able to Stand the strain created by the

extra work and the abuse of strikers?

o. What are the non-essenfial tasks of the agenc; which can be dispensed with

tempbrakily during the strike, if necessary?'

p.. What are the essential tasks that must be performed despite a strike?

q. What new issues will.be created' by the strike, e.g., amnesty?

.
_

r. Will suppliers 'cross picket lines?

s. Should strikers be punished? If so, how?

t, Whpt happens to the negotiations process during the 'strike?
p.

u. If the agbncy is closed, should nori-strikers be paid or laid off? -

v. What role does the press and media play during a strike?. How can they be

, helpful?

5. Legal Questions

A strike Sy public employees immediately brings fo the surface a host of important

issues which require legal advice:



a. What is a labor, strike? , Mass resignation? Picketing on company time?

SlowdOwns? Work-to-the-rule? Mass sick-outs? Obstructive picketing?
A

,

Contratat-stacking:4 Sit-downs? Hit-and-run?
A

b. If a governing body wishes co stoP a strike, what legal actions must be taken?

I.

a

,

c. What are the chances of a court not issuing an injunction?

du Why would an injunction not be issued?
,

e., What legal restriCtians al-e there in hiring temporary employees (strike

breakers)?

f. Is binding interest arbitration legal?

g.
t

Can citizens sue the employer for damages?

h. Can citizens sue the union for damages? fi

i:* Can citizens sue individual striking employees for damages?

j. Can the employer sue the union and individual employees for damages?
a

k. What is a damage?

I. Can medical premiums be stopped?

-m. Can life insurance premiums be stopped?

n. Can retirement premiums be stopped?

o. Can leave amulation be stopped?
,

Can non-estriking employees be shut out? What about their pay and benefits?

q. Are mutual ard pacts legal?

What legal actions must be taken to subcontract?

s. What jurisdiction do the poljce have on company (government) property?

t. What powers do private police have?

u. Where con picketing legally take place - off employees time and on employer's

time?

v. What action can be taken.to assure non-violence "on the picket line?
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w. How forceful can police\be with obstreperous strikers?

x. Are Photos legally useful?

y. Can picketing be enjoined?

z. Can Picketers be detained.by police for questioning?

aa. What4gal action must be taken to dismiss striking emploiees?

bb. Whot legal action must be taken to decertify the union for an illegarstrike?

cc. What con be said in a letter of warning to employers?

dd. What can be announced to employees when a strike is threatened?

ee. Can an illegal strike go unpublished?

ff. What right is there to strke in the public sector?

gg. What is the relationship between an unfair labor prOctiCe and a strike?

hh. What is the appropriate legal reaction to sabotage and attempted sabotage?

ii. What legal actions can be taken to stop the union from harrassing non-strikers?

jj. Whtpt should be done legally, if an injunction is ignored?

ICk. What actions are enjoinable?

II. What powers does t e judge have other than to issue an injunction?

mm. 441at legal action, any, is required to set special pay rates for strike

breakers?

nn. Exactly what procedures must be followed to serve TROs?

oo. Does employer property insurance pay off if damaged during a strike?

pp. Are finoncial penalties deductible from fecieral income tax?

qq. What specific actions should a governing body take to keep the agency running

during a strike?

All qf these questions andmore are answered in this book.



I. Just a sampling

CHAPTER I

THE INCIDENCE OF GOVERNMENT STRIKES

From 1967 to 1980 there were several thousand public employee strikes throughout

the United States. Following is a sampling of,those strikes, each of which is docuMented:

1967 - 00 January 5 .and 6, over one-half of the 834 Camden, New Jersey public

sChool feachers called in "'sick," closing five of the city's public schoOls.

1968 - In the spring, 50 high school students were arrested for vandalism while their

New Haven,. Connecticut school teachers were out on an illegal strike.

1969 - Sacramento) California: 127 social workers went out on strike because their

county employer refused to bargain with them. They were fired.

1970 - In April, Montana exiierienced its first public emOloyee strike when most of

Butte's 300 public school teachers.walked off the .r)b.

1971 - In the spring, 2,000 San Francisco public sobool teachers went on strike

because tile city school board "refused to negotiate seriously with them."!

1972 - The faculty of the Seattle Community College went On strike in February and

closed the college.

1973 - In March, Oregon experienced its first strike when the Hillsboro public school

teachers left their jobs, closing the schools for three days.

1974 - Sixteen Baltimore City jail guards were arrested while on strike for

disorderly conduct.

1975 - During the week of August 19, striking San Francisco 'policemen were'on a

rampage of vandalism and sabotage.

6
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1976 - October 6: kansas City offjcials charged that some of the 92 fires that:broke

out during the three-day fire fighters' strike were deliberately set by striking

firemen.

19T1 - In Atlanta, Georgia, Mayor Maynard Jackson Said striking city workers

turned violent, attacking non-strikers. 4,

1978 - Just before Christmas, 50 Newark, New Jersey police cars had their windows

smashed. Allegations were that it was done by the striking poncemen.

1979 - On July 8, about 150 striking employees of the Tiffin Mental Health and

Mental Retardation*Center (Toledo, Ohio) barricaded center entrances.

1980 - On the third daY of a sonitation sttike, fbur striking city sanit;ti-ons wor'kers

were charged with fire, bombing a .garbage truck manned with non-union

personnel. . ,*
19,81 - Philadelphia, October 30, according to an Associated Press Report, children

finally traipsed back to school 'lla-skippin' just like they shoufe one grinning

grandfatthet said, "and tired of watching 'Days of Our Lives' on TV."

\ That was not the only soap opera Philadelphia school children viewed

al ost to the edge of winter as,they waited out a 50 day strike by the city's

teachers.

They also watched-a political sit-com that featured:

A City Council sdssion that broke up 'in a City of Brotherly Love

bi'awl With councilmen throwing ice water at each other, engaging in

duels with thehearing stenographer's tripod and finally just decking

loneNOts-

;;;X 17.
:
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keeping your head while all those around yoti are losing theirs, only to

watch as his driver lost his and started fighting with a tecwher

Clergymen who blocked downtown traffic to get, the mayor's

attention and teachers who marched on Philadelphia's historic City
.

Hall chanting: "Mayor Green, Mayor Green, the kids are'saying

you've been mean"' *

The' fall season's unusual version of the Philadelphia Story ground ta an

intermission, but probably not a cooclusidth in mid-week with the teacheis

accepting a co-urt order to return to .school just hours .before labor union

leaders threatened to close down the tqwn in a one-day generai strike.

Almost no one in Phitadelphia was laughing. 'And almost no one thought
,

the interMission had solved -anything more than getting the kids 'back to

school for the time being, more than seven weeks late,
t

At the interlude, \the city still faced a $236.m111ion sQ-c-Thiltud- get deficit,

a tough teachers' union accustomed to winning showdoWns, a beleaguered'
7'

mayor whose critics think he is using the crisis to prove hiS politica!

manhood, and o real-world 1981 ger1ainty that financially troubled cities like

is

Philadelphia have .1fittl hope of _running t6 eAer state or fe*al---

governments for

2. Strikes not new;

Strikes by teachers and other Public employees are not as recent yintage as some

may think. Although there are few Official recordS cif .itrikes prior to 1940, there are'

scatfered reports of,strikes,by pliblic employees frOm the turn of the centUry, including:-

the infamous strike, in 1919 by the Boston police. After 1940, the U.S. BureaU of,Labor
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Statistics began to keep records. A summary of those statistics is contained in this

chapter.

Over the 'years there have been strikes by city bus _drivers, grave diggers, draw

bridge operators, physicians, graduate assistants, air control operators, prison guards,

policemen, trash collectors, social workers, firefighters, school bus drivers, nurses,

highway' toll-takers, mechanics, custodians, sewer inspectors, cafeteria w rkers, and

policemen.

Strikes by teachers have taken place in the smallest and the largest schcol districts
-

in the nation. On Matinicto Island, Maine, the one-man teaching staff walked f the job,

leaving 16 pupils. Durin6 the same school year (I 968),'some 50,000 teachers wJl ed out of

their schools in Nevi YOrk City, closing them, to a million children...

. On Matinicus Island, the 109-year-old, one room school house,20,miles o f he coas
,

of Maine, reopened when a new teacher was hired and he crossed the one-Man p cket line

set t,ip by the striking teacher. The striking teacher walked off the job to protest

"deplorable-Working condi.tions." The strike, he said, "put some grease in the gears," to

have a new school building built for $30,000 and improve waking conditions' for tiie

teacher.
. ,

In New Yorlk City, 50,000 leachers went on strike the same school year for similar

)

,

reasons. This particular strike lasted 17 days and was execu.ted to improve salaries and
..-

working conditions for teachers.

Since, that time, Ntitancy has escarated and the whole pace of negotiations has

quickened. Since thege two strikes, hundreds of`other strikes by teachers have been held,, I

hundreds of demonstrations have been orgaili,4ed, states have passed Ians_imansittempt to
:-

brihg.order out of chaos, school bo?rcti liave.been thrown out of office, teachers have been

-fined and jailed.

.11.111,

rs.
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It's difficult to predict what the future may hold for public employee strikes. Will

public employees become more demanding and militant .as they face reductions in force

and the ravages. of inflation? Or, 'will public employees2o6t of fear of alibnating thern

public, become more docile?

1

3. Strikes down

The number of public employee strikes is decreasing, according to the Bureau of

Labor.:Statistics. In final figures for I980 released in January 1582, the Bureau reported

that the total number of work stoppagei in government during 1980. was 536, down from

593 in 1979. Strikes against local governments decreased as well, dropping from 536 in

.1979 to 493 in 1980. Ac rdirig to a repor,t in NLC PEERS,,a newSletter of the National

'League of Cities, prelim ary figures for the first nine months of 19/31 indicate public

employee strikes are down 15 percent from tke same period of 1980.

The Bureau of National Affairs, yvhich has tracked strikes in education this year, .

-
says teacher job actions are down nearly 50,percent. Based on a survey of kubscribers to

,

its Government Employee Relations Report, BNA priedictea that the duration of municipal

strikes this year probably will be shorter. According to the BNA survey rob security arid

re.ductions in force are the key issues of concern to both management and union

respondents. Strikes and other jobk actons were priority concerns of only 27.3 percent of

state and localrespondents.

Labor disputes in ed iutaton, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics accounted.

a. for more than half of all government strikes in 1980, but pe number decreased from the

1979 figure. Strike activity among state government Workers also decreased sharply.

Although the number of strikes in local government decreased, on the average those which

did occur involved mort persons than in 1979.

19
0

ffr



Pennsylvania sustained the most government strikes of all the states with 82, 40 of

which were teacher strikes. Michigan, which had been the strike lead& for the previous

two years, dropped to second place in 1980 with 75 strikes, -48 by teachers. Ohio was third

with 60 strikes.

4. Why the decline in strikes?

Not only were strikes on the decline in 1980 and 1981, but so w total union

mtnbership down in the public sector. Some blame the recession for the decline% but that

is an assumption since during the recessiOn of 1975, strikes had reached an all time high.

Some experts claim that Presil4ent Reagan's. firing of thousands of striking air traffic
1,

controllers and the overwhelming public support for his action has sent a message to union

leaders. As a result, the total number of strikes for 1981-82 may be only half the number

projected.

Terry Herndon, the ExeCutive Secretary of the National Education Association

claims that the air traffic controllers' debacle is not the reason for the decline in public

school strikes. Accordinr to press reports, Herndon claims 'strikes are down because of

Reagan's "attack on public education. It pas healed some rifts. School boards and

teaChers share a commitment to public education. When times are good 'for public

education, we figlit over things like should salaries be $17,000 or $17;1200. Well, in the

context of the future of public education, that's not an.important question. The adversity'

that faces public schools makes 411 ihe parties sqy we have enough troubles without

fighting each other." ,

1.)
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Year

19404
1941
1942

9'43
1944
1945
1.946

947
948
94p
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957

TO-TA17.S

;

12

a'4

4 ,
PUBLIC EMPLOYEE STRIKES 1940 - 19581 i

(
State Local Schbol

Government' Government2 Distticts3 Total.,
. ..

0 2 2
,

1 - -,_. 1

39
. ,.

2 41
--:-/ 51 2 53

2 34 4 40 .

. 32 32
1 61 14" 76

14 20 .34
25 10 35 ',

. 7 5 12

28 28
36 6

,

42
, 49 . 7 56

30 1. , 31',
I 9 2 12 ,'
I 16 1 18 .

27 5 32 *-

12 c 2 14

5 470 84 559

04

1 1.The Bureau of Labor Statistics has published data on strikes in government in its
annual reports since 1942. Prjor to that year, they had been included in a miscellaneous
vategory--other non-rnanufacfuring industries. Rohl 1942 through 1957, "government," as
used in work stoppage statistics, was confined to administration, sprotection, and
sanitation services. Following the Federal Govehiment's Standard Industrial

-Classification Manual, 1942 edition, establishments owned by the governrrient were,
lossified in their appropriate industry; publicly owned transportation and other utilities

were included in transportation, communication, and other public utilities; public schools
and libiraries were included in education services. Beginning with strikes in 1958, the
Bureau adopted the more detailed classification of "government" provided in the 1957
edition of the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, and all government stoppages,
including municipally operated utilities, transportation, and publicly oAned schools, were
brought together under one classification. The Bureau was able to reconstruct the recdrd
of strikes in publicly owned utilities, transportation, and schoolsi back to 1947, but a
complete restoration to conform to current definitions NIQS not attempfe

- 2Work stoppages: Government Employees 1940-61, April 1963 lj.S.'Bureau Labor
'Statistics, Report #247.

3Work Stoppages and, Teathers: History and Prospect, Ronald W. Glass, 'M thl
Labor Review, August 1967:

4For a study of governmenf strikes prioi*to 1940, see David Ziskind, One Thous ndl
Strikes of GovernmOnt Employees (New York, Columbia University Press, 1940).
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_Fedefal
Year Government

, 1958 0

(959 .0 .

.
1960 0

1961 b
.

1%2

. . 1963

1964

1965

1966

1967.

1 68

196.

100

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

/
1979

1980
1

Totals

13

PUBLIC EMPLOYEE STRIKES 1958-805

5 (4)*

0 ,

0

0 .

0
,

0

3. ,

2

3 (4):1/4

2 (4)*

0

I (4i

2 (5)*

0

1

.
2 (1)*

1

0 (1)*

1 (9)*

23

St6te
Government

Local'
Government

.1 14

4
t

19

3 30

0 . 27

1 20

, , 2 25

, 4 28

0 37

9' 103

12 .93 _

16 147

37 189

23 234

23 .' 16

40 248

29 240

34 215

32 228

25
1

214

44 256

45
,

.,t
310 t

I

57 355

45 261

School Districts
Teacher Non-Teaoher 'Totals

0 0 15

2 3 28

1,

3 2 .38

1 1 2Y
.

1 5 33

2 5 34

9 9 50

,
5 4 46

&

30, 24 1.6.6

. se-,
76 13 194

..

88 24 '-' 278

183 4.7 458
.,

152 35 ' 447

z..135 39 368

87 100 , LO

. 117 - 107 494

.....,,
133 77

.
461

218 59 537

138
.

49 .427

I I I 81 494

125 139 . 620

181 /133 726

232 53 592

3,462 2,029 1,009487 7,010
f

5Sureau of Labor StatistiftBulletin 2110, Work Stopaget in Government 1980.
*"Analysis of Work Stoppages in the Federal exernment, 1962411",Eugene H. Becker,

Monthly Lahore Review, August, 1982
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CHAPTER II

GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRIAL STRIKES:

41 REAL CONTRAST

Collective bargainidg as practiced under the various laws applicable to the private

sector, such as the National Labor Relations Act, cannot tie applied to public sector
(

employment relations without serious damage to the social andseconomic fabric of the

entire nation. Thes% labor relations la4a, of limited success in the private sector, would

be a disaster in thgpublic sector.

The fundarn'intal reason that the private industry model for collective bargaining

cannot be transferred iNtact to government services is that the two sectors are not
.

comparable. Whereas the private sector is essentially a private'economic matter between

producer and specific consumers, government is essentially a public political matter

between the ,government and citizens generally. Additionally, many government services

are humane in mature; whereas, most private enterprise is based ypon mutual gain. This.

fundamental incomparability of the private and public sectors is the basis for all of the

many specific reasons that industrial labor-management collective bargaining Cannot be

transferred successfully to the public sector. .

,. -
The National labor Relations Act defines a private employer in broad terms

delibertately so that the "rules of agency" apply. Thus, the term "employer" in private
-

industry applies not only to the areas of management . normally understood to be the
,

employer group, but also tc; agents acting on behalf of the employer. Section' 44)

specifies that the Act ". shall not include the UnitAd States pr any wholly owned

government corporafion, or any Federal Reserve Bank, or any state or political subdivision

thereof, or any corporation or associatiott operating a hospital, if no part of the net

earnings inures to the benefit of any private Shareholder or individual...."

14
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This prohibon against applying the NLRA to the public sector wIs placed into the

law for man reasons, not the least of which is that yt was felt that the federal

government had no constitutional right to insert itself into the labor relations affairs of

state and local governments. But beyond that reason, there are many reasons why, then

and now, the NLRA woLild be inappropriate for the public sector.

In contemplating the transfer of the NLRA to the public ,sector, or the establish:.

ment of any other collective bargaining law in the public sector, the following points need

to be considered.

Right or wrong, the NLRA is based on a concept that there should be an economic

balance between compan,y owners and company employees. The Act itself is proof that

the lawmakers felt that collective bargaining is the way to achieve this economic balance.

The Act is based on an assumption that both the company owners and the unionized

company employees need the cooperatiV of each other in order to survive. In the event

of labor strife and the employees go on strike or the company locks the employees out,

,,./he Act assumes' that the parties will be forced back together eventually, since the

employees need their salaries from the company in order t6 avoid starvation, while the

company needs the employees in order to stay in business and in order not to lose the

- investments in the company. Although the authors do not accept this basi premise of the

NLRA, the fact is that the Act is built on this belief. Any imbalance in the economic

force between the parties would be advantageous for one and disadvantageous for the

other. For example, if striking employees were given their regular salaries by the

government during the strike, there Would be an imbalance in the economic power of the

parties, in that the employees would have no incentive to return to work, thus placing the

company at a distinct disadvantage.

in the public seCtor, there is no similar sitpation for two primary reasons:
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a. Government cannot go out of business, and government services are required by

law. These services are required by law because they 'ace viewed as vital to

citizens. No matter how many foolish concessions might be made at the

bargaining table, the government agency conducting negotiations pnnot, by

law, go put of business. Whereas, in the private sector, if a company conducts

its labor negotiations in en irresponsible manner, the company will cease to

exist. In, other words, the market-place is the ultimate curb to 'wrong decisions

in the private sector. There is no marketplace for government decisions.

b. Goverriment services are generally essential and almost always monopolistic.

When a government agency is closed down temporarily by an organized union

striker the citizens have nowhere else to turn for government services essential

to their needs. In the private sector, however, if one company producing shoes

is closed by a labor strike, the consumer simply buys from another company.

When -a government agency is faced with p shutdown due to a strike by its

employees, considerable political pressure is generated on the agency by

citizens to keep services operating. The agency, therefore, is faced with two

Unacceptable choices: .%

Refuse to concede to -union demands and run the risk of not delivering

essential services fo citizens; or

Concede to union demands, thus imposing a burden on taxpayers not

anticipated and not approved free of duress.

In designing a collective bargaining law for public erriployees the following points

should be considered.
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I. Compulsory taxes help u;lions

In the private ector a labor union can squeeze only so much 'from an employer,

because if the employer is ro'rced to concedv too much to the union, the employer will be

forced to raise the price of its commodity to the point that it is no' longer competitive. In

which case, it's only a matter of time before the company and the union (along With all

employees) are out of business. Unions of public employees generally don't have to worry

about the employer going out of business. Government is in business because there is a

law that says it must be in business and it cannot go out of business. For example, every

state has a compulsory school attendance law, and every state has a compulsory tax

system which supports public education. Every citizen must pay this tax whether he has

children or not and whether or not his children attend a public school. Under these

conditions there is no voluntary market control over the actions of teacher unions or the

employer. Granted, there may be taxpayer resistance to higher taxes, but surely as we

will all die, we will all continue lo pay taxes. As long as the union knows the employer

cannot go out of business, and as long as the employer knows he cannot go out of business,

there is no finaltermination to the irresponsible benavior of either party.

2. The private sector offers more
options to the consumer than does
the public sector offer to the
taxpayer

In pilvate sector transactions, the consumer can make substitutions in his purchases.

For example, if grapes have been driven beyond an acceptable price due to unioniiation of

the grape workers, the consumer can substitutO some lesser priced fruit. However, when

government services have been driven to an unacceptable price by unionization of public

employees, the taxpayer has no substitute to choose. The taxpayer's only choice is 'to

petition,his government Or seek to reduce taxes gener011y, which might not even solve the

specific problem which therayer originally faced.

"2.
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E
As a result of the opportunity to make substitute consurner choices in the private

: septocc thete is more pressure on companies and their employees to keep their product or

service competitive, which often means resisting costly labor contracts. Such economic
1/4 .6

.presure for reasonable settlement is less present in the public sector, thus creating more

.potentidl 'for an exCessive concession to the union.

.

;

. 'SC:me agencies cannot tax

. Many government agencies, e.g., school districts, do not have the po*er to set a tax

:3?

rate in order to ,pay ,for concessions made at the bargaining table. Consfqugntly, many
,

-.. scflaol boards have to face a serious dilemma when the funding body, e.g., county board of
.

upervisors, fails to appropriate sufficient funds to underwrite the salaries and benefits

pegotiated by the school board. In such a situation, the school board is left with only two
: .

...Z.Choices, both unacceptable:

:

A

Ch Fund the negotiated Salaries by transferring money from other accounts. This

is unacceptable because transfers ci)f such funds deprive other -.school

departments of.justified entitlements. -;

b. Renege on the negotiated agreement. ',This option, too, is less than acceptable

because the organized employees are; given a justifiable excuie for turning

hostile tcethe school boarci. "-
Private companies do not face ibis problem. In almost all cases of labor

r.4
negotiations in the privcite sectati, the tentative agreement reached at the bargaining' Of

table.is the agreement approved by managenient..

Goveriwnent has high
perso?nel costs ,

The budget of mos government agdncies (e.g., school districts) is attributable
.,

. ......_,, , .

lonely to personnel costs. How can the public interest be served equitably when a school
. .

. . .

V.

I

. 2 7
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board, for example, is required to negotidte with only one pottion of its c,onstituencyits

employeeson matters which cover 80 percent of its budget? Such an arrangement giNies

the organized employeei of the school district (some of whom may not be citizens of the

Community) more voice in tax and budget matters'than other citizens. There is no similar

problem in the private sector because companies have no obligation to render publie

services.

5. Government employees get
two bites of the apple

When public employees have the right to collective bargaining, it is on top of a right

which private employees do not hovethe right to exert political influence on the

employer. As far back as 1967, one expert, Kurt.L. Hanslowe, a member of the Cornell

University faculty, stated that collective bargaining in the 'public sector .". . . has the

potential of becoming a neat mutual back=scratching mechanism, whereby public

employee representatfves and politicians each reinforce the other's int'erest and domain,

with the individual public employee and the individual citizen left to look 'on, while his

employment conditions and his tax rate and public policies generall; are being deided by

entrenched and mutually supportive government officials an,d collective bargaining

representatives over whom the public has diminishing control)

Tbe single most important threat of collective bargaining is that it distorts the

economic and political balance of the nation, by vesting too much power in the hands of

.;Atonized workers and their priwite unions. Although only a 'miridrity of American

workers have joined unions in the private sector, it is clear that their unions have

achieyed political clout disproportioriate to their numbers and size.

Th Erner in Law of Labor Relations in Public Employment, Kurt L. Hanslowe,

' .0
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The danger of disproportionate. clout is even greater among..tinionizid public

employees, because not only can they influence government as citizens, thei eon also

influence government to their special interest at the bargaining table. In other words, the

private sector employee can only petition his government, while the public employee can

negotiate with his government.

6. Government manogement is weaker

As far as labor relations dre concerned, management in government is weaker than

its counterpari in private industry. One reason that management in private industry can

survive unioysm is that it possesses condderable "management initiative," a quality which

allows company managers to run the company in the best interest of the owners. Such

managemerit intitiative is less prevalent in the public sector for many reasons.

a. Many government administrators and supervisors stand to gain as rank and file

employees receive negotiated improvements in salaries and benefits, since the

salaries and benefits of managers in the public sector are often indexed to,that

r 'force. Consequently, government bureaucrats may lack the

needed incen ive to resist exorbitant union demands.

b. The presence of conflicting political pressures on top level managers in

government service has a chilling impact on their initiative to make clear

decisions in the best interests of the agency all the public it serves.

c. The governing bodies of many government agencies, e.g., school boards,

experience a very high turnover, creating .a shortage of experienced policy

makers. This phenomenon produces too frequently persons who are unable to

provide informed leadership for clear management decisions and persons who

are too often manipulated by the uhion.

d. Some members of governing bodies of public agencies seem uncertain as to

whether they are "bosses" or politicians. On the one hand, they are expected.

29
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p. Whereas a private company can thange its method of production, or even

change its product, a government agency can never change its product (service)

and can only slowly change' its method of production (operation). Surrounded by

laws, ordipances, regulations, and political fOrces, a public agency is often slow

to make needed adjustments to problems created by restrictive labor contracts.

8. Gbvernment is subject to petitioning

The right to petition their government is a sacred right of U.S. citizens, protected

by thpir Federal Consfitution. This iriviies that all citizens should have an equitable right

to influence their government's actions. It is unckerstanciable that come ernployees might

want to establish their salaries; benefits, and working conditions 'through a process of

collective bargaining by an exclysive representative. It is also understanckible that all

employed, both public and private, have a right to look out for their owh Welfare.

hilowever, they do not have a legally peotected right to bind their employers on matters

which dePrive management of its right to manage and produce its goods and seryices as it
,

sees fit. This caveat is even more applicable to the public sector. If government is to be

responsive to all citizens, it must retain' its poiicy-making and law-making powers,

especially in areas involving service to citizens. If public employed want to .bind

themselves contractually on matters affecting their own exclusive. welfare (i.e.,

compensation .and benefits), that's their business. But-public employees, should have no

right to negotiate labor contracts which interfere with government's obligation to serve

all citizens in an equitable and economically efficient manner.

A private company, unlike a government agencY, hag a private obligation to sei.ve

only its customers. At any point that the Customers are dissatisfied, they can go

elsewhere. However, a government agency has a public obligafion to serve all citizens.

Therefore, the scope of bargaining in a public labor contract must be more narrow than

that in the private sector. This need for a narrow scope of bargaining and the organized

3 )
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union's expectation of a broad scope of bargaining inevitably leads to,strife between

public emp)67ees and public employers,'a situation harmful to society as a whole.

A special word about strikes

Each of the above reasons demonstrates fundamentgl differences between public and

private bargaining arid each item above contributes support to a prohibition against strikes

by, publicemployees. Public employee strikes should be prohil;ited on one or bothiof the

following gounds:
/.

a. The essentiality of many government services to the health, safety, and welfare

of the community; and
.

b. The belief that the strike is principal, an economic weapon inappropriate to

public employment..
. . . , .

Strikes by public employees cdnnot be constryed,as similar in any way to strikes in

private industry, in that unique and vital services are involved, which are provided by a

governmental unit which in many cases OPerates under monopoly or near-monopoly

conditions. These serVices cannot be purchased by citizens except through these

government agenciet. Strikes by public employees are, in fact, strikes against the entire_,

community, and unless the government is wining to establish competing agencies to

provide alternative sources for theie services, stoppages in these vital and unique services

simply cannot be tolerated. Under present circUmstances, however, public employers

become the easy targets for unreasonable union demands..

Strikes do not serve the same economic purposes in the public sector that they serve

in private industry. Strikes by public employees demonstrate rio fair relationihip between

economic gains' for. the strikers qnd the damage their monopoly status enables them to

33
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inflict on, their fellow citizens. In the case of pubIrc employees, the strike ,threat is ca

palitical,,not an economic weapon, and its use grants unfair power to a small grOup over

the larger public group. If all people can be made to suffer through the willful. displOy of

monopoly power possessed a few organized'employees, it becomes the obligation of the

/
government to provide effective machinery for protecting the public interest.

The air controllers' strike in 1981, was the epitome of raw power, through the

withdrawal of essential and monopolistic services to the public. In that strike, a small '

maverick union caused tWo-thirds of the nation's air cont.rollers to got) strike. The

resulting harm to innocent citizens was so severe that the lodging of criminal charges

against each controller personally would have been justified. In that strike,' we saw an

exampleof just how far a small group of public employees will go to improvel their own

selfish welfare. Although the union's press releases indicate that the strike was pulled on

behalf of the public's best interests,
2 the real issues were:

a. The contr011ers wanted considerably more money for. considerably less work;

and

b. The union leadership wanted to prove its power.

That one- obscene strike did more to teach citizens about the danger of public
ue

employee strikes than could have been done by any.other means. As the Praetorian guards

were trusted to guard Rome, but ended up sacking that city, so did .the air controllers

violate a sacred compact with the people who put them into public office by attempting'

to exploit their essential positions.

2The union claimed that the strike was initiated because theGskies were unsafe for

the public, due to the fact that the FAA computecs were not modern enough and that air

controllers were subject to error due to overwork. (
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10. Demands for public services are inelastic

When the A&P grocery stores are closed due to a strike by the retail worker's union

and grapes are no longe available due to a strike by the grape pickers, a consumer still has

almost countless options available to him. He can shop at many other grocery stores and

he can substitute many other fruits for gropes. In 'other words, the free nwrket system

-gives the average consumer a wide variety of choices to meet his needs. However, since

government services are monopolies and are in rather constant demand, the loss of those

services due to a strike by the public employees can pose a serious threat t9 those citizens

who rely on those services. To hypothesize a frightening possibility, suppose all U.S.

Social Security Administration employees went on strike and millions of innocent citizens

dependent on social security checks did not receive their entitlements? The actual lives

of thousands of social security recipients depend on receiving the needed checks on the

day that they are due. Is this example so far fetched that it has no credibility? I think

not. Who would have thought that control tower operators would walk off their'vital jobs

and risk the lives of 'countless innocent victims, many of whom rely upon air travel as a

necessity for their jobs?

As a result of this inelastic and constant demand for monopolistic government

services, there is more pressure to settle a strike by government employees, than a strike

by industrial employees. Although the employer in the Orivate sector has considerable

economic reason to settle a strike, there is political pressure in the public sector to settle
.

a strike, regardless
t

of the cost. As trash piles
,
up in the homeowner's front yard due to a .

strikeiby trash collectors, the homeowner wan'ts a settlementnow. Citizens who demand
. . ., ,., 4

cm immediate settlement to a strike, often are not the ones who must pay the full cost of
t

the settlement.

Under a system which requires, under low, that all pay taxes whether or not they use

the services a the government, inequities are bound to exist For example, a number of
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cities underwrite with tax revenues the local Mags transit system. This means that some

must pay taxes,to support a transit System which they do not use. When the..trnnsit

system is closed down,clue to a strike there is an immediate and understandable howl from

those persons who use the trOnsit system, particularly from those who rely upon the

system in order ,to get to their jabs. In many ways these riders exert tremendous pressure

on the city to settle the strike--at any costsince much of the cost to settle the strike

will be borne by persons oyho do riot use the system. Why not demand' an immediate

settlement if someone else is going to pay for it?

But even where the user of a government service must pay for anyihcreases granted

to the government employees as'a result of a strike, the increased cost to the taxpayer

ma? be delayed: For example, a salary increase given to teachers in order to settle a

strike rnay not .be felt by the taxpayer until a year later, when the tax, on his home is

increased. In the private sector, an expensive strike settlement is 'often reflected
1 4

immediately in the price of the commodity or service being/sold. The private employer

recogniies that there will be an immediate connection between the cost of the strike

settlement and the cost of the items being sold. This connection tends tq make for mom

responsible settlements in tke private sector than in the public sector.

I I. Firing publk ènployees who en,oge in
strike octivitie1cai be difficlitt "-
Public school tebçs and college professors have job,sei)ity protected by tenure

laws.. Federal employees\re proteCted from dismissal by nomPlicated and protracted

cviI service ,clue process procedures. Many state employees are,similarly provided .job

security by a host of state civil service regulations making the dignissal. of employees a

di ff i'Orocess. Many local government and school district employees, too, are

ecnployed under provisions, either -.state _law or loeal ordinanire, which call for extensive

-review procedures prior to dismisial.
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,4dditionally, many pUblic employees, for example', teachers, have grass-roots

. constituencies which they can often count on to speak far them in times of job insecurity.
-

Included in Ahr constituency may actually be members of the employees' governing body
o

a schogl' board), who may be stymied into taking adverse action against public

-employees who represent an important block of votes to keep members of the governing

body in office.
'.f,'

Consequently, because of the nature of job security in public servite, public,

employees who engage in illegal strikes 'are usually not fired. *The celebrated dismissal of

thousands of federal avtation control tower operators in the summer of 1981 was a

conspicuous exception to the normal treatment of public employees who strike.

One reason that public employees 'get away with strs is that many states have

. such harsh penaRies against public employee sirikes that there is often great reluctance

in applying the, penalties. ew York State has handled this issue quite well. Under New

York's Taylor Law (the, state's bargaining law for public employees), a public employee

who engages in a Strike may lose two days'pay for eacti day on strike, plus he must pay

income tax on the money deducted! Additionally, the union responsible for a strike can be

fined and decertified. As a result of its enlightead law, New York has kept its public

employee strikes at areatonable level.

I 2. Public employee' strikes affect the private sector

Union members dnd other workers in the private sector who support strikes by public

employ.ees may one 'day regret their support, should public employee strikes become
-

common. Whil t is one thing to support th'e theoretical right to collective bargaining for

all workers, it is quite another thing to support a strike by local firefighters when one's

house is burning down,, especially when those firefighters may actually work only q few

hours each day and enjoy many fringe befpef its. One must keep in mind that although a

37
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labor strike may produce a ,temporary gain for the perpetrators, the gain is at someone

else's expense. Strikes 40 not produce more of anything. They only take from the less

powerful. Unionized workers in the private sector enjoy artificially high wages because of

the low wages of-the non-unionized. The unionized public employees who extract wage

hikes as the result of a strike, gain at ihe expense of the unorganized taxpayer. In short,

union gains based on clout and threat are always at somebody else's expense.

Should strikes by workers in both the private and public sector become widespread,

they become increasingly self-defeating and unjust. Industrial workers go on strike to

gain a greater share,of the capital of the owners. As they make relative gains, public

employees are then tempted to go on strike to gain parity with the private employees.

Firemen go on strike to get pay equal te policemen. Teachers go on strike to stay ahead

of policemen. soon, everybody is on strike against everybody, but none of the strikes

produce anything new. No capital is accumulated as a result of strikes. No neviproducts

result from strikes. Production is not increased as a result of a strike. In short, strikes

simply transfer money from Ohe group to d stronger group. As one group strikes for its

own benefit, it reaHy strikes against another working grOup. The result is a process of

"the people bludgeoning the people in the name of the people" - to coin a phrase from Will

Rogers.

41.* * *

Does bargainincihelP employees?

Advocates of collective bargaining in publia services generally maintain that unlets

employees are permitted to *negotiate under law with their employers, the public

employees will not receive fair compensation and benefits and they will exploited. This

theory fails to recognize an irrefutable economic fact. In order to obtain and keep

employees of sufficient quality, government must compete in the marketplace for labor.
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A

Government mtAt compete with private industry as well qs other government agencies..

Chances are great that without collective bargaining public employees today would be

about as well off 'as they are now. As a matter of fact, a 1982 study seems to indicate

that this is true, at least as it applies to teachers. The conclusion of that study reads:

"ThJevtdnsuis that, although the desire for increased saldry is the major

inducement for seeking unionization and collective bargaining privileges, neither of the

two ach4the goal. Collective bargaining bring& with it a greater probability of strikes

and these strikes 'disrupt the educational process with a cost to the social fabric of the

community that i&all too often irrepairable.

"Various state legislatures have enacted compUlsory collective bargaining legislation

for teachers after being convinced by proponents that it would insure meritorious

compensation for outstanding teachers and promote harmonious labor relations. With the

same arguments, teachers were persuaded to join unions.

"However, the promised benefits have not mdterialized. Teachers have not realized

any sighjficant gains in compensation that could not have been acquired in the absence of

union membership or the collective bargaining process. The harmonious labor relations

that were to be an outgrowth of collective bargaining are non-existent. Instead, there has

been a h%gher incidence of strikes and qther job actions.

"The benefits supposedly deriVed from the use of collective bargdining do not, in the

final analysis, accrue to the 'teachers or the public. Rather, the monetary and

psychological rewards go to.the personnel who staff the bargaining units, labor relations

and specialists, professional negotiators and a myriad of others who are compensated for

finding solutions to problems - problems of whe they are part and which do not exist

outside the confines of the collective bargaining process."3

3The Effect of Collective Bargaining on Teacher Salaries, The Public ServA
Research C'ouncil, 1982.

A
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Does bargaining decrease straces?
Does bargaining imvrove pay?

The first state collective bargaining law was passed in Wisconsin in 1959. The year

before tiz\at, in 1958, tl?ere was a total of only fifteen strikes by government employees.

In that same year, 1958, there were about one million public employees in unions': Twenty

years later in 1979, there were 38 states with bargaining laws, and six million public

sector union members, and there were 72%strikes by government employees. In other

words, from 1959 to 1979, when most of the states passed bargaining laws, strikes.)

increased by about 5,000 percent. For twenty years union leaders convinced politicians
_

that collective bargaining brings_peacei -rrif--:nquility, and dignity to the woikploce.
,

-`-`WiVetc-the facts seem to speak otherwise.

But were not these strikes necessary in order to get better salaries than would have

been the case without strikes? Not so. Several studies have been Conducted which

indicate that public employee salaries in non-bargaining states have increased at about

the same rate as salaries in bargaining states.4 Why?' Because every employer, whether

unionized or ntt must compete in the labor market in order to obtain emplOyees.

In 1970, 'the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that federal employees do not have the right

lo strike. The high court affirmed a lo er court judgment that upheld the

constitutionality of a federal law prohibiting strikes by ic employees. This particular

decision dealt with a case brought by the United Federation of Postal Clerks and it settled
. \

.

an issue that had long been debated. Some observers believe that tinis ruling could bp,
,

extended to cover all state and municipal emploYees, including teachers. Although many

states have puBlic employee anti-strike laws, some have been challenged in the courts as

violation of the constitutional free speech guarantee of the First Amendment. The high
. ,-

court has also affirmed a lower court rang upholding the constitutionality of a New York

law requiring a no-strike pledge from anylunion that represents state employees.

4lbid.

'
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, .

This chapter has discussed many relevant factors w'hich must be considered in
, _......

transferring the NLRA to the public sector or in establishing any collective bargaining law

in the public sector. The Many reasons why the industrial model for bargaining should not

be used in government service can be summarized ds follows:

a. The strike is unlawful far pablic employees for goad and' vali reasons. More
...

_ t

effecfive means for enforcing these laws are required. Eve in the private
.,--,

sector there is no absolute and universal right to strike, since -the nafion has. .

witnessed court injucfions against strikes by coal miners and railroad workers. ,

b. The legal framework fpr industrial Collective bargaining developed in response

to economic and social needs which are totally different from' those thexist
, .

in the public sector, today.
,

c. Government decision-making is highly diffused and involves a mixture of

administrative and legislative fOnctions. This miture permits the\oppairtunity

. - for misunderstandings and increases the political power of unionized employees

at the expense of the public interest. \

d. Collective bargaining helpkemos:fe from the public the. infldence and control of
.:

the cog and determination of governMental serVites. The democratic process

'requires greater public participation, not less. ,

e. Governmental' agencies usually have monOpoly ,control over the delivery of .
,

,

essential services which helps invalidate the working of countervailing

economic pressures. This transforms the public rollectiye bargaining process
.. Yr,

into one of political pressures between unequals. J

All of these reasons demonstrate the differences Eietween public and private sector
,

. collecti% bargaining.. These fundamental differences sudgest that a totally new
,rr, ........

r

mechanism is requirfd, not the transplantation of the, industrial 'model. Besides, the
.

,

"..)./

r

,

-
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,
NLRA could not be transferred successfully to the public sector.

Relations Board and the federal courts have handed down countless

precedents which were based on the uniqueness of the private sect

these decisions could be applied reasonably to the public sector scene.,
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CHAPTER III

INWREST ARBITRATION: A STRIKE ALTERNATIVE?

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the relationship between arbitrationrand,

strikes in the public sector. Grievance arbitration, always seen as" a right by unions, has
.t

become quite commonplace aq9 has found growing acceptance among employers as the
-

prsper way to settle disputes ahsing over .the interpretation and application of the labor

contract, thus minimizing greatly the possibility of a strike. On the other hand,'"intérest"
. ,

arbitration is far fram commonplace, but is., nevertheless, experiencing st§nificant
1

growth. However, as yet final and binding arbitration'...of contract disputes. 4that is;

"interest" arbitration) has had an uncertain impact on the negotiations process, strikes,
4 -

and government efficiency. .

For purposes of this chapter, labor arbitration shall be defined as a third-party

settlement of .disputes between a union and an employer. Labor arbitration is usudlly uied

to settle disputes between parties of a labor agreement as to 44_ application Or

interpretation. Since such arbitration consists of determining rights of' a party to an

agreement, it is referred to as a "rights" dispute or commonly as "grievance 9rbitration."

In a typical dispute of this nature, the union (or employee) alleges that &..employer has

misapplied or misinterpreted some provision in the labor contract.

A, second type of arbitration is called 1.1interest" arbitration. 7It involves the

determination of the interests of the parties, nOt their rights under on existing agreement.

It applies to a determination by dn. arbitrator of, the terms and conditions of a new

renegotiated labor contract. This type of arbitration is seldom used in:labor relations in

this country, 'although it is used in some situations as an alternatiVe to a itrike over a new

dgreement.

,
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... Griivonce-arbitratian is not .,a continuatkin al negotiations'. , In_ arbitratioh the
,-, ,.,, . -, ,-. :- .. _

par tieshave ceased, to-liegotiate,W1th each otheg :nacre hying-to cO,Niirice an arbitrator

. 1110 their coie -Wnuld be upheld. ::_it is sometienes called *a judicial proceeding since the
.-

. . . : .
,

. -
--- -

arbitrator Must judge the case before him. Other arbitrato4, nowever avaicrthe ward,

"judicial" as a, descrOtan of,the arbitrator s. function. To,therni i6 arbitrator is afore.
. . . 'I.. . . .. , . . , ,- ,, . .

than a judge ,siKse---he tpt4t oCCtisionalty,fiti 0.the voids of the 'labor. ContraCi,`and in this-
,..: - ._ , .

. capacity he is "Jegislatife,nr .Setting,uiii bis own rules'which he bellevei fa be consiStent
.,,

with thelabor agreement tind the.piactices of the agency. Sometimes he mot const!uct
. or

thti rules_froM icej: .
'-. , . .,.

..,

.
Arbitratiors r f...s. IC'S:- ii:si e i s 1 Qr i 'whiCh the pgr_ties have ag.ried.in advance ta accept,.,

. . -,,-,- :,
... .-: . '- -.:

,
. . . - ,

MediatiOn, hoWever,, is" art .effart. by, o tbirif,..Party ,to :bring ,the., parties together 'ill,:
.. ._,, ,. .

.:,:..,--_,,; ---- .,- , --.. -4 -... - -

, : . . -,-

,
,.ag, in rnediatiort,ta ,.:,- - ---

accept hiA -conclusions. 4-44 tiriding, another; fortn.of _dispule settlement, is, merely an
. , ,-

.:.--: :,;- -. - : :-., -. ..- ,-- . ---. - -- , ---, , - ...-
effort la Obtain ond 'point4utheleY facts in a ditpute; Di-I-the nape thdt such-iaci's wiil, - ,,-, -. - , .. ., - , .. , ,,..- . . . , .
help the parties_agree: Even when a fact-finding btiard.rnakes fecommerridations these

..,. . )
, -',- .,

cariy no.farce beyond the,persuasiv*S and poWer of 1..iblic opinion which they' gerverate- ,- - . ....-, ,
... . ,-

, , -

. .

Cfievaricearbitration ,.. -,- , . ,- - ,
,The essence of a grieVahCe,liracedureis fa "provjde 4 meariby whichgn :iernployee,,

7;d4 '" :;" :;' . .1 :

wi thoui jeopardizing 'Ais jib, can express * corplR&2but his,Wo;iii' pi; Worling cohdi:flohs, .

'; SO
...

; ond olilain-a fair, ;hearing, througtv progressiyelY*. nigher jeVels, manggenrnt. Singier
.;

coljective, brgainog,. kur important ,and related featóres haye y"eirs.tdded to 'jhis,
.

concept. . .
+:

r.

---.
(I.,. The. collecjide -bargaining contract, vinile ,it .drasticaly. "area: qt,,

- d .,,:, .

legitifrinte compfainis by.establishing thkbaik,Condificins 'of employrp6nt ".

rules,..foi'dayr-to-daijadmin'fOrationdeemed to be fair by Mutual:agree-meat, pt.
.s,

. , ,-, i'" --.'" ., ;- .,.- ,
fhe,Aome tiMe may create a source of grievantes and disagreement'"i illrough

. , - . 41..
. \,
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r gui ti es of -language and.'_omissions,'as &Y.:changing circumstanCes and

-
violations,

e.'
's 0

. , The union is recognized and accepted as the spokesman for the aggrieved
.

. worker_and an inability to agree MI a resblutionbf, the issue.beComes a dispute

_between union and management, ..

c. Because an unlesolved grievance becomes*.a union-man agement dispute, a way

ultimately mu.st be-found to reach settlemeht s.horl of a strike or lOckout or
.

.
. .

substitutes for such actjans fipal and binding arbitration ls the principar'-
-

,
- -

means to this end.- .

. : .. . ,. , ..
. The process of Odjusting, grievances.js itself defined in the labor contract and

. - .. ...

.

:-r

,,,. ,
along with Other,aspects.of collective, bargaining, tends to become increasingly

. ..
. . -

lormali- . - . , ! .. ,
, ..

In-the-private sector, as arly as 1950, grievance,provisio% we're foUnd in 94percent
._

.-
.. . 'of contracts, I and arbitrafion provisions were found in- 89 percent of cOntracts.2 The

. .

almost universal adaptiori of griei/ance Peocedures and grievance arbitration today in the. ,
-- private sectorhas given rige to the'notion, wrtich 'appears to be widelY held, that strikes or

lockouts arising during 'the te'rrn of agreements are universally, outlawed. This is ricit
. ,

,1.7. r ..
.

--%
,

--- , - correct, sjnce stiikes,do take place ocasionatly even where grievance arbitration exists.
- - , . .. . , ,

.:

,..in thts 'absence: Of an absolute. ban on strikes and lockouts during 'the 'terrn of
eV e

: .
.

agreeinents, yvork stoppage may occur in the private seator jf:
, - .

. .

0. No grievance procedure is provided.
.

8; NO final and binding arbitration is,proiided.

-

o 6..."

4

r`r

1 '.'GFlevonce Procedures in Union Agriements, 1950-51," Monthly. Labor Review,
. Juty 4951 IC 36. . , ,. ,

. . . , : . : : :
,. .

.. . .

... "Arbitration Provisions .in Colfectivi Agreemen'ts, 1952," Monthly Labor Review,
tvlarch1953, p. 2.1.... i

.:4.
V. : .... :,

;
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c.- Certain issiies are nogarbitrable.

d. Certain issues ore excluded from the *grievance. and arbitration procedure.

e. The contract is 'deemed to 'be cancelled on parlicular types of contract

f. -Noriaompliance with decisiohsond awards is charged.

g. The grievance machinery.breaks down.

a Generally speaking, strikes are .illegal in the public seator; therefore, some parties reason

there is no need to buy a no-strike provision by granting final and binding arbiteation of
.

_grievances. Of course unions do not agree with thk reasonirig because they feel there

must be some assurance .that management. will abide by a labor contract and they see

binding arbitration of grievances as the rightful solution. Many union leaders view the.
-refusdl to grant grievanae aebitration as. grounds..for striking.

,.

.
.... :-

.. Although the process of arbitration has been ardund for centuries, it has been
. .1.. ...

with
sus1

picion by court judges ,..viicz sometimes considered arbitration% be a
.. - - 1

, . . . N..yiewe

. circumve .of the . legitiniate judicial iystem. lloweer,. begin.ning early iii this
. .., , A '`. `: .!. .

! ;. s: ::;, ,;.:

r century, arbitration hai become accepted generally ai.a viable dispute *settlement Process
..,.

,
-,. .:,. 1 '.\. , . .

and Usiially The cOurts wiiis:now enforcei. arbitratiori decisions. Three U.S;'Suprerne Court
. . . .

decisions, known as, the f'Steelworkers Triloily,. finalized the . legality of voluntary
...

.
. -

3
a. .

albitratien. , .
a

; 1

As a iesult'af these decisions, the courts may (in the priVate seatai):-

..
a. dicier d'stay of.'ar6itration;

. ,
6. 'Enforce an agreement tp arbitrate; or

3USWA v. ArneriCan Manufacturing Company,,363 U.S. '564;-_USWA.,-: Warrior and
Gulf Navigatiort Company, ,363 U.S. 574; USWA v. Enterprise Wheel. arid car Corporation

;,365 593.

. _t r4
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c. Enforce an arbitrator's award, unless there has been fraud, misconduct, .
-

arbitrary action, error, or illegal action.

Although theSe decisions arose from disputes in the private sector, the same

rationale- has 'been emerging in the public sector, despite the fact that the issue of

gover9Mental soyereignty has made both lights arbitration and interest arbitration more

"r
,t

controversial than has been the case ih the private sector. Those who oppose arbitration

claim that arbitration is anjHeaI 1delegation of sóverseign authority. However,

increasingly ari agreement to .arbitrate -is beirig viewed .as a mere willingness of a
.

governing body fq delegate onlY the interpretation and applicatiori of disputed contract
. .

language which has been arrived at bilate(ally between representatiyes of the governihg

biody and representatives of the employees.

Advantagesxand disadvantages
of grievance arbitration

Although some management personnel may be hesitant to admit it, there are severd

advahtages to the use of grievance arbitration, under the right conditions:

a. Even though strikes by public employees are generally illegal, as a riractical

matter they do take place. As a matter of fact, there were about 7,000 strikes

by public employees between 1958 and 1980. Some of these strikes were caused

by employers who allegedly refused to carry out the terms of the labor
,

contrOct. If all 'such disputes are resolved by an impartid arbitrator, goes "the

argument, there is less chance that 'there win be strikes over disputes with

contract application and interpretation.

'b. Arbitration settlements are much chealiet.than court settlements. Whereas a

court cdse over a.contract dispute might cost $100,000 in legal fees) that same

issue might be resolved by an arbitrator for less than $1,000!

c:-.1eArbitration awards are more expeditious than court procedures.)Whereas court

dockets are crowded and decisions might fake years to render, arbitration

4 7 z. .4
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awards can often be :given in a matter of days and seldoen in more than two

months.
.

d. Unlike decisions made by civil service review panels, arbitrators are chosen

mutually by the parties involved in the sdispute. Consequently, there is more

likelihood that the losing paty will feel that he received a 'fair dedision, and as a
.

fesult, he is more likely tO abide by the decision.

e. An arbitrator is usually More familior with the matters under arbitration than a

court judge. As &result, there is greater chance Of equitable and acceptable

decisions.

However, there are some disadvantaged to brjevance arbitration. For example:

a. The low cost of grievance arbitration may, encourage the excessive use of the

procedure.

b. Arbitrators might be more inclined to intrude upon the "sovereign righte.of

public employers than would be the case with a court review.

As stated earlier, grievance 'arbitration has advantages, under certain conditions.

Those cordtiops are: -

a. The definition of a grievance should be restricted to an allegation by an
A

employee that there lias been q misapplicatidn or misinterpretation of his rights

as specified in the labor contract. Since a labor contract is arrived at

bilaterally through negotiations between labor and management, it is not

unreasonable that an impartial third party (an arbitrator) should make the final

decision in disputes between the partids over the meaning and application of the

contract. It would be unreasonable, `hoviever, for an arbitrator to rule on

disputes regarding matters outside of the labor dontract which had not been the

subject of negtitiations, such as disputes ovei the employer's general policies,

assuming these policies do not contradict the terms of the labor contract.
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b. The language of the contract should be clear and concise with both parties in

agreement as0to the meaning of the language contained in the contract. Most

, grievances arise fiorn differences of opinion as to the meaning of contract

language. Well written and mutually understoOd language can minimize

language disputes.

c. The scope of the contract should be limited to wages, hours, benefits, and

"working conditions," in other words, the self interests of employees. :the

contract should contain-no commifments which-irerfere with the employer's

right to manage. For -specific suggestions on how .to control the scope of

bargaining, the reader should consult the book, Negotiations Strategies, by

Richard G. Neal.'
a

3. Interest arbitration

Since government generally provides monopolistic and essential services (e.g., police

protection), many cRizens fear trlat collecfive bargaining inevRobly will result in strikes

and strikes in government agencies deprive citizens of essential government services.

Consequently, strikes by government employees are generally prohibited by law; although

there has been a growing numtaeLpf4iceptions tO this generality. Under the belief that

strikes are an essential part, if not a right, of collective bargaining, some leaders and

experts have advocated that the final step in contract negotiations impasses should be

some form of final and binding arbitration. According to- these persons, binding

arbitrafion would, by ifs nature, preclude strikes and thereby provide continuOus

government Opeiation. These advocates also seem tO feel that the presence of binding

arbitration of negotiations impasses would result in a more meaningful contract for the

parties. Whether orlTa these hypotheses are correct is a question still unanswered after

rriany years of debate and experimentation. But even if future experiences should indicate

4 9
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that interest arbitration reduces strikes, the next question is: at what price to the

taxpayer in terms of higher taxes and at what price to citizens generally in terms of

quality of government services?

. Two forms of interest arbitration a

When final and binding arbitration is used to resolve a negotiations im sse, it takes

two general form's: conventional arbitration and final-offer arbitration. Under

'conventional arbitration the unresolved' issues are presented to the arbitrator with each

-J)arty presenting rts side of the dispute to the arbifrator, followed by rebuttals from each

. side. The arbitrator takes into consideration the testimony of each party, plus any other; ,

considerations which he views as relevant to the disputes and issues a decision which is

final and binding on both parties.
-----,, .

Under final-offer arbitration, each party niakes its best offet and the arbitrator
. .._

chooses one of the offers. Final-offer arbitration can be on arv item-by-item basis, or if

can be on a package basis. On an item-by-item basis, each party presents its final and

best offer on each unresolved item. The arbitrator must then choose either the union's

offer or management's offer on ,each item separately. Under package arlisitration, each

side presents its best and final offer on all issues ai one package, with the understanding
. .

hat the arbitrator will choose the effere package of only one of the parties.

As far as item-by-item arbitratia-n is concerned, there are several advantages:

a. The difference between the positions of the two parties on each item is

narrowed because each party Wants its positioh chosen. Consequently, the

distance between' the parties on each Red is narrowed, making the final

selection of the arbitrator more likely to be accepted by the losing party than
_

would have otherwise been the case.
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b. Each party is forced to compromise and compromise is the heart of

negotiations.

c. The arbitrator is given more flexibility in structuring a total decision which

would come cloger to satisfying both .parties than would be the *case in package

arbitration.

d. Each party can remain firm on important issues without losing the entire

package. This allows the- arbitrator to help each party on those items about

which it feels strongly.

e. Even though one party is likely to lose on some items, it is likely to win on some

ifems, thus providing a face-saving escape for both parties.

There are also certain disadvantages to item-by-item arbitration:

a. In dichotomous situations where no matter which side the arbitrator chooses,

the other side is presented with an impossible situation, a serious dilemma is

encountered.

b. Serious good faith bargaining may be discouraged because the parties may

prefer to gamble thbt the arbitrator,will give what is Vs% anted.

c. Item-by-item negotiations

may be dissatisfied and

settlement.

ay not terminate negotiations because the parties

continue to negotiate for a more satisfactory

As far as package arbitration is concerned, there appears to be only One major

advantage. Each party is forced to compromise because it either wins all of loses all. In

other words, the loss of.a total package poses such a threat that extreme compromise is

called for.

Sorpe of the'disadvantages of package arbitration are:
/

a. All flexibility is removed from the arbitrator to use his skills to fashion a total
1

package that makes both parties reasonably'happy.

b. *Since one party must lose the entire package, the award may be intolerable.

r eJ
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C. Even under the best of conditions, the entire package can create hostile labor

relations.

d. In the hands of inexperienced negotiators and an incompetent arbitrator,

package arbitration can be a disaster.

In the private sector, interest arbitration has been used in the railroad industry for

many years with some degree of success. In August 1970, in an interview, George Meany,

President of the AFL-CIO, stated clearly that alternatives to the labor strike should be

soughf, such as binding arbitration.4 Soon thereafter, in 1973, the steel industry entered

into a no-strike agreement through the use of binding arbitration, but the arbitration

clause proved so expensive to steel employers'that according to top industry officials "the

steel companies are prepared to risk a crisis unless they can convince the union to cut the

costs that were built into the original no-strike accor. Consequently, interest

arbitration was not included in the contract which expires i 1983. In 1974, final-offer

arbitration was introduced into major league baseball for sal y disputes. Generally

speaking, however, the steel industry and baseball cases are ted instances in the

private sector which almost universally prefers to use strike§ me eu f interest

arbitration.
,

As early as 1966, Steves suggested "final-offer" or "either-or" arbitration in an

article which concerned itself with alternatives to labor strikes.6 Some view compulidy

cirbitration of negotiations disputes as serving the same purpose as the strike in that boih

4R. Theodore Clark, Jr., "Public Employee Strikes: Some Proposed Solutions," Labor
Law Journal, Vol. 23, No. 2 (Feb. 1972), p. 116.

5U.S. News & World Report, "Steel's No-Strike Pact: Out the Window?," May 26,
1980, p, 85..

6Carl M. Stevens, "Is Compulsory Arbitration Compatible with Bargaining?"
Industrial Relations, Vol. 5, Feb. I 966Y, pp. 38-52.



arbitration and strikes -(or the threat of either) rriotivates the parties to broaden their

negotiatians horizons. However, the history of Australia's labor relations would not seem

to st5pPort/this theory.

44 .

The earliest and longest use of compulsory interest arbitration is found in Australia

where the experience has been in place for over half a century.7 As the result of this long

. experience, three developments seem to have emerged in Australia:

a Unions have become stronger than employers.

b. Compulsory arbitration has stultified the collective bargaining process.

Labor strikes are common despite compulsory arbitration.

Based upon the Australian experience, many consider compulsory interest
./

arbitratian to be 49,ntithetical to collective argaining as we know it inkthe United St2s.

But of course, the Australian experience may nofBi entirely applicable, to the American

scene.

As far as compulsory jnterest arbitration in the United States is doncerned,

Minnesota has had a statute requiring arbitration of labor relations, disputes in private and

non-profit hospitals since 194/o By 1971, six states had adopted some form of Campulsory

arbitratian of collective bargaining disputes between public employers and firefi'ghters

and/or police.8 The reason for the introduction of compulsory arbitra4 'into the public

sector was clearly the result of fear of public employee 'strikes (particularly among the

protective services) and the belief that compulsory arbitration would prevent strikes. In

7Kenneth F. Walker, Industrial R ations in Australia (Cambridge: Harvard Univ.
Press, 1956), and J. E. Isaac, Trends in Australian Industrial Relations (Melbourne:
Melbourne Univ. Press, 1962).

8J. Joseph Loewenberg, "Compulsory Arbitration for Police and Fire Fighters in
Pennsylvania," Industrial Labor Relations Review, 23 (Ap. 1970): 367-79: See also: J.
Joseph Loewenberg, "Compulsory Binding Arbitration in the Public Sector," a paper for
the International Symposium on Public Employee Labor Relations, New York City, May 4,
1971.

t-
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the case of Nebraska, collective bargaining disputes in the public sector have been

resolved by the Nebraska Court of Industrial Relations since 1969.

One of the main fears of compulsory binding arbitration of negotiations disputes is

that because of the very nature of arbitration, one or both parties may find the

arbitrator's word unacceptable. From the employer's poipt of view, this fear centers

around the issue of affordability, the hypothesis being that arbitrators will issue awards

for salary settlements beyond the affordability of the employer and beyOnd that called for

by market conditions. However, a study as early as 1974 "clearly contradict(s) the belief

that settlements awarded under compulsory arbitration are higher than those arrived at by

other means of dispute settlement.9 In this study, the authors found no significant

differences between the awards of arbitrators and the settlements which resulted from

negotiatiOs and cony n nal meims of dispute,resolution.

In 1975, Peter uille assessed final offer arbitration and adMonished readers in hi4

"final thoughts"I0 that \ _".. . he data on this subject 04(01 offer arbitration) can support

both positive and negative conclusions pa it should surPrise no one that a room full of

labor relations experrs will produce conflicting opinions about final offer arbitration."

However, Fetrille's personal opinion, as expressed in his book, is that "Final offer

arbitration does a better job than conventional arbitration in inducing negotiated

agreements."

In 1975, the New Jersey School Boards Association (NJSBA) Presented a report to

the New Jersey Public Employee Relations commission of final offer arbitration) I In
4 of"

9Robert H. Bezdek and DaVid W. Ripley, "Compulsory Arbitration Verius
Negotiations for Public Safety Employees: The Michigan Experience," JOurnal of
Collective Negotiations 3 (Spring 1974): 174-75.

10Peter Feuille Final Offer Arbitration, Internatimal Personnel Management
Association, 1975, p. 56.

II The Case for Fair and Final Offer Arbitration_, presented by Lester Aron, Esq.,
Director of Labor Relations for the New Jersey School Boards Asociation, April 30, 1975.

c
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triis report, the authors discuss and rebutt the claimed disadvantages of binding

'

- ,

a. Bindin ckbitration discousages collective bargaining because the parties will

simply hold to a favorable pOsition in the hope that,their position will influence

arbitration which are:

the decision of the arbitrator.
,

b. Arbitrators will make awards beyond the affordability of theernployer.

c. does noi prevent strikes.

The author of the NJSBA report examines 'each of these allegations in detail and

concludes his report by stating: "Fair and final offer arbitration is not designed to be an

end in itself. As pointed out earlier, the clear desire of all parties involv.ed in the ,

,
negaiiating process is to be able to arrive at a nekotiated, not dictaied; settlement. The

. ., ,

evidence clearly indicates that if Jinality is ntcessary, in negotiation as we believe it to

be, fair and final offer arbitration has proved.far,pperior to aonVentional arbitration,

f

mediation and fact finding."12 Soon thereafter, Nev Jersey became another state to
;

adopt interest arbiltration as a part of its collective.bargaining law for public employees.

In 1977, J. Joseph Loewenberg had concluded that "The important issues, then, may

not be whe'ther or inOt compulsory arbitratio9 should be permitted'm an end to laipor,

disputes. Events have outstripped theory and already provide an answer to that question.

The 'evidehce, to date, in Canada dnd the United States suggests that cOmpulsory
,

arbitration is possible under certain conditions and that the traditional arguments against

.its use are inapplicable. The problem now i.s to drermine in which cases. compulsory,
arbitration rnay be an approPriate terminal procedure and how compulsory arbitration

shoulci be structured in these cases to maximize the viability of collective bargaining.13

12
Ibid., p. 26.

13J. Joseph Loewenberg, "The Effect of Compulsory Arbitration on Collective
Neg 'flagons, Impasse and Grievance Resolution, Baywood Publishing Co., Farmingdale,
NY, 977, p. 69. .

00.
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In 1977, Zagoria listed ten things \wrong with compulsory crbitratian.14 These

objections seem to encompass all of the objections expressed by public employment

..managers generally. Mr. Zagoria stated in his article:

My problem is with', legislated, required, binding arbitration of bargaining impasses
.

interest arbitration. I approach the subject from the vantage point of, Henry Clay, who
said, "Government is a trust, and .the officers of government are trustees; and both the,
trust and the trustees'are created for the benefit of the people."

.
I believe there are at least 10 things wrong with compulsory arbitration:

I. ,If discourages honest, good faith collective barsjaining. As long as this extra step
is available, there is a possibility that a party will hold back on compromise-making
accommodations on which effective bargaining relies. Concessions already made are not
nearly, as important to an arbitrator as the issues still in contention. EVen informal
sounding-out on additi:onal issues may be withheld for fear it will be made part of the
arbitration bowl dem i es.

2. It places far-reaching Power in the hands of a person, not elected, not
accbuntable to elect officials and not necessarily a resident of the community or even of
the state involved. He is unlikely to be trained or experienced in rnunicipal finances or
administration. Yet his` decision constitutes, nbnetheless, a mandate on the community.
leadership, Which can force substantial changes in taxation, public policy priorities and
the ability to manage the work force....

-
3. The arbitrafor is an ad hoc appointee with no continuing'responsibility to make

an cp:vard thót is workable as well as just. There is no year-round accovntability, contrary
to principles of repteSentative government and sound public administration. It is a little
like Sherlock Holmes dropping in to solve a case and then handin'g down a decree for the
detailed day-to-day running of Scotland Yard for the next 12 months or two years.

4. It is probably impossible 'to 'make on award for one group of workers without
,affecting other groups of municipal workers, yet ari arbitrator has neither the authority
nor responsibility to examine their situation. The "ripple: effect of his -decision coUld

t. have a tidal wave effect on the ptty administration.

5. Contracts are not negotiated in isolation from past or future arrangements. It is
difficult to make an award for one contract without 'dealing with how it fits generally into
long-term labor relations, into future city plans, some of which are not yet.formulated or
expressed. As William Sirnkin has laid of industry, "No 'outsiiler' can know or feel with
the same depth of penetration as bargainers who 'live with' ,an industry." Obviously,
familiarity with,these nuances are equally true in governmental units.

14"Compulsory, Binding. Arbitration Boosted and Pilloried,". Labor-management
' Relations Service News Letter, April 30, 1977, p. 3.

5
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6. The process is unbalonced sinch it makes a no-risk or low-risk step available to a
union or employee organization. Rarely will an arbitrator even consider awarding a union
-Jess than what Meinagement has *eddy offere.d.

.

7. Arbitrators, since they are part of the peace-making machinery, fend to provide
something for each side in their award _regardless sometimes. of .the actual merits
invotved. Some cyniCs suggest this may be part of an arbitrator's job-preservation
program, but in. either case the award Will not be the parties' own selections from the
collective bargaining meny. ,

.

8. Arbitration is an expensive add-on to the bargaining process. There are the
steadily rising fees of 'arbitrators and now a growing use of economic consultants to
prepare a Case and accbrnpanying exhibits, and as one side goes down this path, the other
almost has to follow in self-defense.

9. It is a time-consuming process. Most arbitrators insist on an adequate showing of
bargaining before their work commences; then there "is framing the issues in contention,
time to prepare a case and perhaps briefs, plead the case, await preparation Of the
arbitrator's -award, clarify (if necessary) and thert implement. The MassOchusetts League
of Cities and Towns found the average length of time consumed in the arbitration phase
alone was more than a full year.

, .

10. There are serious questions of constitutionality. As Tim Bornstein has pointed
out 12 cases hove reached decision state supreme courtsnine found the arbitration
laws constitutional; two divided evenly and three recent verdicts found them
unconstitutional. One of the three, the Colorado Supreme Court, noted last year/that "A
contrary holding,' jn, our view ,would seriously conflict with basic tenets of reprelentative
government. Fundamental among these tenets is the percept that officials engaged in
governmental decision-making. (e.g., setting budgets, salaries and other terms and
conditions of employment)-must be accountable to the citizens they represent.. Binding
arbitration removes these decisions from the aegis of elected representatives, placing
them in the hands of ,an outside person who has no accountability to the public." ...

The bosic -question posed 6,)i compulsory interest arbitration is who can best
-represent -the public interest in a bargaining impassethe mayor chosen by the people,
accountable to the people and whose coneern.take in the entire city work force as well as
the long range needs of the entire community, or an,.arbitrator, who has been given the
assignment of doing equity by a limited group of workers, and in so doing may be affecting.
the 70 percent or more of the city's budget Involving personnel services as well as forcing
drastic changes, in ,the level of serviCes and the tax. system oj the municipality. If his
decision is disliked', he cannot be voted out.of office even if 100 percent of the electorate
so desires. .

You would have the saipe effect if you led the Mayor and the City Council into a
large closet, lod<ed the door 9nd turned the key over to a itranger, who came to town to
clean up a personnel problem in one,department, and wound up preparing a plan for fiscal

: ";

V
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In 1978, at the annual meeting, of the National Academy of Arbitrators in New

Orleans, Iowa's 1974 collective bargaining law, which provided a form of arbitration 6f

negotiations disputes, was given support by John Loihl, who was a member of Iowa's Public

Employment Relations Board, the body which oversees the state's bargaining law. In his

address egtitled, "Final Offer Plus: Interest Arbitration in lowa,v Mr. Loihl concluded:

The results are encouraging, particularly when viewed as the first fullblown expdiment

wish legalated arbitration for public employees other than those in the "essential" services

. On the basis of the experience to date the Iowa procedure has worked well. It has

been an effective alternative to the strike in providing a balance of bargaining power to

ensure good faith negotitations and the continued delivery of governmental services.

According to a study by Olson,1? during the first five years of Wisconsin's final offer

arbitration law, from 1973-1977, there were approximately 852 public sector nebotiations,

65 percent of which were settled without third-party intervention. The remaining 296

cases were mediated by the state's labor commission. In 145 of these cases an actual

impasse was declared and an arbitrator waA appointed, 23 of these cases reached an

agreement without the issuance of an award. As a result, only 14. percent of all

negotiations in Wisconsin's public sector during 1973-1977 resulted in the issuance of an

arbitrator's award. To what extent Wisconsin's experience reduces strikes or impacts on

negotiations generally is not clear in this study.

One argument against final offer package arbitration states that arbitrators will

attempt to satisfy the parties by _taking turns in awarding a "win" to each party in an

15Craig A. Olson, "Does Final Offer Allow Bargaining _that Conventional Arbitration
Chills?," Monthly Labor Review, U.S. Dept: of Labor, May 1979.
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attempt :ick:compromise. ottfl 'assure greater job -security 'to the arbitrator. A study by
. ,. .

reuille and Dwal.kin, 16. howeiir;'Seems"to .dispute this-allegation. .According..to their
. ...

study ".... there is no reaw to date,for policy,..makeri to reject finat'affer arbitration:ai

.an impasse resOlution option because.of thelear thai brbj.trators will attempt to keep the
'

World in perfeCt balance." 'In other worat; according to this study, arbitrators do not take' .

°
. . . .... ..

---:..- turns in awarding "wins" to-the parties:. . .:.. ..0 ,
. .. ; . - .

Interest arbitralion by final .offer selection has been used iri the:United States_
-

. -

federal. government service by the Feaeral. Seryice Impasse:Panel. According to Section
. ,

-20.1.1 I.(a) of the.Panel Rules, *the FSIP.,iliay, break iiripiisks by whatever"methods and
. , ,.. . ....

. ,,. s

procedures whIch the Panel considerkappropriate.", tinder this authority, FSIP has iisued
, /. ::. :. ".., :' :::,... '

.

riuMeraus awards in. cpsPs of negotiations impasse§ in th4 federal ernigaymenf service. To
. - :.
. .

date, the'aufhors.are unaware of any stUO which hai been conducted to dete.rmine 'the
.: ,

impact of..suchpractices,.an negotiations generally in the federal employment service.

4. Authoreconclusion's
.,

A r"eview of "the. literature, plus *the, authors' o*, experienEe, indicate thgt there is, . -
no final.judgment oa, interest arbitration generally or final.jUdgenent on any of the specific

..
.

. ,

variations of interest arbitration' including final offer. arlaitrcition. however, certain
s,

interim. conduiions On be drawtu
. .

a. Under certain Conditions; interest arbitration is legal in the public sector as

poted.later in this chapter. But ih several cases interest arbitration has been

determined illegal)7

16Peter Feuille and Janies I. Dworkin, "Does Wisconsin's Final Offer,
Offer Only, Intemporal Compromisp?," Monthly Labor Review, U.S. Dept, of
1979,

17Comp say arbitration statutes were ruled illegal by Supreme Court
the following states:

5

Arbitration
Labor, May

decisions ki
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.
b. Interest arbitration has spread considerably in a relatively b'rief. period Of -time

as indicated by.the PSRC study.

c. The appropriateness or inappropriateness of interest arbitration will never be

determined to the satisfaction of all parties with an interest in public sector

labor negotiations. Union leaders, legislators, politicians,, thxpayers, public

employees, and citizens generally all have a different stake in interest

arbitration. What is good for one of these groups may well be bad for another

group.

d. Unions appear more interested in interest arbitration than employers. This may

become even more true as employers become more resistant to union demands

and the courts increasingly take punitive actiOn against unions and employees

who engage in illegal strikes.

In the opinion of the authors, motivated by the best interejitoutor efficient and

responsive government, all forms of final and binding interest arbitration should be

resisted. As discussed thorouglily.elsewhere in this book, there 'are drastic differences

between the public sector and the private sector which gall for entirely different

approaches to labor relations. Public employers are generally sovereign bodies

accountlle to e Public with no profit incentive. As such, school boards, county boards,

and similar governing bodies are Ally capable- of .making final Ciecisions which affect
1

South Dakota: City of Sioux Falls Firefighters Local 814, Fraternal Order of Police,
Lodge III, et al.; South Dakota Supreme Court, Case 1/11406,11411,11424, 4.

Oct. 9, 1975.

California: Barry Bagley, et al. v. City of Manhattan Beach, et al.; Supreme Court or
Cal., Case IIL.A. 30523, Sept. 16, 1976.

Utah: Salt Lake City, et al. v. Internatnal Assn. of Firefighters, Locals 593,
'1645, 2064; Utah ampreme Court, Case 1114689, April 25, 1977.

Colorado: Greely Police Union and Donald O'Leary v. City Council of Greely,,et al.;
Colo. Supreme Court, .Case 1/26922, Aug. 23, 1976.
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employees in a fair and enlightened manner. Unaccountable arbitration is not needed to

resolve negotiations disputes. In the long run, an illegal strike is preferable.

6. States.that allow arbitration

In 1982, there were 19 states which hact some form of interesi arbitration.18 Those

'ta;es
7

a. Alaslca - Compulsory for police, fire, correctional, and:hospital unions which are

denied the right to strike. Unions granted limited strike rights aresalso subject

to compulsory arbitration when thosestrikes are enjoined.

b. Connetticut - compulsory for municipal and teacher unions. For municipal
-

unions a three-member panel engages in issue-by-issue final. offer arbitration 90

days after expiratiof cyrrent agreemenf. For education unioni, a three-

_member panel selects between last best offers of both sides 2(7 days before

school budgets are due at local boards of finance.

_ c. Hawaii - disputes involving firefighters are iubmitted to compulsory arbitration

if differences persist 15 days following declaration of an impasse.. A three- *

member panel selected in the traditional manner shall render a binding decision
. _

-on a total package final offer basis.

db -Iowa.- binding arbitration for all public unions at the request of either party if

_an impasse persists following fact finding. The parties may use a single

arbitrator or a three-member panel. The arbitrator or panel may choose on an

Assue-by-issue basis from among the final offers of each party or the fact

finder's recommendation.
(4'

e. Maine - statutes in Maine cover state unions, municipal, unions (including

. teachers) and University of Maine employees. They provide for arbitration of

18I Binding Arbitration and Public Sector Labor Disputes, Public-Service Research
1 Council, 1982, pp. 21-22.
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. unresolved issues remaining after mediation and fact finding. If both parties
-

can agree, a single arbitrator may be used. Otherwise, a three-member panel
-4'-

, 'picked in the traditional manner will resolve the dispute. The award is advisory

on economic mattersoand binding on all others.

f. Michigan - binding arbitration covers police, firefighters, state police, sand

certain emergency medical personnel unions. Impasses not resolved by

mediation or fact finding within 30 days are submitted to a three-man

arbitration panel. A decision is rendered on an issue-by-isgue final offer basis.

g. Minnesota - arbitration for all public unions. Upon declaration of an impasse,

parties submit final offers of unresOlved items to a single arbitrator if they so

choose or to a three-member panel. To select a panel, the parties alternately
,,-

strike names from a list of seven arbitrators until three remain. Teacher unions

are granted 6 choice between striking or arbitration. The remaining public
. ..-

unions are permitted to strike only if the employer refuses to submit unresolved
4 .

items to arbitration or refuses to abide by-an arbitration award.

h., Montcna - legislation in 197: applicable to firefighters and some state

employee unions. Either party rhay request last . best offer, issue-by-issue

arbitration.
, . . .

i. Nebraska - ail public employee unions covered cvith a unique impasse resolution

device. A Court of Industrial Relations considers all disputes and issues a
..

binding decision. The court is a permanent body whose member; are employed
,.

. by the state.
. .

j. Nevada - covers local government erpployee unions, including teachers and
<

state nurses unidns, and provides that th parties may ag irqe n advance to make

all or p ofli fact finder's report bindi g.
%

k. New Jersey A police and firefighters unions are covered by compulsory

arbitration. Th parties have a choice pn the form of arbitration to be used,
so

.1
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either a single arbitrator or a panel. Arbitration can be conventional or final

offer and final offer may be issue-by-issue or total package.
... ,-.

1. New York - police and firefighters unions are covered by compulsory arbitration

with a conventional, three member panel. These provisions are renewable on a

two-year basis. ThAresent extension expires July I, 1983.

m. Oregon - compulsory arbitration for police, fir.efighters, and prison guard unions

are legally prohibited from striking. The parties may choose a single arbitrator

or a panel of three selected by striking names from a list of seven.. Arbitration

is conventional. In cases where otherwise legal strikes are enjoined, remaining
,

unresolved issues must be submitted to arbitration.
,

n. Penns), Walk] - compulsory arb,itration for police, firefighters, guards at prisons

and mental hospitals, and court employees. Each party selects one enember of

the three-man panel and these two select the chairman. Arbitration is

conventional and is invoked at the request of either party or if no agreement is

, reached after 30 days of negotiations.

o. Rhode. Iskind - several statutes provide for arbitration for all public 'unions. In

the case of police and firefighters, all issues unresolved after 30 days of

negotiations are submittek 110 a three-member panel for conventional

arbitration. Arbitration is instituted for othersoif medkition fails to settle all

impasses. For -state employee unions this is compulsory. For mOnicipal

'employees and teachers unions it is,instituted at the request of either party.

p. Vermont .- compulfory arbitration for municipal employee, police, and

firefighter unions on a local .Option bqsis. Municipalities may opt by a

referendum vote to provide the binding ptvcedures. Arbitration is instituted if

an impasse persists 20 days following a fact finder's report. Thei three-member

/ panel engages in conventional arbitratidn.
,

6j
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Washington - compulsory for uniformed personnel if an impasse persists 45 days

after mediation and fact finding commences. 'A three-member panel engages in

conventional arbitration.

r. Wisconsin - compulsory binding arbitration for fnunicipill unions. At the request

f either party, disputes involving police and firefighters unions are submitted

to compulsory binding arbitration. A single arbitrator is selected by each party

alternately striking names from a hist of five. Unless conventional arbitration

is specified by the partres, the decision will be rendered on a total package final

offer basis. Compulsory binding arbitration for municipal employees created by

1979 legislation allowing parties to agree to binding arbitration or strike option.

A single arbitrator, selected as above, decides between final offers. The

statute will expire July 1, 1987.

s. Wyoming - the firefighter bargainiag statute provides for compulsory

arbitration if no agreement is reached within 30 days. Arbitration is by a

three-member panel.

v
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r CHAPTER IV

30 CAUSES OF STRIKES

(And What You Can Do About Them)
Ai'

Between 1958 and 1980, there were approximately 7,000 strikes by government

employees. Every one of these strikes was caused by something. Granted, in Many of

these strikes there was more than one cause, but usually there was a main cause. For

example, although there were several reasons for the national strike by federal air traffic

controllers, there was one reason which stood out from the others. In the opinion of the

authors, the main cause of the controllers' strike was a miscalculation on the part of the'---.
union leadership. The union leadership did not calculate that all striking controllers would

be permanently fired. , -

Over a period of many years the authors have stOdied and observed public employee

strikes and have concluded that all of the major causes of strikes can be identified. By
, .

being aware of the causes of government employee strikes, management can plan a

strategy, accompanied by appropriate tactics, which correct the conditions which cause a
...

strike. Admittedly, not all strikes can be stopped, or should be stopped. Sorrie strikes are

inevitable, no matter what action management takes. In other cases the price for

stopping a .strike is more than management can pay. But in most cases strikes are

ifavoidable

if management knows what are he common causes of strikes and is willing to

take prudent action tp neutralize those causes.

.

4.

,.

Following, then, are the major causes of strikes by government employees with

,
suggestions for how to remedy such causes.

_

J
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I. Dictatorial personnel practices
by management

Unfortunately, iNere are still government jurisdictions and agencies today in which,

the employees are treated without due regard for their feelings and welfare. It was the

presence of such treatment which created many of th; unions we have today in the public

sector. Although government agencies may be able to gel away with such practices where

there is no bargaining law for public employees, once a bargaining law is passed, .these

jurisdictions become the first to organize--and with a vengeance!

Even though a government agency may not be able to pay wages as high as it would

like, there are many other ways to enlist the loyalty of the employees. Ail enlightened

personnel practices are based on the concept of respect for the employees as valuable

assets to the agency. One of the reasons that Japanese industry seems to get so much

work from its employees is that Japanese employers view their employees as a capital

investment which must be protected and improved. By adopting this' general concept in

American public service, specific enlighteird practices should follow naturally.

2. The use of coercion, threats, aid other power tactics

For many years the authors have worked closely with top management personnel in a

variety of situations and have observed how fr:iyently "central office" executives (e.g.,

the mayor and his,staff, the school 'superintendent and his staff, etc.) develop the "bUnker"

syndrome. This syndrome is expressed in actions and attitudes which seem to indicate

that top management feels it is surrounded.by the "enemy," the enemy being rank end file

'employees, the, public, the 'governing body, and anybody else not in top management.

True, sometimes there are understandable reasons for this attitude in some sittiations.

True, also, the top is a lonely place, whether it is the White House or the school

superintendent's office; and as such, a chief executive can easily develop c sense of
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insecurity. However, when such bttitudes become endemic, they can set into motion a

whole series of coercive and dictatorialactions designed to control the woikfOrce by.fear.
,

Such actions are usually expressed in terms of overly rigid work rules and harsh

supervision, all of which undermine whatever rttural loyalty employees may have for'

their emproyer. Even if the agency can get away with such management, it is 'the agency.

itself which ultimately suffers along with the emplogees because of reduced quality of

public service which resultefrom such mismanagement.

3. Reduction in force in a man'ner
unacceptable to the union

The dismissal of employees due to a reduction in force (RIF) is a vety serious matter

to those dismissed and a real threat to those who remain. So much so, that such RIFs

carried out in an arbrtrary manner have been the cause of strikes. To minirdiie the

likelihOod of a strike due to RIF, the employer should negotiate a mutually agreeable RIF

provision, or in the absence of a collective bargaining relationship, adolit a fair RIF pol*
after soliciting suggestions from employees and their representatives. Most RIF

procedures should give consideration -to seniority in the selection, of personn0 for'

destCiffing. Additionally, there should be a provision for prior notice of intended 'RIF, as'

well as allowance made to recall those who have been R1Fed.

4. Failure to give proper
recognition to the union

As explained earlier, most of the strikes in the early days of collective bqrgaining in

- the private secfor were caused by the failure of employers to give proper recognition to

unions. o this day, one of the most offensive acts which an employer can take is refusal('

to recognize a union, particularly ir it has won a representation election. But', even

though representation strikes are the most common result of failure to recognize a union,

some strikes ,have occurred even after the union has been recognized by the employer.
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The most frequent cause of such strikes being, the failure of the employer to work with

the union as the exclusive repre tative of the workforce; in other words, bypassing the
. .

,

union and dealing directly with employees on negotiable matters.

Once a union has been recognized it should be given reasonable cooperation and

recognition. Whenever grievances are being considered the union should be notified.
-

Whenever matters of compensation, benefits, hours, and working conditions are being

reviewed, the Union should be involved. In short, the union should be,taken in as an equal

partner as conterning contract grievances and on matters of negotiations.

5. Union busting tactics by managemerit

,t Some employers do not want to deal with an employee union regardless of any

collective bargaining law and will take extreme actions to neutralize the union. Such

tactics include:

a. intimidating union leaders

b. disdrimination against union members
r

c. bypassing the union

d. contracting out

e. other similar actions

In cases where collective bargaining is protected by law, such anti-union tactics can

mean warfare. Not only does management run the risk of various unfair labor practices

by following such strategies, but management invites the union to organize a strike in

order to achieve what it views as legitimate recognition.

Employers should be allowed to exercise their legal rights in their efforts to remain
,

uni9n free. But whether such efforts are legal or illegal, 'a union dedicated to its cause

will likely fight back with counter-tactics in its efforts to win recognition. Before

undertaking any serious anti-union strategies,an employer should seek the advice of an
'A.

r

G-d .
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expert kibor relations consultant. There are some 15,000`unionized goVernment agencies

1., in the United Stales as of. 1980.. Id the opinion of the authors, there wou be fewer

unionized agencies _today if public employers had exerdised their legal righJhchallenge

V , the organizing efforts of the union.

a
A 1 l.

.. . 7. iReprfsals by management

, -
r in, a few instances management has attempted to retaliate against the union for

., .
,

.

, , actions. taken by the union whic'h the employer found disagreeable. When such retaliations
. . . .

.. 'Arlie detected .byethe union they can become a rallying cry "for tk union and its mercibers.
-,,, ,. 'Certai y, retaliations h6e no place in sound labor relations.

,

I
,

.

The process of negotiations aan become acrimonious. There will be "win s" and
.

, . '4 ,

"losses",for both sides, bt9t neither, side should carry a grudge ..tO.the extent that war-like,
. ,

..
unethical, or illegal actions arg taken against the adversar;. A labor tontract creates a

, .
form of marriage without the option for divorce. Consequenily, evey tropnable effort

P

6. Management taRes adverse action
ogainst the union eo4ers

In a Linber of strike it labpis'ars that management sought out one or more union

leaders in order to frighten -the union or to set an eidrople for other employees. Such'

<1

<- actions are highly offensive to the union members and silould be avoided at ail costs.

\-)The 'most cOmmon mistake made by a public employer ih ihis area iS to attempt to

dismiss an employee who has become a union leader or an instigator to-form a union. No

public employer should attempf to dismiss a public employee because of union membership

-,- unless . activities result froth .the rnemberhip so interfere with the employee's*

performance that his work is so unsatisfactory that he desdved"toqbe dismissed. Under

any conditions less.severe than this, the emplOyee is likely protected by his constitutional
'

right to free speech and assembly. '

1..1

\ '

6 .

I
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should be made I* both parties to respect the rights and dignity of the other and to
_

-

cooperate for mutual gain.

flemovallof benefitewon
throtigh bargaining

ri

4

As a general rule, once a benefit 'appears in the labor contract, it is there

permanently, and any attempt to remove Jit unilaterally or theough negotiations ill be

met with unders4dndable stiff resistance from the union. 4-pnions view' the removal of

hard-won benefits as a dare to strikea dare they are likely to accept.

if the removal of benefits is necessary, however, the best way to proceed is to

Joni:Ay the process. of, "retrieol balgaining," a difficult procedure of, removing through

neg otiations that whicMwas earned through negotiations. For more information on how to

early out retrieval bargaining, refer to..the'book, Retrieval Bargaining, by Richard. G.

Neal.

' 9. Taking public positions before
bargaining begins

I. Sometimes inexperienced union !eldership will pub icly announce its negotiations

Amends tothe media before negotiations actually begin. T'h purpose of this approach is
. , . . . .

to gain pu:blicity for the union and thereby raise 1.ts profile and enhance its image among,

However, a more common result of such an ill-advised tactic is ihat the

of the union members are raised beyond what the union can deliver. A's a
:

the workers.

expectations

a

consequenie, the union may recommend to its members a proposed agreement

substantially less than what was expected, resulting in a vote of contract rejection. When

a contract is rejected which has been pre3sented IV the union, one more stri e ingredient.

has been added.

To minimize such public utterances, the parties should agree at the outset of

negotiations that there will be no press releases, except as mrually agreed to by the

-'72
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parties.1,Sucii grounOule, before negotiations begin, will iissure thot onlY acceptable

releases will be made to the public...

10. Rivalry between two unions:
competing for the Same
membership

In many municipalities, school districts, and other government agencies, there is

more than one union seeking excluiive 'recognition for the same graup of employees.

Often the competition between these unions to gain majority ,suppOrt escalates into very

aggressive campaigns. The major issue in these representative efforts is usually which

union is the toughest; or which union is mostcapable of delivering more benefits and

better working conOitions to the employees. In such a competition the employer can get

,daught,in tbe crostf ire between the warring unions.

Iri their efforts to win members, unions often undertake tactics to make their'

".....

opponents look bad., This misguidance is an attempt.fowin the loyalty of the employees
.

. ,
,

--away from the employer or the opposing union. In their exuberance to win support, the

. unions can so radicalize .the employees that demonstrations of their strength and unity

become imperative. On6e such demonstrations are stalled they can easily ,expand info a
,.

4

ful l-fledgeckstrike.

When- caught in a situation Where two strong unions ate vying for tile same'

membership, the best general strategy for' management is to maintain 'a *firm but fair'

a

: *,

Oosition at the bargining table. Any attempt to favor one union over the other, or any

attempt to engage in union busting, surely will meet with failure.

1.1. Incompetent negotiators 9.

If there...is any one common major cause of strikes, it is incompetent negotiators.

Most strikes in the public sector have taken place where there was an inexperienced

negotmotjpvolved. Frankly, if both management and the union have competent and
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professional spokespersons, there seldom is any excuse for 9 strike. Therefore, both

porti"e'S should give the highest priority to the.selection 'Of a skilled negotiator. If no such

persah is ovailoble _on the ,ogency staff, then the ogen.cy should seek the services of an

outsideiconsultont, or make quick arrangements to train an exisiing staff merriber.

,,eXtessi've generosity in the
firs'togreement

- .

'fiundreds of Cases where' punc. agencies 'negotiated for the first time, very

6or ripigbAnsi ye and generous contracts were. gronted. There were.many reasons for. such_
..

..eXcesi.40...;Concessions---inexperience, feor, poor advice, etc. But whatever the reason,

such*reernentS.left little room for future concessions by management. Furthermore, by

granting aver-genero6s, .confracts, Unions were ,given the impression that, similar

concessions would. be th:..norm 'of the future. As a consequence, in _Successive

negotiations unians often.had. high *xpectations to xeceive, while management had low
. .

expectatians to. giye. SuCh- a drastic incongruency in expectations can create so many.
. .

unresOlved disputes that a.stri e becomes the only acceptable way to resolve the impasse.

The Message here donliaive..6way any. more thon is reasonably necessary to

reach on agreement- and ta.achie,fe-acceptable relationi with theurii6n and the employees.'

7

I 3 . Lack of binding arbitration.
,

Of grievances

Puring 'the:early itoges,of,,c0,11e0tWe 'bargoiningiin the privOte sector, MonY, labor

contracts ',did not contain a provision' tar .resolving .disputes over .the applicdtiop iohd, ! .,

-- ,..: '. - .: .:,:f ,, , , f'

interpretatiOri 6f the tabor contract. 0:ins*quen1y, ci.iiumber of strikes in those daYs

occfitred during the life of theillbar çontdci oN.',.ec.an aciegaiion that management was not
.: .:: .. ,.. , .,- ..:,,, , - .,. 1

implerpenting,The labor contractPropqly.1 The,nUmber 6f. stijkes 'in the public sector over, , .

the obsgnce of binding arbitratiiin of grlevari,ces hos r,..'i been':iiearry as greaf'ds tfiCii in the,
. , , . . .

. .
. , .. . . ._ . , ,,- . -

1 private sector, However, there have been some pt;pb.lid, .employee Strikes due .io the,. .

...,

,
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absence of binding arbitration of grievances and allegations of the union that management,,
was not implementing the labor contract correctly.

The fact that some strikes have been caused by the absence of binding arbitration of

grievances is not to ,suggest necessarily that all labor contracts in the public sector

contain such a proyision. Whether or not arbitration is contained in a labor contract is a

matter of law and negotiations between the parties.

Given Hie proper .conditions, binding aebitration of grievances can be a valuable aide

for management, as well as the union. Those proper conditions are:

a. The ,contract language must be properly written with mutually agreed to

understanding.
Atalk

b. The,,defjpirion of a grievance should be restricted to allegations that there has

been a misapplication or misinterpretation of the specific terms of the written

agreement.

c. The 'agency should have a history,of peaceful -tabor relations.

14. Dispute over the scope of negotiations;

There is probably no issue in pufplic seCtor bargaining (particularly among public

school teachers) ,;,hich causes more deadlockS than, differences over what is negotiable.

From management's point of view, the scope of .bqrgaining should be limited to wages,

hours, benefits, and working conditions. "Working-conditions" should be negotiated only to

.- the extent that they do not interfere with the rights of management. For exarriple,

whereas a school board could rightfully refuse to neginiate class size because it is a

/ management right to decide class size, that sarn school board could not refuse to

.negotiote a demand that teachers be paid extra for students assigned to them in excess of

, a cepain number, The tactics imiolved in restritting ttie scope of bargaining are quite

/
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numerous and complex. The book Negotiations Strategies, by Richard G. Neal, contains a
,c.

full chapter on this subject with practical suggestions.

15. Insufficient time for negotiations

Under normal conditions, negotiations on an entire contract sho.uld allow sufficient

.7time for negotiation*, sufficient time to resolve an impasse if an agreement is not
...

reached, and sufficient time to ratify the agreement--all before the agency budget is

adopted. Should insufficient time be allowed for the full process of negotiations, and

should the employer take unilateral action on matters under negotiations, the possibility

of a strike is increased. Therefore, every effort should be made to allow an appropriate

length of time to permit negotiations to succeed.
'

1

As a general rufe, negotiations should start several months prior to the budget
_

adoption deadline. Meetings should be scheduled in advance and an agenda should be

mutually agreed upon for each mee.ting. Each meeting should be about three hours.

Meefings of less than three hours provide insufficient time to make progress, while

meetings of more than three hours can' become too burdensome. All necessary homework

should be finished in preparation for each meeting. The time at each meeting should be

speiit,on negotiations and not in long successes or socialization. These simple rules will

help assure that sufficient time is available to finalize an agreement.

16. Too mcmy demands to be dealt with reasonably
,

Some state and national public employee unions have "master contracts" which are-.,
used to assist local unions in their efforts to start bargaining for the first time. This

master contract is a comprehensive labor contract which the parent union considers to be,
,

. *
ideal and is usually quite long, containing several hundred ndividupJ issues. One can well

imagine the problem at the intial opening of negotiations on a first contract of being
,

faced with the presentation of severai hundred demands. And this is_ exactly what has

4

sa...

'-.,

I
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happened in hundreds of governmental jurisdictions throughout the nation, and continues

to happen today as school districts and municipalities'enter into labor negotiatiorfs for the

first time.

In some situations, the presentation of several hundred demands has simply

overwhelmed both parties, making an agreement almost impossible. When faced with the

impossibility of an agreement, the likelihood of a strike is increased significantly. When

confronted with a master contract, both negotiators must use their utmost skill to rid the

'table of padding and to focus attention on the important issues.

One technique which the authors have found to be effective when faced with a

voluminous contract proposal is to write a complete contract proposal as a

counterproposal, thus forcing the union to negotiate from management's written proposal.

17. Negotiations in public

As discussed elsewhere in this book, a number of states have some form of

"sunshine" bargaining. Although there are no final and definitive conclusions at this time

cis to the overall impact of "fishbowl" bargaining on the operation of government, the

authors are of the opinion that bargaining in the public is not in the best interests of

either the union or the government agency. Reasons for this opinion ae explained in the

book, Negotiations Strtategies, byRichard G. Neal.

Simply stated, bargaining in the public can make compromise for either party more

difficult than irthey were bargaining in private. Fythermore, the parties are tempted to

play to an audience, or the press, and make statements which may be difficult to retract

because of the presence of so many witnesses. Whereas, in private bargaining sessions

positions can be easily retreated from. Also, public bargaining sessions can create strong

antagonisms between the parties due to embarrassment in front of an audience. Under

the worst conditions, the parties can work themselves into a'relationship so hostile that
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negotiations break dovn, thus laying the groundwork for a strike. Therefore, under Most

conditions where permitted by law, management should condition negotiations on the

agreement thai they be conducteii in private with press relecises by mufual -agreement.

18. . Employer is gi4en incorrect reports
on.the status of negotiations

Just ciS the union will sometimes incorrectly inform its membership of the stafus of
4-`

negotiations, so will the managerpent-team sometimes misguide the governing body wi to

that status. In ihost instances, such misguidance takes the form of exaggerating the

implications of the _union's demands and failing to reassure the governing body that an

agreement can eventually be reached by go-od faith bargaining on both sides. Given such ck

.prejudicialteport, a governing body can be easily led to overreacting to the union and inta

taking such a tough reactionary position that reasonable compromises cannot be made to

the union. And without any movement from management, the union may. be forced to.

take drastic actions away from the bargaining table.

Therefore, the wise and experienced negotiator tries to convey to the employer in

regular reports that steady progress is beirt made. Naturally, as serious problems arise,

these, too, should be discussed with the governing body. B.ut ih all cases, the negotiator

shbuld convey a sense of control and stability.

19. Incorrect and inflammatory information
distributed to employees by the tmion

Occasionally, in its zeal to rally the employees, the union may overstate its case

against the emplbyer and 'so radicalize the union members that a strike becomes

unavoidable. Although there is no guaranteed solution to such tactics, direct

communications from management to the ernpjoyees is necessary it) this type of situbtion.

in such cases, only face to face communications between emPloyees and the employer will

dispell any misinformation. In communicating directly with the employees, however, the

p-

c.
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employer must be certain that no attempt? is /glade to bypass the union and negatiate

directly with the employees. Under some bargaining laws, iuch action would be ruled to

be an unfair labor practice.

20. Bargaining in bad faith a.

Good fait bargaining generally entails the willingness of both parties to meet at

mutually agieeable times and laces in order to exchange proposals and counterproposals

in a sincere effort to reach a written agreement on specified issues; normplly wages,

benefits, and workin.g conditions. Although good faith strongly implies that concessions

are necessary--in fact, there is no law,which requires that either party make a cancession.

Any act which deviates from .the definition of good faith bargaining is)ikely to be bad

; faith bargaining and may be considered unfair-labor practicemby the union.

Labor' unions universally regard the !light to engage in colleCtive bargaining as their

number One priority. Any effort ,by management to undermine this' precious right by

engaging in bad faith bargaining will inevitably incur the wrath.of the union. In a, number

.

...of:Public strike 'situations, the manner in which the employer approached the negotiations

ProCesi-Was thet'Ohl--45i)e; pat wages, or benefits, or working conditians.
,.

---..,:- _ :-.!--- _
- In light ,of the experiences in tile private sector during the first decade of bargaining

,.. ..
. 1.

. .
. .

.

under fesaerdt law, the attitude of" pu,blic unions today foward bad faith .bargaining in the

private sector, mbst Of the strikes were over organizational issues and Procedural matters

-,.of ten iyolving allegations *by the unions ,that employers were not engaging in proper

Vargo-1_64v procedures. ..' -
..%

Good faith bargaining generally inWdlve the willingness of the_parties to meet at
.1.

mutually agreeable times and places in an effort to reach an agreement through the

exchange of proposals and counterproposals. Although good faith bargaining does not
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require that either party make a concession, there cannot be agreement without

concessions. So, compromise is the heart of negotiations.

To assure that labor negotiations are conducted properly, many state bargaining

laws contain a list of prohibited practices, usually referred to as "unfair labdr practices."

To minimize the risk of committing an unfair labor practice, employers should be familiar

With the state's bargaining low on this subject. If legal assistance is needed to interpret

the meaning of unfair labor parctices, apprOpriate legal counsel should be sought.

21. Ad horninem conflicts between
the negotiators for both sides

There have been a few instances where the relationship between the two chief^

spokesmen was so acrimonious ihat produciive neg6tiations became impossible. The

authprs have known of several cases where the negotiator for management was so inept

and obnoxious, that the union had a ready-maai excuse to toke any action necessary in

order to circumvent management's negotiator.. Naturally, unions, too, sometiFnes produce

an obstreperous spokesperson..
0

When it is certain that the source of the problem is the chief negotiator, that person

should be removed, but in a manner so as.not to undermine the concept of exclusive

spokesperson. . That meanes that there must be some unrelated,reason for changing

spokespersons. -

22. Intransigence on the part of either party

If rregOtiations are to lead to an agreement, there must be concessions made liy both

parties. Unfortunately, occasions do arise when one or both parties refuse to make

reasonable concessions, resulting in a breaking off of negotiations. Such breaking off of

negotiations oan be one of the first signals of an impending strike, and the employer of

the negotiator should be alert to any unreasonable "stqnewalling" on the part of its

LS



negotiator. When there is.a stalemate in negotiations, each party should look first at its
Sit

own behavior in an attempt to determine if any actions can,b takento reopen the flow of

agreements.

Compromise is the heart of labor negotiations. But when stioyld one omise,

and how much should one compromise? Based upon extensive eXperience in ayariety of

situations, the authors have developed a list of 21 suggestions associated With the art of

compromise. These suggestions can be reviewed in the book, Neaotiiitions Strategies.

;a A

23. Backing either side into a corner

The purpose of labor negotiations is to reach on agreernent between labor and

management; therefore, any act which interferes with that objective should be avoided.

When the opponent is placed in a position where there is no escape, problems can arise-for

both parties.

By way of a simple example, let us suppose that management gives ..an ultimaturnto
4

the union that negotiations sessions will take place °only jn the offip of the chief

executive. Aside from the fact that such an ultimatum is an unfair labor practice in most

instances, the union, given such an ultimatum, has been backed Into a corner.

Management, too, has put itself in an untenable position by making suli an ill-advised

demand. As a result, both parties could find themselves at loggerheads. Should.such a

deadlock persist, sooner or later the union will turn to o,ther means to open negotiations.

In this hypothetical both parties have an unnecessary problem caused by an

incompetent negotiator. An experienced negotiator must always couch his proposals and

responses in a manner which allows some escape- for the opponent. In the hypothetical

case cited, the management negotiator should have made a proposal to Meet in the 'thief

executive's office and then proceeded to negotiate an agreement on that issue. Naturally,
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the management negotiator should include in his negotiations plan the possibility of paying

a price for a demand which is basically distasteful to the union.

24. Failure of the goveming body to offer
a salary acceptable to the union

One of the most common issues present during a strike is a dispute over wages.

Although there is a point below which a union will not accept a salary offer, most unions

will accept leis than they planned on if management has bargained in good faith and

eiplained its case well.

However, convincing a union to take less than it had planned for is not easy. The
. .

process' of persuasion involves the presence of a high degree of credibility and trust. It

often depends on the presentation of convincing data. And, timing of solar); offers is of

paramount importance. For example, a 6 percent salary offer made at the opening of

negotiations in the fall of 'the year might be laughed at by the union. That sarne offer,

preceded by lower offers, made on the eve of budget adoption, might be accepted with

relid.

25. Management underestimates the union's power

One certain invitation to confrontation is for one pa.rty to misjudge the power and

-will of the other. One function of an expert negotiator is to determine the power of the

adversar; and the will of the adversary to exercise its power. In a widq range of public

sector strikes, a major reason for the strike was management's underpstimation of the

unioin's power and its willingness to use that power. In strikes caused by this type of

misjudgment, the employer js usually forced to make compromises during*the strik,e which
. .

should have been made prior to the sti'ik;compromises which likelY woUtclhiive avoided a

strike. In the book, Negotiations Strategies, considerable attention itogiven to the,nature

of power in labor negotiations. By becoming famiiiar with the concepts presented there,

o
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a

,

t

the reader shoulgl be able to better anticipate the power of the opponent and the
,

willingness of theopponent to use its power'.
,,

26. The union miscalculates the will of the,.,
employees or the power of the emproyet ,

A union Can precipitate a strike by its f.tntilure to faithfully represent its members'

and by a misjudgment of the union members' willingness to support a strike. A union can

also precipitate a strike by its failure to calculate pccuratgly the will of the employer to
\

%resist union demands.

A perceptive ur\ion representdtive shoal know exactly,what the union membership
,.

is able and willing to do in the name of collective bargaining. Similarly', an experienced
.

union negotiator should make it his business to'know how much pressure from the union
, -.

will be tolerated by management. Failure of either party to agequately- assess the
- : ..

strength of the other can be an open invitation to take actions which create such hostile
-,,

'relations that a strike becomes inevitable.!-

27. Injunctions against union actions
,

In many cases where a union is on the verge of taking Mega-strike actions, the,

. .

, ...

,

. .

., employer will seek and obtain a, n injunction .requiring that the union cease and desist. In

some cases, the union views such action as a challenge to-ihe union's power and responds

with a withdrawal of services or an escalation in other militant actions.. There is no,one
,

. .

answer as to whether or, not an injrction should be sought in all ,cases ot threatened

strikes or actual strikes, since each case is different and requires special handling.

In most cases, howeVer, where an injunction could be used, it does not resolve the
,

underlying problem. The underlying problem Usually is best resolved throu§h negotiation.

Furthermore, in the -view of the authors, many situations requiring an injunction are the

result of a poor overall labor relations program.

.*

,

l .
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28. Incarceration of union officials

In numerous illegal public employee strikes, a strike has been exacerbated or

prolonged by the imprisonment of union leaders. InYariably the result of such piinitive
,

action is that the union leaders become martyrs. This statement, however, does not mean

that union leaders' should never be placed in jail for leading an illegal strike. In some

cases, imprisonment of the strike leaders is a proper response. In other cases, such a

response would be unwise.

29. Failure to rdtify the contract

One of the worst experiences that a negotiator can have is for his employer to

, reject a proposed contract tentatively agreed to at the bargaining table. Such rejection

is viewed by the union as a supreme act of bad faith and grounds to take strong aggressive

actions. If both management and the union have taken reasonable positions, and if both

parties are represented by competent negotiators, the ratifiCation of tentative

,agmements should*be routine. However, not all negotiations are conducted in a

reasonable manner and proposed contracts are sometimes rejected. Unless manageMent is

wtfling ta compromise its position and make an alternative offer acceptable to the union

conditions for .a possible strike can be created. Therefore, both parties should work out

their internal relationships to assure that a proposed contract is ratified.

30. Ahe appropriating body fails to
frtind a negotiated agreement
if

iThere have been a number of strikes precipitated hy'' failure of the appropriating

body for .the agency fi) appropriate funds sUfficient to fund

bar§aining' table. To avoid this unfortunate situation,

the salary agreed to at the

this rule should be adhered to:

Don'i promise ydhai you call deliver, and deliver what you promise. Where the union

negotiates With 'ci-.gov,tr,nj#g body that is also the dppropriating (tax levying) authoritY,

ther'e is seldom any ex use for the violation of this rule. Even when the union is
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nego idting wilh a fiscally 'dependent body (e.g., a school board), while there may be some t

excus in failing to.obtain sufficient money to fund the agreement, in most cases, through(

careful coordinatjoft.with./the appropriating body, there ihould be adequate funds

available. .
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CHAPTER V

IMPASSE: *INEVITABLE PftCURSOR?
,

. .

A negotiations i se almost always precedes a 'tabor strike.' UFA& tYpical

situations, the parties have taken what appear to be final positions on unresolved Issues

a 1

and the union chooses to strike as a rneans of forcing mdnagement to change its position.
.. ... .

But a strike is only one means to resolve 'on impasse. Many other methods are available
. . ,.

and have been used in the public sector. The following methods can be used to break a
.. ,f-

negotkfffont deadIC.ck:

%

\

S..

-

,

, OP

a: In most instancei, the best. method for resolving an impasse is continued
. ,

,

negotiations. In the vast. MajoritY of situations, a negatiatea settlement i?

,preferable to any other type df settlement, becatise a negotiated settlement is

.ond by which the parties come together whintbrily through the process of good
. ,

% faith give and take.. .
%

. 2

b. Mediation is the most common procedure followed in the eveRt of 9 labor
. ,

negotiations inlept, This method, too, is vetYacceptableksince 'th iator_

...

"has no power to force the parties to do anything they don't:wan do.
. ,

Conseauently, a Mediated setttement is one entered into voluntarily.

c. roct-finding, used very little in negotiaiton iMpasses nerally is not an
, .

effective means fOr resolving sertOus impasses, since Aly the facts of the, :.1.

. , , .

.dispute are presented, with no At* to mediate or Make recommendations for

settler:nent. '

d., With the advent of oollective' bargaining into the public secto4, a new term was
, .

coine "advisory arbitration." According To the purest definition, thereican be
.._

no "advisory", arbi4ilt?onl since arbitration, according to its historic definition,
.,

is final and binding. It is not advisory. Nevertheless, advisory arbitration' does
. .. , ,.. ,
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now take place in the public sector (Ind it is generally a process that combines

all of the methods mentioned above. In other words, under advisory arbitration,

the arbitrator convenes the parties, listens to their testimbny, collects the

facts, tries mediation, encourages the patties to cantinue to negotiate, and then

prepares a final report which is advisory to the parties in the hope that it will

help them come together in agreement. ,

d. Interest arbitration (discussed in Chapter 4l of this book) is used sparingly in

public sector impasses, but its use is increasing. When this method is used to

resolve an impasse, the arbitrator considers various relevant facts ,in the

dispute and issues an award which is final and binding.

e. In a few public sector situations, impasses have been resolved by a public

referendum. This method has had such limited use that its viability is unknown.

f. In one state (Nebraska) negotiations impasses can be terminated by an industrial

labor relations court, the only state in the nation which uses this approach.

g. In some ates the state agency which administers the state's bargaining law

can issue awards or otherwise assist in the resalution of a negotiations impasse.

h. In hundreds of public seCtor impasie situations, the cciurts have taken various

forms of Gaon§ (especially during a strike - a form of impase) to bring on

impasse to closure.

i% Of course, political pressure is frequently a factor in, the resolution of

negotiations impasses in the public sector.
r

party that wins the support of the publl* is

After 'ell, in the public sector the

the party that "wins" negotiations.

,

I. Causes of knpasse f.*

With few exceptions, strikes by public employees are illegal. Despite this almost

universal prohibition, however, there are several hundred strikes by public employees each

7-
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.

". .
year.. Normally, :ihough, while most negotiations in tHe public secid dd:,tej.ke plaCe
. ..

. .%
.q

.a

' ... .:' ; 4 7 ' ;
wi-tiiout ,a, strike, it is- Very Comnion for collective bargaining ih the plublic :sector,. to'

v . :
. .

,

..experiente an impasse.
..,

An impasse is t deadlock between the partiesa stalemate. An impoise is a deaicz
, .

. .
:-.. .

,

end street, from which neither. party can see an exit. Since strikes are illegal in the
, ,

public sector,., most statelaws have provided an alternative to.the.strike, e.g., mediation

aAa fact finding. Given this situation, impasses are very common in public_sector
,. .

collective bargaining.

There dre many tauses of impasses,_among itivhich are:
I

a. Too many demands. .SometimeS one party (mare af ten, the Union) will introduCe`
. . (

more darnands than Can 'be reasonably n4gotkitea over a reasonable period Of

time. As a result, the parties `run out of :time with unresolved items still an the

table.' --
1

b. Not enough tinie. Quite often in ney contract negotiations, the parties
: - , , .

undereitimate the great amoun't of time _required to negotiate, on all items.
- ,

; ,

Therefore when'the impasse deadline is reached, a nurnbet'af iferh,remaier-sit
. , ,

issue. ...
...

c. Political gain. An impasse -I.'S: sometimes used_ os a polittcaLt.echriique fOr
..

management to demonstrate that it is being tough, or for the unioitq ShoV.1 iti:

..
members that it refuses to giyeyp on its demands: -,-

,-

d." Disputes over the scope of bargaining. Arguments over what. is negotia6le

'-,...-` ... .

, consume much titne in public sector ne-gotiations, particularly-among-,white-
,

collar professional employees such as social workers, te-achers, arrfnurses. Itis
r . .

0..
. required to negotiate on a particular subject, e.g., class size in publit

very common for In impasse to exist over whether or riot management is

education. c
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e, Failure to ratify. Although.not a common happening, the union or the governing..

'body do infrequently fail to ratify a proposed agreement. in such cases, an

automatic impasse exists.

f. Intransigence. Sometimes art) Impasse is caused because one or both parties dre

too "hard-nosed." Such an attitsaris generally to be avoided. The essence of

Oltnegotiations is the willingn o try and reach an agreement i

g. Lock of expertise. In the early days of collective bargaining in the publit

'sector, many impasses were caused by the inexperience of the negotiators,

particularly those representing management.

h. Union rivalry. In a number of goverhmental jurisdictions, two or more unions

may compete for the right to represent employees exclusivdply. given this

situation, the union in power is forced to prove its toughness and such an

attitude generally leads to an impasse in negotiations.

Lock of funds. ,Recently a number of governmental jurisdictions have faced an

unfamiliar shortage of public funds. ConseqUently, they have been unable to

meet the demands of their employees at the bargaining table, thus causing an

inevitable impasse in negotiations.

Fiscal dependence. Many, governmental units which.figgptiOP. wit employees

ore not taxing authorities; they cannot raise their own funds. For example,

school boards in some states rely upon the county to provide needed funds.

Since such bodies cannot guarantee compensable benefits at the bargaining

table due to the fact that the funds must come frorn another source, some

unions have been unwilling to sign an agreement without a guarantee that the

promised ialark increase will in fact be delivered. In such situations, an

impasse often results.

Le7
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k. As a bargaining tactic. Some negotiators see the impasse provisions as an

advantageous tool in negotiations. The union may see a fact finding procedure

as an additional opportunity to obtain some benefits which it would not'

otherwise get. Management, on the other hand, may see an impasse proceeding

111
as an opportunity to wear the opposition down.

I. Encouragement by law. As stated earlier, strikes by public employees are

generally illegal. In lieu of strikes, most state laws provide an impasse

procedure, the results of which are advisory on the governing body. this

provision of law, according to some experts, encourages the parties not to

negotiate, but to go to impasse.

m. Personality conflicts. Although it should not happen between professionals,
9

some negotiators do have personality conflicts which can be só adverse that

successful negotiations are-impossible.

n. Absence, of ground rules. Some negotiators are so inept that they cannot even

agree where and when to meet. Consequently, all of their time is spent arguing

over the procedures of negotiations, leaving too little time for substantive

dr.

o. Inadequate homework. Negotiations requ.ires endless hours of preparation.

Failure to, compl ere, attOrtirstyi tr,se§x.i.tt* -11-.41p,clegkofite, time to

conclude an agreement.

2. Avoiding Impasse

In order to avoid an impasse in negotiations, the following mgestions have be

proven.successful in a number of situations:

a. PropOsals should be limited to only tilose necessary to being about productive

labor relations.
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b. Adequate time should be provided to assure that all issues are thoroughly

explored.

c. The scope of bargaining should be agreed to prior to negotiations.

d. Once a tentative contract has been agreed to by the negotiatois, it should be

ratified by both parties.

e. Both parties should keep .an open mind on all issues and should commit

themselves to reaching an agreement.

f. Persons who are not competent in negotiations should not be assigned the job of

chief spokesperson.

'

g. An employer, even though fiscally dependent, should deliver what is promised at

the bargaining table.

h. An impasse should not be used as a bargaining tactic.

i. Personality conflicts should be kept out of negotiations.

j. Workable ground rules should be agreed to prior to negotiations.

k. The negotiator and his team should do bli of their needed homework.

Even though the above advice may be followed to the letter, impasses will occur

qnywpy. Should ànimpasse occur, despite efforts to avoid such a situation, the following

suggestions can prove to be helpful.

In the event of impasse
.

a. .
Management should be careful in discussing affordability. In the private sector,

- when an .employer states that it cannot afford the union demands, the.qupstion .

c. .
of affordability then becomes a subject of negotiatiorI. altlibugh thel\ltitional .

%.

LObor Relations Act does not apply to the .publ sector, the concept cif /

f
discussing afforbility doe's apply. If managemen states that its reason foK

rejecting a union proposal is based upon lack of funds, then the i'ssue is 'subject
.*

,

.0 11104

s
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to review by a foct finder or mediator, should the parties reach ari,,impa'sse

later. And experience has shown that it is almost impossible to pt-Ove to a

mediator or fact finder that the governmental unit cannot afford more than its

last offer;

b. Once an impaise is reached and negofiafions are over, it may become necessary

for tlite employee union to communicate directly with the Members.,of the

C.

,

- governing loOdy in order to persuade those persons to reconsider their position.

By the same token,' management may find it necessary to bypass the union and

communicate directly with the employees in order to persuade them to accept

management's last offer.

if it is Inevitable that no agreement will be reached at the bar,gaining table) and

that an impasse

the mediator!.

concessions for

agreement.

is unavoidable, then R may be necessary to "save something for

This means that either party may need to save some additional

ater in the hope that such a tactic will being about an

-
1

.
d. Before enterihg into the impasse proceeding, have the mediator Sor factlinder)

-,
verify what Figs been agreed to; otherwise, the part* may discover after the

meldiotor his left thlat there are remaining unrtsolverj issues not discussed with

, , s
, )e.* , :,. him. .

'
,

'
, w

e. If you must go to impasse, try lo 'avoid goi g an OA, one issue. If there are

several unresolvedlissues (especially if there ii still room for movementS, there
.,

i's greater opportuhity for the mediator to bring about aKagreement.

.,
a

,

.
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CHAPTER VI

THE TELLTALE SIGNS

Seldom has there been a strike by public employees that was not known in advance

by the public employer or ons that should not have been known in advance by the

employer. Granted, there have been a few strikes which came cc a complete surprise, but

generally speak" g even the least perceptive ernployer should be le to detect some

,

signs of a possibl

look for them.

t ike. The signs are almost always there. All the employer must do is

%or

After many years of carefully following public employee strike activities throughout

the nation, the author has concl1uded that all strikes are preceded by one or more of the

same indicators, regardless of locality and regardless of the type of employees. The

Itandard ielltale signs of an impending strike follow.

I. Tensions in the negotiations process

As 'a generqt rule, labor negotiations are carried out in a somewhat routine and

decorous manner. Should the union turn hostile and abusive, the change usudlly indicates
0

a serious problem. Although, hostility is sometimes feigned as a negotiations tactic to
*

intirnidate the employer into taking action 'which would not otherwise be taken, that
4

tactic can be used only a few times before its effectiveness wears off. Therefore, abrupt

ond drastic deterioration in.the decorum of negotiations Should be viewed .with concern as

a possible indicator of concerted action bz tfie,union Outside of the bai-gaining process at
,p

-
the table.

2. Hidory of strife I

There are a number of publk employment situations around tile nation which the
a '

author is familiar Ivith (but cannot identify) where emploiee strikes are a regular part of 0

82
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negotiations. One can almost predict that In these jurisdictions strikes will take place

almost on a regular bosis. A community cannot divorce itself from its past, and the past

is often an indicator of the future. If a union has resorted to strikes in the past in an

effort t et its way, that sve union will likely do the same in the future. Therefore,

the history o negotiations and the track record of the. union can be telltale signs of what

is to come.

3. Boycott of selected activities

A wise union uses as little power as possible to get its way. Rather than invoke a

full-fledged strike to obtain 6 Concession', a mere threat is better, if it will get the desired

concession. For example, there have been countless cases of public employees refUsing to
ifb

perform certain selected parts of their job in order to signal the ernpldyer that the union
,

t
means business. The refusal of teachers to attend to certain extracurricular, duties and

!, b .
the refusal by the police -to complete certain ,required paperwork are \examples of

selective boycotts. _Such boycotts should indicate to the employer that the issue which

caused the boycott is one which should be taken seriously. That is not to suggest that the

employer automatically give in to the union's demand, but rather to suggest that the issue

begiven good faith consideration.

4. Crisis training of employees

If there is to be a successful strike, it must usually take place under 'the leadership

of trained persons. Consequently, it is not uncommon for state and national unions of

public employees to offer regular training progfams on labor relations generally, and

bargaining tactics specifically. In some cases, where a strike has taken place, it has teken

pkice because of ollaboration between the local union and the parent union. In such

cases the strike often been preceded by the enrollment of key local union leaders in a

strike training program. Seldorrr do employees give their personal time to prepare for a

-s .
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strike unless they intend to use their ttaining. Unfortunately, even when local.

circumstances do not justify" a strike, training programs for a strike have a way of self-

perpetuating 'themselves into a self-fulfilling prophecy. In other words, a seminar for

employees on how to conduct a strike can be one of the causes for a strike.

5. 'Stonewalling

Extreme intransigence at the bargaining table is referred tcr as "stonewalling."

Stonewalling is often a sign that the ,pnicin has drawn the line and is ready to fight. Once

all attempts have been discarded to, be reasonable, that is usually a'sign that the union is

ready to move on to other tactics, such as a strike. Although stonewalling can be used as

a bluff, .that ruse can be used only once or twice before it loses its effectiveness. When

real stonewalling is taking place on an important issue, the employer should view this as

another possible telltale sign of a possible strike or some other concert d action designed

to intimidate the employer into taking action which he would not other4iise take.

6. New faces

When a ,strike is being seriously considered, the fatal union will offn seek help from

the state or national union in the form .of professional organizers. When these Outsiders

are seen with agency emplo9ees, particularly if there is tension in negotiations, their

presence should be interpreted as a'sign that the utiion is planning some persuasive action

beyond the bonds of the bargaiping table.

. 7. Threats

.1deally, negotiations should be a peaceful ex-Change of proposals and

counterproposals by labor and management in an effort to reach an accommodation useful

to 'both parties, When either party departs from this good faith i-eleitiOnship-and threatens
_

.

to harm the other party in order to get its way, a neV'and rnfol element is introduced
.
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into bargaining. 'A threat is an action which is designed to cause someone to take desired

action, not bextiuse it is right, but because if.the desired action is not taken, harm will

',,ensue. Once either party attempts to get its way by threatening to hurt the other party,

it's difficult to return to friendly relations. That's why the introduction of threats and

harmful acts into the bargaining process sIiyuld be viewed as a sign that the union is ready

to take any action nece:ssary to get i y including an all-out strike.

8. Walkouts

'On occasion, when tensions mount in negotiations, the union may abruptly walk out

On a negotiations session, or refuse,to attend a scheduled meeting. Such walkouts, except

when used as a bluff, indicate that the union is close to considering further negotiations

pointless. Short of offerings abject capitulation, 'the employer should -make every

reasonable effort to induce the union to return to negotiations; otherwise, the union may'

be forced to devise other more unacceptable mearis to get its way. Although an employer

may find it tempting to allow negotiations to break off, such action is usually ill-advised,

since continued negoticitions, except when counterproductive, cire preferable to most

other actions which the 'union might take.

. Work-to-the-rule

- When teachers do only that wlich is required of them, and policemen issue;tickets in

every single t`raffic violation, no matter how slight, they pre "working-to-the-rule." Such

a tactic is often just as effeAve as a strike, but' does, not carry with it the risks of a

_ strike, such as dismissal. Working-to-the-rule can be quite intimidating to some first-line.

sUpervisors, since they become overwhelmed with a sense of loss of control. Over their

subordinates. A successful work-to-the-rule indicares "to the employer that the union

really has control over the workforce. This, too, can be effectively,threatening-to the

employer, because control of the workforCe islundamental to managing the agency.

t
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O. Picketing

Picketing is almOst always a telltale sign of a possible strike. Picketing is the

process of posting Union members arounid the work site, usually carryina placards, to

demonstrate to the public and the, employer that the union is seriously dissatisfied with

the progress of negotiations. During a strike the picketers perform the additional duty of

discouraging entrance by others to the work site and reporting to the union the names o'f

those who do enter the work site. If carried out peaceably,' picketing is generally legal

and should be de'alt with by the employer with care and seriousness. The presence of

picketers increases the risk of confrontations with a resultant' increase in the escalation

of fensions. As tensions increase, sensible negotiations become more difficult.

.Consequently, when pickets appear, all good faith effort should be made to resolve 'the-

issue which catised them tc; appear.

I I. Disappearance of essential items

Aft public agencies have essential items wklich are needed to operate the agency.

For example, .mbny school districts must have operating school buses ,to transport

.students. .Sa itation districts musrhave operating tr s to collect trash. Public school

classra rns need roll books and lesson Rlans for stitute teachers. Akintenance

personnel must have keys in order to open doors and operate equipment. Consequently,

when 'parts of buses arid trucks (e.g., distributor caps) disappear, _when roll books and

rosters disappear, and when keys, disappear from key racks, these disappearances can be a
0--

sure Sign of an imminent strike. Consequently, een other signg of a strike eRist, special

care should belaken to protect tlies essential items of,the agency from disappearance.,

12. Selective concerted actions

As stated earlier, strikes do not usudIty appear unannounced. They -are almosti
!ways preceded'by definite telltale signs. 'In order to avoid the risk of "trike, unions

1%

..#

t,
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will frequently employ many other tactics designed to induce the employer to make a

concession wanted by the union. Sporadic"concdted use of sick leave, selective refusal to

attend agency meetings, demonstrations in the...cigency cafeteria, refusal to speak With

supervisors, work slow-downs, orchestrated insubOrdination, - and pemeditated

harrossinent of supervisors are all examples of concerted, actions designed to force the

employer to take actions sought by. the union. If such ations are unsuccessful, they are
. <4,

sometimes follOwed by a full withdrawal of services.

Whether or not an employer wishes to treat such actions as,i: strike is a matter of

management judgment and legal consideration. Although,the peecise legal determination

of what constitutes 6" strike varies from state to stäte and situatiOn tsitua9tion the most
.

general definition which can be applied to a strike by public employees is: Anr cqncerted

action by employees designed as a bargaining tactic which interferes with the official'

functions of the employer. Therefore, as a general rule a strike by public employqes, hat
1. -

.

three basic:elements:

a. It is concerted. That means that two or more employees conspire to take some . .

.. Sill .
,..

.
action. . 44' ...,el.

b. it is designed as a bargaining tactic. In other words, the action being taken is
...

being carried out to induce the employer to take tqme action which likely would

not otherwise be taken.

c.. It interferes with the legitimate and offiFial functions of the agency. All
: ,.tt -

government agencies have duties which must be performed by., law. Wherl°

employees conspire a bardaining tactic which interferes ,;vith these functions, a

strike probably eikists.

4
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13. Exbessive grievances

Almost oll union contracts contain a grievance procedure as an essential component

,of the contract. Under healthy labor relations, the grievance procedure is used only for

sincere allegations that the contract iutts been misapplied or misinterpci ed. However, as

relationships deteriorate during negotiCItions, the unron May decide to ue..tbe grievance

e<

machinery to harrass the employer. Any abrupt and drastic increase in grievances,

especially if t ey are frivolous and mean, is a certain sign that the union is greatly upset

over somej1inge If management i too insensitive to'know what is wrong, it should ask the

union why so many grievances are being lodged. Chances ore that some good faith move

by management will bring an end to the use of the grievance procedure as.a bargaining

weapon. As a matter of fact, in some industrial labor contracts, the final signing of the

contract has been contingent upon the withdrawal of all pending grievances.

14. Communications blitzes

In the public sector, labor negotiations, especially in the event .of a strike or an

impending strike, the actions between management and the union can be viewed as a

struggle ovqr who shall gain the support 'of the public. g4assive telephone campaigns,

telephone "hot lines," t peakers' bukgtiOs, inflamatory press releases, distribution of

brochures and posters, and other simil r media events are tactics employed by the union

to.influence the governing body of the agency by bringing to bear forces beyond those of

the union itself. Such actions are irequently signs that negotiations are breaking down

and that the union has moved on to other techniques to gain its objectives. Such

communication 15litzes can be just a few steps removed from a strike.

15. The crisis center
sr

As relationships between management ond labor, worsen and the union dedtles thqr

more stringent action is called for.3;crisis" erCcie-rs may appear on the scene. The crisis

97
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center can be at the union headquarters or ,some other location used temporarily until the
c

"crisis" is passed. Usually the crisis c(nter opens withmuch fanfare, accompanied by
v

press releases, photographs, speeches, and other histrionics designed to gain publicity.

Usually the center is ,staffed from morAing until late at night and serves as the nerve

center for union activities related to the "crisis." Special telephone "hot lines" might be
,. .0,

installed to facilitate communications, and an instqat printer rented 'to duplicate.
,

communications hurriedly. Usually a large temporary sign is affixed to the front of the

headquarters announcing to the.public the nature of the center. Not infrequently, union, ,
,

members are stationed outside of the headquarters to accost passersby. The crisis center

is almost an infallible sir that strike is under serious consideration. ,

i
16. Proliferation of rumors . .

ft .

Although not as easily identified as some other telltale signs, a general undertone of

rumors among rank and file employees can be a sign that something is brewing. Such

rumors come to the attention of nianagement through various sources. Sometimes a

reporter will tip off the, c,hief executive. Frequently, information regarding union plans
.-

will come through an employee who may be the spouse of a supervisor. On occasion,

foremen and "4traw" bosses will pick up information from their crews. Regardless,of how

such rumors of an impending strike may find their way to the employer, they should be

investigated to determine their credi 'lay.
,

17. Mass demonstrations

.

Whenever a group of employees assemble without official sanction from the
3

.). .
employer over some dispute or grievance with the employer,' there is Usually a serious

matter tobe dealt with. Mass meetings of employees serve several purposes. They signal
).

the employer that the workers are very unhappy. -They help radicalize the' workers by
#

,

screwing up their will for stronger action, and they provide large numbers of employees

. 98
(
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for recruitment purposes. Additionally, such mass Meetings provide insthnt news for the

media,and instant attention for the union. These mass meetings, particularly if they are

well, attended and especially if they take place during a confrontation in negotiations, are

clear signs that the union has needed control ovpr the workers, and they should be vie%yed
(

by management as a significant shift in the loyalty of the employees from their employer

to their union. Such meetings are also a sign that employees are willing to join together

for mass action.

18. Indigenous tactics

Different groups of public employees use tactics of militancy which are indigenous

to the nature of their work. For exampje, teachers will often attempt Of use their

classroom to propagandize students regarding -a dispute between the teachers' union,and

the school board. Or, air controllers have been known to unnecessarily "stack'l incbming

flights over an airport, in order to impress the public and mariagement with their potential

e
clout. In other words there are special taclycs employed in special situations and the

t
perceptive manager should be aware of these-indigenous tactics..

I.

e.
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CHAPTER VII
et

A

WHAT 'IS A PUBLIC EMPLOYEE' STRIKE?
,

Every person who is planning how to deal with poblit employee militancy needs a

good working knowledge of the law hich applies to ibis field. As a strike or other action

by employees becomes imminent, each step by the governing body and government

administrator and each step by the employees and their organization Iso'frau'ght with legal

implications. The government administratOr and the government's attorney need to be

able to assess these implications correctly, fpr these matters generally end up ii4ourt,
4

and the court will review each step side by side. 1

,
I . What is a strike? ' - . .

.* J

. A Public officer's first rieed is tO.be able to distinguish What erriployee actions
I

constitute a strike. Thisisbften not'as simpl as it ,souncls, for molly militantmployee
. .

. ' s't , sk .

actions do not amount to a strike. t.
,

A "strike" in common usage is a .cessation of all walls in an attdmpt to obtain better
.

pay or working conditions. Legally, however, it is much More broadly defined, and

includes any concerted withholding of or .intertering with services for 'the purpose of

obtaining More favorable ,working terms ond conditions. The key elements are that two or

more employees must act in concert, they must withhold or interfere %ph the performing

of normal services, and they must do so for the purpose of obtaining some concession Or

, benefit. A single employee who vents his grievance by walking off the job is not guilty of. .

strike, though of oourse he may be subject to disciplinary action for othdr reasons. *The'
. , .

withholding of services need not be total to amount to, a strike; any partial cessation of

work, slowdown, or othfinterference is generally deemed sufficient.

I .

$
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In determining whether some militant action is a strike, one of the most important
. . .

things to watch' is whether the action in facsi ailversery affects the job being done by the
.. .. . ..

..
public employees. If there is a, measurable reduction in or interference with public

services, then the action isprobably an illegal strike. lf, on the other hand, the militant

actions consist of verbal complaints, peaceful picketing, joining of apparently radical

associations, and-the like, then the/action is probably,not a strike.

2.. \Examples of what is or is nof a strike

Since strikes are generally illegal in the public sectpr, public emplayees have
,:r;

become adept at devising alternative and sometimes bizarre strategies' to forFe 1 their

employers ta capitulate. Some of thise have been deemed "strikes," while others ha/e
s,

not. A selection of the more common ones is examined below:

$

NIOam

a. Work slowdown - In City of 'Rockford v. LoCcil 413 etc., 98 III..App. 2d 36, 240

N.E. 2d 705, a group of firemen engaged in a wrok slow'down ancl purposefully..

left stations understaffed. The court held that this was a "strike,, even though .

there was no oufright cessation Of work, as there was 9 withholding of sei-Oces

for the purpose of realizing employee demands..- ThiS decision is in accctrd kith
. .

-decisions in similar cases.

b. Right to resign - In Dade County Classroom Teachers Association, Ipc. v.

LegislatureQ69 So. 2d 684 (Fla.), the Court observed that individual teachers

or groups of teachers may quit Working and may resign; what they rpay not do Is

stop work as, part of a Plan to obtain higher wages and benefits.

c. 'New assignments - College teachers had been teaching twelve hours under 0,

contract in Caso V. Katz-67 Misc. 2d 793, 324 NYS 2d 712. When the contract

expired wiIhOut a new contract being signed, the teachers were assigned three

extra hours, which the teachers refused to teach. The court held that it was a

strike to .refuse sudh an assignment..
..e

A 1

-11, rt 4
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Improper uniform - Police officers appeared for duty out of uniform and refused
4 I,

to work irv-uniform in Olshcok v. Village of Skokie, 411 F. Supp. 257, aff'd. 541
4

. F.2d 1254. The court held this was a strike, and not a proper or lawful protest.
,

1

e. 'tickoutr 'Blue Flu;" etc. - Misuse of sick leave to achieve emp,loyee goals,

called a "sickout" in some place's, and referred to as "blue flu" in some police

cases, is generally consider0 a-strike. See Head v. Special School District No.

I, 83 LRR IA 2398 (Minnesota):

.f. "Work to the rule" - A favoritp tactic of public employe s has bee to refuse to

perform those duties which are viewed as "extra" or v untary. If the duties are

a normal par of employment and the employees are directed to do them,

however, concerted reusal, is uwally- deemeiLa strike. See, e.g., McGrath v. '

Burkhard, 131 Cal. App. 367, 250 13,2,5 864, nbnclass work deemed part of:^
. ) .

teacher duties, Parrish v. Moss, -200 Asc. 375, 106 NYS 577; 'District -300

Education Asstn. v. Board of Ed., 31 III. App. 3d 550, 334 N.E. 2d 165; Marion, .
, .0 .. ..

County School District v. Salem Education Association, GERR No. 597 ,
k e, ,

(Oregon), refusal to attend "open house" for pare4s; LIIrriore etc. District v.. *

Bellmore, etc. leathers, Inc., 91 LRR M 2614 (N.Y.), refusal tg qttend back to

school. night.
V

Where "work to the' ru1e'.1_ involves a slowdowNdue to observing bll the

rules to the letter, (e.g., n'tickei blitz'.9, the results, may be mixed; sometimes

this is a.strike, sometimes not, depending on thefule§ involved and whether

there is a resulting disruptiori of operations.
,

3. ,!-Nliho is a.public employee?
,

9enerally there is little doubt whether a particuJaremployee or group of emi)loyees
.. A f

,
,

. ,

leare public empkiyees, and hence subjed to a no-strike ban. However, there are some gray

1 u0'.

, A
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. ,

areas wherd it is more difficult to make this deterthination. The erriployees of si-
,

governmental agencies such as awater, sewer, and p% ort authorities will sometimes cl im
.. .

that they are not government employees. Similar claims are sometimes ,made by

employees who assert that they work for an independent contractor, rather than direc4

for a governmele agency. Courts faced with these claims have generally'held that the

emplbyees of 'agencies formed by the governing body and performing a governmental
,

function ire public employeesport authority workers have been held to be in this

category.' Employees of public lib;aries, publicly supported hospitals, and the like have

been held to be private employees.2 The distinction is sometimes made based upon a wide

variety of factors. If a government administrator has any doubt on this question, his
a

."

. - .
strike planning process should include careful research to.determine whether the.agency

or group of employees in question will be deerned liublic or private.

Is a strike legal?

Once it is determined that a group of employees are pUblic employees and that what

they are doing or planning to.do is a strike, the next step is to dicide whether iheistrike is

illegal. Generally, the answer is "yes." The historical background is important in

understteling why this is so. Until relatively (ecent times, any strike by anY emPlOyees,

public or private, was illegal. Such strikes were often considered conspiracies, and the

perpetrators were treated accordingly. Thexe was no national authority or regulation,

however, ,so each state had ,its own Iaws for making strikes illegal and providing for'

punishment, creating a great deal of diversity in the practicartreatment of strikes. The
.. -

National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) 'changed things dramatically in the private sphere,

-

4

Virgin Islands Port Authority v. S.I.U. de Puerto Rico, etc., 494 F2d 4521 Tehnessee
Valley AuthorRy v. aailey, 495 F. Supp. 711; City of Wilmington V. General Teart--CsTeTs
Local Union, 326, 296 A.2d 8.

c.

i:
2New York Public Library v. New York State P.E.R.B., 357 NYS 2d 522.

03
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and strikes there are now considered a normal pait of business. The,NLRA' now regulates

employee relations in nearly all private indusfry. However., this federal law specifically
(

excludes political subdivisions horn its coverage. The resblf is that s'irikes by public

employees, are still judge'd ynder ihe law of the state in which the striRe occurs, unless, of

course, federal emplpyees are involved. Under these laws, strikes are still illegal except

in a very few stafes' which have enacted Jaws,permitting limited pubiic employee strikes. .
. .

LeAng Public. emplayee' stiikes in the states' hands has continued and even
.

, expanded the gteat divers(tycforMerlj, found in the law applying to all strikes. While such
4

'strikes pre `sfill illegal in most states, both la* and public opinion ditfer markedly, from

state to state. Some sfcites still judge public employee strikeS in much the historical,
. . . ,. .

mrinner: they are all illegal, and a wide variety of legal remedies against them are easily
/

obtained. Other states pay lip tervice to the ilregality Of ttrikes, .but as a practical.
, .

matter remedies are scarce. Still,other states have enacted legislafibn, which permits .
It *

strikes by certain categories of workers under certgin circumstances, as previously noted.

Some states regulate public employee bargaining through state boards, while others do not

permit bargaining at all. This di rsity leads to a maxim that cannot be over-emphasized:
,

know the law of tlie jurisJictio)p involved.4' Each ,government administrator should
. ,

familiar with the law and the predilections of the courts in his jurisdiction.

s

c.

I
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CHAPTER VIII

(
REMEDIES FOR AN ILLEGAL STRIKE.,

In most jurisdictions there are a number of poesible actions a public employer can

take to counter illegal action by employees. The most comnion of these are discussed in

the succeeding paragraphs. One Of the most impoPtant things a government administrator

and government attorney can do in developing a strike plan is' to evaluate each possible

government action in light of the prevailing law and prevailing conditions. For those

which are chosen for possible implementation in the event of employee militant action,,a

detailed step-by-step plan for each will help immeasurably in achieving success.

N

I. Injunction

The tradittonal remedy jr preventing or stopping a sttike by public employees is an

injunction. An injunCtion is a court .order directing certain specified persons or

organizations to do, or cease from doing; certain actiohs. An injunction is backed by the

.;
powerof a court to fine or imprison those who disobey its order.

? , '
(An injunction is usually obtained in a three-stage process. First,,application is made

k.
I, , .

, to thp coutt for whit is usually baited a "temporary restraining order." This isln order
tA - ,

sirtained without a hearing, and sometimes without nOtice to the other side, and usually

requires an affidavit and supporting facts to show thaf irreparable injury will be suffered
S.

by the public employer if the court doet notimmediately issue an order to preseive the
,

status quo and prevent or stop 'a strike unfil a hearing can be held.

Where n9 emergency eicists,,sometiMes the proceedings will begin at the second

step, which is the obtaining of citemporary injunction. °A temporary injunction is an order

issued after a hearing which may. be miniMaLor lengthy depending upon the jurisdiction

,

0
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and the ciicumstances., The purpose of a temporary injunction is to preserve the status

quo and prevent further action pending a full trial on the qu'estion at hand.

,Thefinal stage is a trial and the issuance of a permanent injunction prohibiting a

future strike. The temporary restraining order, temporary injunction, and permanent
40

injunction go by different names in some jurisdictiops, but in most places, the basic

procedure remains the same.

An injunction is a drastic remedy.f The court is in effeCt saying to those affected by

it that the), may be summarily jailed Jfined, or both if they disobey the \ourt's order.
_ .

Because ;t is drastic, the issuance of altemporary restraining order, temporary injunction,

o'r permanent injunction is a discretio ry action which the court will take only if firmly

convinced that there is no other way to prevent irrepairable injury. Thus, the court must

be convinced at each stage that the employee action Which the government wishes to have

enjoined is (a) illegal (b) immediately imminent, if not already in progress, and (c) likely

'to result in irrep-Orable injury if not stopped 13.'y court order.

A threat of "irreparable injury" may generaly be shown through potential damage to

or interference with the government's operations. Courts will generally deem a

government agency's continued normal functioning to be essential to the pUblic, and thus

any substantial interference will constitute irreparable injury. The threat of interference

must be a real thr at, however: a court will not enjoin employees from striking based upon

va9ue or isolated threats of a strike.cikewise, there 'must be some threat of future

damage. If the employees have strUck, then gone back to work prior to the court Aearing,

,the court will not issue an injunction unless it is necessary to prevent a recurrence of the

strike.

In some jurisdictions consideration must be given to anti,injunction statutes',

sometimes called "Little Norris-LaGuardia Acte-due to their resemblance to_the_ federal

yklorris-La Guardia Act. Such statutes prevent courts from enjoining private disputes and

I 0 G 'r
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privates strikes "involving, Or growircg oUt of, a dispute concerning the terms and

conditions of employment." The statutes almost alkonitain wording which excepts public

employee strilles, leaving the court the power to enjoin such strikes, but the wording of

some statutes is such that there .are some restriction on the full exercise of the court's

injunctive powers.

An injunction is the most powerful weapon a public employer has, so ci strike-plan is

not complete without detailed plans foriibtaining an injunction in the event of "a strike.

Further discussion of gathering evidence and presenting it in court 1to obtain an injtfnction
4

7will' be found elsewhere in this book.

An injunction may be the public employer's primary weapon, but there dre times

when even it must be used with care. Sometimes it can backfire, as. some municipalities

have learned to their sorrow. Typically,' these unfortunate cases have proceeded as

follows:

a. Public employees go out on strike..

b. The pblic employer gains an injunction.

c. The employees ignore the-injunction.

d. The public employer petitions the court to enforce the injunction.

e. The court jails the leaders of the strike and imposes fine;.for violation of the

court order.

f. the jailings and fines obtain wide press coverage and the jailed-leaders become

martyrs to their cause.

g. Public opinion begins to swing to the side of the martyred leaders and the public

.employees they represent.

14. Public employees refuse to bargain or return to work until the strike leaders are
,

; freed, arid:total impasse'results. 4
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i. Pub ik pressure to resolve the Matter builds and builds until the public employer

is forced to make sufficient concessions to persuade emi)loyees to return to

work.

j Sometimes

petitioning

reached.

a public employer is forced into the anomalous position of

the court fo'releastrJke leaders so that some resolution can be

This unfortunate sequence of events has been played out in a number of cities-and

counties across the country, and invariably leaves a legacy of bitterness and strained

relations which can take years to heal. In the interim, employees may have gathered

sufficient public backing to win the very conces,sions that they sought by calling a strike

in the first place, so that the employer may win the battle but lose.the war by obtaining

the ihjunction it seeks. The public employer must carefully assess the litical climate

within its jurisdiction to determine whether the obtaining of an injunction will help it

achieve its gtrals.

2. Declaratory judgments

A .declaratory judgment is a determination made by a court where the partres are

asserting conflicting rights, but neither has taken any irrevocable action. There Must be a

so-called "issue in controversy," as the courts will not render advisory opinions, but the

dilpute nee'El not have reached the point where either.'tde has suffered irreparable

damage. In the past,, declaratory judgments hove seldom been sought in public employee

disputes: However, it appears that they can be a useful tool to the public employer to nip

in the bud a proposed militant action by public .emPloyees. To illustrate, a school district

may learntat its tepchers' association is advocating that the teachers "work to the rule"

in an attempt_to secure higher pay._The teachers' union may be a&ising the teachers that

such acfion is not illegal and will not constitute a strike. (As discussed 'elsewhere in this

1 08
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book, "work to the rule" is an action in whjch employees do only those things which are

.specifically required ,4-1 their job .description, (and refuse to undertake additional or

,iupplementary assignments which have in the past been routinely done by the employees,
.

artd which have been in a sense an unwritten part of their job.)

Ratherithari wait for the eve of, the employees taking such an action and then

seeking an injunction, the school district rpight instead decide to seek an immediate

declaratory judgment from the court that such a "work to the rule" action would in foot

be illegal, as it constitutes a concerted withholding of normal employee services for the

purpose of coerchig the employer, and hence isln fact a strike.
411'

The'advantage of declaratory judgment is that it loins a quick decision without

subjecting employee associntion leaders to the threat of imprfsonment and fines. The

disalyantage, of course, is tAt the sahool district takes the risk that anyone does that

sjoes to court: the court's decision may not be as it wishes.,

Dismissal and other disciplinary actions

*

oisciplinary action against striking employees is a matter. which must be given most

careful attention. Dismissal or the threat of dismissal Oill provoke an even greater

response by employees than injunction, and the employer who tries t3ut fails to dismiss

a group of striking employees will be left with a legacy of bitterness for many years.
I

The first question is wttether local law requires or permits *smissal of striking'

t

ernproyees. ro some states, dismissal is required, typically by a st tory provision that

striking public employees automatically forfeit their 0:isitions. Such a provision can

create a real dilemma for the public employer who wishes to end a strike peacefullj, and

yet obey the law. In many states strikes are illegal, but the tspecific remedy of dismissal

* is not mentioned; in most of these, dismissal is permitted but not required.

f
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The second question is what procedure must be followed to dismiss striking

employees'? May the employer simply declare vacant the positions of all apparently

striking employees, or must individual due process hearings be given to each employee

who is to be dismissed? 'This can often be a crucial question, for the complex hearing

procedure.found in many dates is ill-suited to handling a mass of cases, The government

I administrator can be sure that all employees will request hearings, and may well go to

court if hearings are denied. If a large number of employees are fired without hearings,

substitutes are hired, and the fired employees later establish a right either to have

expensive hearings or to have their jobs back due to failure to provide individual hearings,

then the government will be faced with a very difficult and -expensive problem.

Accordingly, careful research into the law and careful planning for dealing With dismissals

are essential.

Successful disciplinary action of all 'kinds is especially dependent upon accurate

record keeping. It is olten easy to estoblish that a strike is in progress, but difficurt to

prove that one particular absent el-nployee is on ,strike. When faced with dismissal, all

manner' of excuses can be expected. Sciemployees will claim that they were sick' and

tried unsuccessfully to)call in; others may claim that they tried to come to work but were

prevented_(rom *doing so by striking employees. Sometimes these excuses will be true,

sometimes not. In this area as in others, one of the most important ingredients of a strike

plan is the development of an accurate system for distinguishing which employees are on

4. Withholding pay

An obvious employer remedy for an illegal strike is

who are on strike. This remedy requires planning to

confusion of a strike the payroll department may have

14

to cease paying those employees

implement, as well, for in the
4

idea of who is on strike and

t)

"Vt-
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whq is not unless plans are made for the early verificati6on of the employees on strike. An

automated payroll system may not lend itself to screening each employee's paycheck

before it is issued. Additionally, by deciding which employees to pay and which employees

not to pay, the governmental agency is in effect making its own extrajudicial decision hs

tofro is on strike and who is not, so it should be-careful that its deciSion is correct.

Rather than revamp their whole payroll system during a strike, smile governmental

agencies may decide to issue all paycheaks but require the employees pick them up from

their, supervisors, effectively denying pay to those who are not at work to pick up their

checks. If this approach is adopted, the agency needs to be careful that its various

withholding accounts are not hopelessly confused by the issuance of checks which may

never be delivered.

5. Withholding benefits.

Government employees typically have a Wide Variety of ben4its. Those provided

directly by the employer can include paid annual leave, sick leave, personal leave, health

insurance, life insurance, acchent insurance, tort insurance, retirement contributions, use

of government vehicles, parking places, and many others. These benefits are established

in happier times, when the governant agency is trying to hire and retain good employees

and the possibility of a strike is in no one's.rnind. As a result, there is ieldom a built in
41'

easy way to cut off these benefits when employees go on strike. Part of a strike plan

should include a review of all benefits to determine which the agency should and can

terminate in the event of a strike.

ci. Insurawe. Insurance benefits come in a wide variety, both in terms of type of

insurance (health, dental, tort, etc.) in terms of employer participation. In

tome cases the government agency pays for an entire policy covering all

employeeS, while in Other cases the agency simply agrees to deduct and forward
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insurance premiums io an employee's insurance company. Where the gorrn-

ment agency is actively involved in obtaining the insurance coverage, Pere will

usually be an agreement with the insprance company which musl be considered.

The pet result is that there is no one 'answer to the question of whether

insurance benefits can be suspended or terminated for striking ,employtes. Here

are some factors to be considered in attempting to answer the question in

individual cases:

Look at each type of insurance seParately.

Is the agency br the individual ultimately responsible for pOying

premiums?

Is the agency or the employee the primary insured?

Is there an agency regulation, or agreement whereby the agency has

agreed to provide the coverage? Does it have a strike exception?

Is there an established procedure within the agency for suspepding or

terminating coverage or benefits?

What does the insurance policy say concerning suspending or terminating

coverage?,

*- If "employees" are covered, does a striking employee continue to be

covered until dismissed?

Does coverage depend upon eorning,sufficient salary ,to pay the prerilium?

Do any locol or state laws or regulations deal with the question of

suspending or terminating strikers' insurance benefits?

If the agency were to stispend or terminate coverage and later be deemed

wrong in doing so, how expensive might the errot be? For example, a

school district which cancelled all tort insurance for striking teachers is

not likely to incur large drama* if wrong, as most policies cover teachers

. 0
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only while they are on the job, which they obviously are not while on

strike. On the other hand, ca ceiling health insurance wrongfully Auld

*id to large damages if a r;:in-coveied employee became ill and had large

medicd expenses whid)4ould have' been ,covered by ins-urance which the

agency wrongfullyceincelled.

Are employees entltled to any sort of notice prior ,to can,celration, either
--

wider the 'law of the jurisdiction involved, the insurance policy, an
?-

em*yrnent agreement, or the agency's oikn rules?
t

- If there is a collective bargaining agreement in effect, what does It say

concerning termination of benefits?
L '

b. Leave. A strike is a form of warfare in which the usOal ideas of what is "fair"

goes out the window. The public employer can therpfore expect striking

employees who formerly were scrupulous in their use of leave to claim that

they were using annual leave, emergency leave, persanaf leave, or sick leave

while they were infact on strike,. If what the employees do is really a strike,

numerous cases have held that the subterfuge of 'claiming to be on leave will

not work. However, the governmental adminiVrator can make his job easier by

reviewing leave policies to make s re that there are no loopholes which invite
,

such claims.

c. Retirement. Retirement benefits are strictly governed in most jurisdictions by

a combination of federal and state laws, rules, and regulations. Typically such

benefits accrue at a specified rate, -"vest" at some point after which they may

not be taken away, and may.be drawn upon only at a certain age. ,The'

government agency should determine whether under applicable law retirement

benefits fnay be docked when pay is docked' for absent striking employees, and

also whether striking employees may forfeit accrued retirement benefits.
I.

llj
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d. We [foie, uneMployment compensation. 'In addition to benefits provided by the

employer, government, employees may .try lo apply for the same types of

benefits available to all workers. Nothing so infutiates employers in general,

and public employers in. particular, as the thought that their striking employees

. might be able to 4)btain unemployment compensatiop, welfare, and other similar

assistance, an'd thus prolong a strike at the employer's and the public's expense.

Strilchig employas have applied for suCh assistance, and, in private employee
.

cases in some states, they, have obtained welfare assistancq, though seldom if

ever have they obtained unemployment compensation.

Unemployment compensatton is goNierned-by the statutes of the various jurisdictions,

all, of which contain provisions disqualifying persons who are unemployed due to a labor
so

dispute. ,These statutory ptovisions have generated a large number of cases, in which

courts have struggled to apply this exception in CI variety of factual settings. Despite the
- -

apparent-clarity of the rule, it is not always easy to determine whether_a 'given person'.s
,

unemployment is "due to"fa 'ila0or dispute." GovernMental adMinistrators Should have

their attorneys consult' the statutes in force in their jurisdiction to determine ihe rules

and procedures to follow in order to deny unemploym ent compensation to strikers.

Welfare assistance comes in a variety of forms: .Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC), Old Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, Medicare, etc. The first of these,

, AFDC, has been the aid primarily sought by strik ing emPloyees. This aid is governed by'

both state and federal rules. The ledeial agency responsible for administering the

program, the. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), has adopted a

regulation which permits the states to determine whether employees on strike may obtain

AFDC benefits) This regukation has been upheld by the United States Supreme Court.
2

A.

1SubsectiOn 5 CFR su6section 233. I DO.(d)(4)(1976).
,

2Batterton v. Francis, 432 U.S. 416, 97 S. Ct. 2399, 53L, Ed. 2d 488.
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Some states have passed 'lows denying benefit4 *to striking employees, whhe others ndve

not. Where state statutes have born silent .on the subject, some state courts have heiq

striking applicants eligible, on the theory that welfare benefits are designed to aid 'the

needy, without 4egard to the origin of' the need, unless there are specific statutory

disqualifications. The ,governrnental administrator Will have to determine from the law of
o

his own jurisdiction whether striking employees wilrbe eligible fpr welfare benef its.

The governmental administrator should not stop with a determination of the local

rules concerning eligibility for unemployment and, welfare assistance. He-should also give,

some thought to how, in practice, he an prevent striking employees from obtaining any
,

more assistance than that tat 'Which they are legally entitled. He may wish to consider
1

tgiving a list ol striking emplgye to the local welfare and unemploY-ment' compensation

offices, together with citations t thelpertinent eligibility laws. Caution and judgment

!

are requireil in making these decisions as there might be repercussions Under the law of

this jursidiction, especially if the gOvernment could not prove that all of the employees on

the list were in fact on strike.

6. Damage suits
A

.

One of the reasons that public employeei artnot permitted to strike is that it iSnot

. the employer who suffers ihe most -dainage but:rather the innocent public which both
V

,

to serve, When police strike, crime goes unchecked;

when firemen strike, houses

employer and employee are suppose:I

Members of the ihnoaent public have begun to-retaliate by filing suits against the striking

unions and employees to recover damages for their losses. Damage suits differ from suits

..

. - burn down; when teachers strike, children are not educate&

.

.

.1

for injunctions in that they se,.ek monetary compensation for actuardamages, rather thon a

court prder enjoining a strike aid possible fines for disobedierke of the court order. Such
. . , 3,

.

.49 ,
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suits must.surmount several obstacles, as noted below, but the damages involved can be

very large,,ahd the possibility of damages can be a real deterrent to a Union considering a

strike.

In a case involving a policb or firefighter's strIke, tybically a citiien will suffer

damage which he ot she 'claims couki have been prevented if there had been no strike.

With.a pblice strike, this can be hard to prove, as crime Occurs whether police are on

strike or not. Proving that the strike caused the damage is thus one big hurdle in citizens'

cases. It 'family of a bus driver killed in a rabbery on his bus during a police and

municipal strike lost their case on just this point in Maidlow e. City of Toledo (Public

Employee Bargaining Paragraph 373721), 'The Court held trtat the damage was too

",remote," and the cause not sufficiently proven, to hold the union liable. The family had

also sued the city; the court held the city to be immune from suit.

A second big hurdle is choosing a proper legal ground fot imposing liability. When a

firefighters' union calls a strike and a house burns, is the union liable because of one or
. . .,

. ,

.;-
- .

more of the following: 1

a. strikes are illegal and the union is responsible far, damage caused, by illegal

action; ;

b. strikes are prohibited in the union's contract, and the citizens are third party
6

beneficiaries to the contract;

c. the union is negligent in calling the strike, causing damage; or

d. the union created a common law nuisance by calling an illegal strike?

In Fulenw-ilder v. nrefiqhters (1AFF Local 41784), Public Employee Baroilining Paragraph
.

36956, a Tennessee case, the court considered alternatives b., ,c., and d. in a suit 1:,), a
,....,

homeowner whose house had in fact burned t the ground during a firefighters strike. 'The'

court ruled that b. and c. did not apply, as t e agreement was not relevant or enforceable,

and the union owed no duty to an individual homeowner, and so could not be 4911gent.

.LLG
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The 'court ruled that the union could create a nuisance by endangering the public by an
1

illegal act, and so may be liqble for the consequences to individuals who suffer unusual

damages. The rules and required proof in nuisance cases differ substantially from those in

negligence cases, so the legal theory.upon which-the court permits a citizen to proceed

can make a big difference.

A third hurdle can de presented by the question of "sianding" and the related

-At

question of.exclusive jurisdiction. These questions arise principally in states which have

compreFiensive public employee bargaining laws which provide for enforcement action by
,..,

a particular officer and for a particuaunishment for st iles. When someone besides

the designated officer, e.g., a private citizen, sues in cour for the additional punishment

of damages, a question inevitably arises whethei the bargaining law was intended to
1.

,

provide an exclusive remedy, precluding other court actions seeking other remedies. In

Caso v. State,' County and Municipal Employees, District Council 37, Public Employee

Bargaining, Paragraph 1067, a unfon struck a municipal sewer plant which as a result

ceased to function and dumped raw sewage which fouled the beaches of an 'adjoining

jurisaktion. The adjoining. jurisdiction brought suit for the costs of cleaning up its

beaches, and the 'Court was required to decide whether New York's Taylor Law provided an

exclusive remedy. The court ruled that it did not, where there were allegations that the

injury complained of was alleged to be "direct," that is, an inevitable result of tile strike,

and also tias allege4,to be willfully and maliciously caused.

"A contrary result was redched in Burk0 Thqmas, Inc..et al. v. rnternational

Organizafion of Masters Mates & Pilots, PERR. 84 :83, 12-31-79, a 'class action suit

brought by merchants who lost busines*as a result of a mtinicipar ferry operator's strike.

In that case, the Supreme Court of the State of Washgton considered three ques
-

whether the merchants were third-party beneficiaries tosthe no-strike clause in the union

contract, whether the merchants could sue for "tortious interference with business

-.1.1790MgE
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relationships," and "whether coUrts should fashion a new remedy which would allow

private parties incidentally injured by yrikes of public employees, prohibited by contract

or laws, lo recover avages for their injuries, and thus ehter thearena of public employee
-

labor relations?" The court answered "no" to each question. Similarly, in Lamphere

SchOols v. Lamphere Federation of Teachers, 400 Mich. 104, 252 NW 2d 818, the Michigan

Supiteme Court refused to let the school district itself sue the' teacher's 'union for

damages. .The decisions' of the courts in each state will govern whether a suit for daehages

again'st a union is likely to be successful.

7. . Union decertification; loss of dues checkoff

The usual remedies ?against a union which sponsors or sanctions an illegal strike are

injunctions and fines. In certain state§, unions are certified under the state'i btargaining

laws and also may hcnilt a dues checkoff priAlege ueith, which dues
4
are ciutomatically

deducted from employees' paychecks. In these states, losstof certified status, loss of dues

checkoff, or bOth cqn be a potent additional,remedy.
.0

Decertification will be governed by the law sin* which certification -is made.

Generally, a petition to the employment .relations bciard i'svequilred with subsequent,.

hearings to determine whethee decertification, is appeopriate.

Dues checkoff is sometimes governed by, statute as well but sorriétiMes exists only
. ,

<

as a result of a negotiated union contract. New York's Taylor Law is an example of a

state law perrhitting the New Yol< Public Employment Relations Board to suspend the

employee union's right to have dues dedixted.) Tile right to, impose this sanction was
\ 4

upheld in two related federal cases, arising out qf 'strikes by New York City and Buffalo

teachers. The New York City strike had beer a nine-day ',strike in Septmeber 1975,

involving thp United Federation of Teachers, while the Buffc0o strike had-been a 14 day

strike in September 1976. Albert Shanker et al.' v. Robert E. Helsby, et al., No. 592,

lot



Docket No. 81-7402; Buffalo Teachers Federation, Inc. v. Robert D. Helsby et al., No.

765, Docket No. 81-7405, bath decided April 1, 1982 by the United States Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit.

8. Special legal problems

The legal considerations pteviously discussed will be present in almost all juris-
,

dictions. Other conside fations are found in some but not all jurisdictions; some of these

are discussed below.
,00 '

a. Effect of public hargaining laws. In those jurisdictions with public employee

'bargaining lav4; and particularly those with comprehensive laws which create
e,

. local or state boards which oversee government employee relations, the

government administrator will need a good worlrgThnowledge of the applicable

or

b.

law. These laws may change or limit some of the options available to combat

employee militancy. For instance, under such laws sending a letter to all

employees outlining the employer's position on pay raises and .threatening to

fire any employee who strikes over pay raises might be an unfair labor proètice

through negotiating directly with employees. Similarly, an 'employer who

unilaterally changes leave policies out of concern that employees might abuse

leave policies during a strike may be guilty of refusing to bargain in good.faith.

An employee union will be quick to spot and take advantage of any emplOyer

misstep, so careful review of the strike plan in light of any applicable
1rd

bargaining law is essential. Rules and procedures for employee dismitsal and

discipline May also be governed by the.6argaining law..

Effect of c011ective bargaining agreement. Collective bargaining agreements

will usually have a "no-strike" clause which may justify the government

employer in treating the agreement as breached and of no effect if employees
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do go on strike. However, an employer must undertake a careful rdfiew of the

agreement and the background law in its jurisdiction before coming to this

conclusion. It may be that some parts of the agreement will remain in force,

notwithstanding the sltike.

The employer nee& also to consider the effect of allowing stfikiiig

employees to return to work without a new agreement. the employees

. 4
remain subject to the old contract, or will they have no e6ntract? This will'

depend in part upon the law of the jurisdiction and in part upon the employer's

actions.
,!

c. Freedom of information. The government administrator May'naturally wish to

keep at least part of his strike plan a secret. Once the union learns of its

existence, the, union may seek copy under an applicable Freedom of

Infic.mation Act. Part or a strike plan should, therefore, include research into

whether and how the plan may be kept. confidential. If confidentiality is

uncertain and early publications of the pldn might prove damaging or embar-

rassing, it' may be best to amend the plan, if possible, to eliminate the damaging

features.

d. Role of the governing body. The governing body of a jurisdiction which is

develtping a strike plan or actually dealing with a strike has a difficult role to

play. On the one hand, as a final decision maker this body must make the policy

decisions in how to deal with employee militancy and so must involve itself to a

certain extent in planning and taking action against militancy. On the other
",*

hand, too much personal involvement by individual members or the body, as a

whole can precipitate the very militancy which a strike plah seeks to gvoid.

This is soiiecause too much persogal involvement breeds too much personal-

feeling betWeen members of the goyerning body and the employees who feel
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they have grievances, and, whether the feelings are ones of sympathy or

hositilty, the result can be the same. If the governing body is perceived as

personally hostile to employee grievances, then a strike may result from the

resulting employee hostility. If the governing body is perceived as personak

sympathetic, on the other hand, the employees may call a strike to by-pass the

administration, hoping that the overning body's sympathy will cause it to give

in and grant the benefits the elriployees want. The PATCO airline controllers'

strike has t)e'en attributed in part to a mistaken belief on the part of union

leaders that the President would be sympathetic to the strike. This belief was

apparently engendered by an off-hand remark during a campaign meeting with a
,

union leader. The moral for governing bodies: be careful what you say,

especially in private meetings, for it is hard to win and easy to say things which

will ultimately damage the government's position.

What the governing bodY and the government administrator should do is ta,

make policy decisions, then appoint a single spokesman to do all negotiating and

make all statements, as detailed elsewhere in this book. Freedom of infor-
A'

mation laws must be scrufinized before meetings are held to make these

decisions.

The government administrator should also bring to the governing body

those rules, regulations, ordinances, policies, etc. which need to be changed in

order to deal effectively with a strike or other militant (lotion.

.0°



CHAPTER IX

-A' PICKETING

Picketing is one of the few militant actions which public employees may legally

undertake, so it is naturally a favorite tactic. . Because of its popularity and becatise of

the separate rules which govern whether it, is legal or illegal, picketing merits special

attention.

I. What is picketige

Picketing is commonly thought to be patrolling or parading with signs by employees

or others in suppart of employee objectives. Picketing is not always so narrowly defined,

however, and interpretations of the word as it appears in the National Labor Relations

Act have included distributing handbills, placing out signs, _placing groups of dissident

employees, displaying the union sign near the employer's eptrance, and placing a menacing

group of men in a manner to intimidate employees. These may not always be deemed

"picketing" when done by public employees, but any time groups of employees gather

publicly to air their grievances, thought should be given to whether their conduCt amounts

to picketing) If so, the rules applicable to picketing will apply.

2. Rules applicable to picketing

Public employees are citizens, and as such have certain constitutional rights, among

them freedom of speech, freedom of as SQciaVon, and freedom to petition their

government for redress of grievances. The inte y between these rights and the rights

11 29 USCS subsection 158 (b)(7), 218 Am Jur 2d, Labor and Labor Relations,
subsection 1287, citing NLRB cases.

113
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of the government to maintain order and continue functipning have created a complex set

.1,of rules applicable to picketingl ;

a. Picketing must be peoceful. Numerous court decisions have held that picketing

, must be carried on in q peaceful, law abiding manner. The law does not

tolerate the use of force by picketers .to keep employees from >crossing picket

lines, for example, ,nor are threats or intimidation in words or behavior

permitted.. The yeason that such conduct may be enjoined pr made the,reason

for police arrest- is that it goes beyond "free speech" by the picketer and

iMpinges on the rights of others. The distinction between peaceful and non-
,

peaceful picketing is not always clear; violence provoked by picketing does not

necessarily make the picketing illegal, and occasional confrontations between

.

picketers and mon-picketers will not necessarily cause a court to enjoin the

picketing. '

b. Picketing must hot unduly interfere with the operation of governmental

furrtions. Picketers may not set themselves up in front of city hall, school

board offices, etc. and obstruct the path of citizens and employees going in and

04t. They ace also prOhibited fram unduly blocking public streets, sidewalks,

and the like. However,.the goverknment generally may not issue an absolute ban

upon picketing upOn public or governmental property.

c. Pizketing may not be undertaker, in pursukt of an unlawful objective. Strikes by

public employees are 'generally unlawful and picketing which advocates or

°supports an illegal strike is itsellillegal. lf,the union is attempting by picketing
,,

to coerce ihe public employer to en'ter into a collective bargaining agreement

a jutisdiction wher such agreernehts ore not permitted, this alto may be

. enjoined.

A
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d. Picketing must generally be confined to the general area of .the er4nployer's

premises. This is a very loose i-ule, designed to keep labor disputes from spilling

over and injuring innocent parties. One manifestation of the rule is found in the

private labor law prohibition on so-called "secondary boycotts," in which a labor

union will picket, boycott, or otherwise harass a separate business to keep it

from doing business with an employer. This prohibition can protect public

employees as well as private businesses; for example, a union of car mechanics

which is at odds with the car' dealer that employs them cannot picket the local

school board offices in an attempt to keep the school board from buying

vehicles from the clealer. This is one instance in which the NLRB could

exercise jurisdiction and take action against the union if called upon by a public

employer.

Another m'anifestation of this rule is that picketing of the private homes

and private businesses of government authorities is generally not permitted.

e. Picketing Wust be truthful. Courts have held that untrufhful picketing is

unlawful, there being no freedom of speech to tell a lie. Thus, banners bearing

false statements may be enjoined, though a few false statements. may not be

enough to get all picketiqg stopped. In considering whether to proceed to court

-to protest picketing on this ground, the government administrator should bear in

mind that "truthful picketing" may be in .the eye of the beholder. Such

expressions of Opinion as "City Hall Unfair to LOcOl 103" or "Teachers Aren't
. .

Even Paid Peanuts" are not likely to be enjoi;ned' even if the government.
considers them to be outrageous lies:

The type of picketing which is generally deemed permissible is so-called "infor-

mdtional picketing." 1fta group of employees makes known their grievances by picketing

and does so in'a peaceful manner, without unduly obstructing public traffic, or interfering
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with governmental activity, and without attempting to picket the private homes or

businesses of governmental leaders, their action is generally considered to be constitu-

tionally protected and may not be enjoined by a court or made the subject of reprisal by

the,governrnental authority itself.

The general rules applicable to picketing can be'very difficult to apply in particular

situations. Employee actions seldom fit one pigeonhole neatly. Imagine, for example, a

more or less typical situation: a group of municipal sanitation workers are parading in

front of city hall carrying placards bearing the slogan, "We support local 100." Local 100

is the local bargaining representative and has previously announced an intention to go On

strike. The picketers are creating some disruption in the flow of pedestrian traffic along

the sidewalk itself, but this is more the result of the attention that they are getting than

it is of any action they themselves are. taking. They are not blocking the actual entrance

to city hall itself. Under the circumstances, is the picketing unlawful? It is hard to tell,

for the court could characterize the picketing as non-disruptive and notin support of any

illegal objectives, while, on t other hand; there is some disruption and some indication

of support for an illegal strike. s a result, the public employer should be cautious in its

dealing with the picketing. If wh t the employees were doing was clearly violative oi the

les, then' the employer would be safe in taking immediate action to prohibit picketin-g,

as by calling the police to make picketers disperse. Where there is any doubt, the

governmental authority should consult its counsel before taking direct action against the'

picketers.

3. Other observations

A governmental authority should always bear in mind that the ulfimate pOrpose of

picketing is to secure-attention. it should weigh this in detemining whether to take direct

qction to have the picketing halted, whether this action be by the authorities or by the

12(7



obtaining of an injunction; Under many circumstances, the best tactic in dealing-with

picketers is to ignore them. Without attention, they may quickly grow tired, while action

against them may glorify their grievances.

J

It

a. Dealing with picketing in the' strike plan. Because picketing is a favorite

activity, it must be expected and planned for by the goVernmental admin-

istrator. The following are some of the items whithilphould be considered:

Determine in advahce the specific areas in which picketing will and will

not be tolerated. Foi those where picketing Will not be tolerated,

formulate and document the reasons why picketing should not be

permitted, e.g., disruption of pUblic business, impeding pedestrian or

vehicular traffic.

,When reviewing policies, rules, and regulations keep in thina the pos-
,

sibility of picketing. For example, does the sick leave policy permit the

government to, require a doctor's certificate to justify the, granting of

leave in doubtful cases? If not, what action can' be taken against the

employee who calls in sick, then appears on the picket line? Perhaps

none, especially if there tias never before been any 'careful policing of the

taking of sick leave for personal reasons other than sickness.

Plan to tie picketing into strike threats. Strikes are frequently preceded

by picketing. Since -.picketing in support of a strike' is illegal, the
4_

picketers' placards seldorn threaten or advocate a strike ih so many words,
f

but sometimes thY can nonetheless-be:tied into a plan to strike. If so,

court action may be possible.

126
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CHApTER X

GETTING READY FOR COURT

The governmental administrator knows the facts, and the government's attorney
,

knows the law. Helping each other get ready for employees' militant action is, therefore,

a cooperative effort; involving both from as early a point as possible.

Some governmental administrators are hindered in this cooperative effort by their

lack of knowledge of the Way that courts and the legal system operate. This is quite

natural, as very few people besides attorneys have any degree of experience in the

practical working' s of courts and the legal system. Attorneys for governmental authorities
,

do not always help a great deal in dispelling this aura of mystery and uncertainty, 6erhaps

because they are so accustomed to the legal system that they have a hard time explaining

it to others in a comprehensible fashion.... It is, therefore, very helpful for any

governmental administrator to take a few moments in preparing his contingency plans to

.view those plans from the point of 'view of the goals of the legal system. A brief example

may help in this regard:

"Metropolis" is a ,small city located in the state of Jefferson. Theoclerical workers

in the school system have recently been unionized and salary demands have sharply

escdated. Several letters to the editor of the local newspaper from it'sympathetic

citizens" have urged the school employees to take some drastic action, such as a slow-
.

down or outright walkaut: Union officers have told their members to prepare for qstrike

and have been overheard stating ttiat there "will be" a strike when the new school year

begins if salaries are not increased to meet their demands. The new year is now due to

begin in a few days and there are signs of strike preparation. The union has also recently

begun picketing the school division headquarters, setting up a picket line directly in frit

of the main entrance and disrupting traffic in and out. The..schoof administration, based

127
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upon these statements and observed preparations, thinks a strike is imminent and would

also like to curtail the picketing.

Given these basic facts, how does the school system administrator take off his

administrator's hat and 'but on his legal hat? He switches hats by rememberirig that

preparation for a legal action is a four-step proOess:

a. knowing enough law to discern what must be proven to win in court;

'b. compiling an up-to-date file of the information which must be proven;

c. preparing and filing legal papewwith the court; and

d. preparing the necessary papers and witnesses for actually going to court to

prove your case.
't

This sounds simplistic, but the goVernment administrator will be amazed how much easier

a court case is-to prepare and present if he keeps these steps in mind.

By keeping in, mind the first step, "What does the law require me to prove?" the

administrator can `more easily sort through the great mass,of information he has at hand.

-Turning to the "Metropolis" example, if the school superintendent intends to go to court to

seek an injunction against the picketing and a proposed strike, some of the legal issues his

,.evidence will have to address are as follows:

a. Is the picketing being carried on lawful or unlawful?

Is it being carried on in a peaceful non-disruptive manner?

Is it iriterfering with school district operations?

IS it being carried on in pursuit of a lawful objective?

Is there some alternative, less 'disruptive place, or manner where lawful

picketing is possible?

Is this a proper case for an injunction, i.e., if the picketing is unlawful, is

it likely to continue or recur if not prohibited?

b. Should an injunction against striking be issued?

A
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Is a strike really imminent?

Who; specifically; is planning to strikl?

What specific' action is being threatened which will Constit te a Strike,

and is such action an illegal strike in the jurisdiction involved?

Is this a proper case 'for -an injunction, 'i.e., ?are unlawful action and

irreparable injury likely if an injunction is not issued?

For purposes of obtaining an injunction, the superintendent knows that he does not

have to worry so much about rebutting such typical employee claims as racial or _sex

discrimination, "unfair" treatment, low pay, and the like, for these claims are not as likely

to.be deemed relevantby the court.

The second step, compiling information, is directly affected by the first, for the

informotiOn needed depends upon the proof needed ih court. In the "MetrOpolis" example,

evidence of the of the strike's imminence and paralyzing effect will be crucial. In

addition, the school official will need tb know the n,ames, titles, and addresses of all of

the persons who he thinks may go on strike so that theY, as well as those on the picket

kine,_can be served with suit .papers and ,later with a copy of the injunction. Without proof

that such persons had notiCe of the issuance of an injunctiOn, a court will`not hold them in

conteMpt for disobeying it.

Along with this, he should maintain a, complete. fife of information, names,

addresses, dates, events, original papers, etc., which will be neelied to prove a case for

other types of actions which may be contemplated such as dismissal actions, damage suits,

. etc. If employee organizations have written letters threatening to strike, he must know

4ere ,the original letter is being kept. If verbal strike 'threats Wave been made by

employee representatives or by, employees themselves, he,should have the 'Persons to

whom these threats were made and keep detailed recordi orthe"dates, times, and parties
.

involved when these threats were made, together with a record of the exact Words used to

ftr. a
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the best of the person's recollection. If picketing has occurred, piCtunes of the picketing

and the subject thereof are very helpful. The person taking the picture should be preored

to authenticate the photograph's and to, identify the persons in the picture to the exteht

possible. The overall goal of this record keeping is to maintain an organized record of

firtt-hand ar primaly evidence which will be needed if legal action is necessary. A.

checklist to h'elp in compiling information is found later in this chapter.

The third step, preparing and filing suit papers in court, is principally the prdvince

of the goyernmental attorney. However, since these papers are in effect a synopsis of

what the government agency intends to prove to the court, they must be prepared working

closely with the government admihistrator. They also form a valualile checklist for both

the administrator and attorney to orgErnike papers and witnesses to go to court. In our

"Metropolis" example, the fourth paragraph of the suit papers seeking an injunction might

allege as follows:

4. That the threatened action to cease work is a concerted action, undertaken by
the individual named defendants in concert with one another, at the instance and
encouragement of the Defendant Union Local 100 and the individual named officers

, thereof, for the purpose -of influencing Plaintiff School District to grant increased
_pay, and that said threatened action is a strike, in violation of Section 5-101 of the
Code of the State of Jefferson.

This paragraph tells the school administrator that he must prepare witnesses and

collect papers which will prove not only that the employees are threatening to strike, but

also that they intend to strike "in concert with one another," as part of a plan to influence

,the school distrfct to increase pay.

Some government administrators have never seen suit papers and may profit from a

brief description. Suit papers begin with a caption naming the Court and then the party

who is filing the suit, which in most cases is the political subdivision which is threatened

by an employee action. The party filing the suit is generally named the plaintiff.

I allowing the plaintiff in the caption appear the names and addresses of each defendarit

13
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quite a long and corn

representing the employe

*123

$ 4o ave affected by court action. In employee cases, this can be
*

ic ed list. Generally, the papers name the organization

the individual leaders of the ernplpyee organization. The
tr

individual employees who have struck or will strike are named to the extent these are'

known at the time that the papers are filed, and also named are any other persons or

organizations who are taking or have threatened to take an active part in the strike. In

order to be prepared to file suit papers, therefore, the governmental authority needs to

keep an up-to-date list of the names of the local, state, and national employee

organizations, and whdin to serve at such organizations, together with the names and

residences of all organiiation leaders and of all employees. It is particular,ly important to

have the residence address of epch person who, is to be served, as suit, papers must

sornetirnes be served.at a person's residence in order to be effective.

After naming the plqiptiff and defendants, suit papers will set forth in numbered
,

paragraphs the facts which filo plaintiff claims will justify the court in taking action

against the defendants. Suit papers generally conclude with a formal request for the

specific fa.ction which the plaintiffs are requesting the court to take. The facts that the

plaIntiff alleges in its suit papers are the same that need to be proven in court, so keeping

a filing of the information needed to file suit is an integral part of preparing for court

itself.

The fourth step, getting ready for and going to court, consists first of reviewing and

organizing the items which have been developed as part of the first three steps, together

with preparing any .new material and neW witnesses as a result of recent events or union

claims. A "dress rehearsal" of the principal government witnesses is often a very good

idea, to give them a feel for the manner in:which their evidence will be presented in

court.

1 3
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On the day of court itself, the judge will first listeapcarefully to .the evidence
f

presented by the school district to see whether theeceidehce is sufficient upon the various

legal issues involved. Thell 1w pertaining to evidence is complex but familiarity with some
-

of the broad rules is helpful. Some of the evidence which might be offered in a case of

this sort follows.

I., Evidence

WitVnesses with first-hand knowledge of the relevant facts. A number of people may

well have first:hand knowledge ofgelevant facts arid part of the job of the whool district

attorney and administrator is to talk with such persons and determiAe what they can add

and testify to in court which will help the city's cause. Again, the first question is "what

do we need to prove to win'?" Aik to curtailing the picketing, the ultimate issues are

,whether It was carried on an unlawful manner or for-an unla4ful objective (see Chapter IX

onsicketing). Important persons who could be called to prive these facts are those who

personally observed the behqvior of the picketers and read the' slogans on their signs.

Other persons who have observed pictures taken of the'picketing and who can identify the

-indiAals who qttually carried the signs and, if possible, which picketers carried which

signs, can also a greaf deal. Likewise, those who have overheard specific threats of a
. .

strike can be called to estify to this fact. Other persons will havf persorral knowledge of

activities, prior mi 4ant actions by union officers or represenives, etc.

Admission cmd other st ernents by the union officers or members. As, noted courts

WiTlsometirnes permit testimony about admissiOns made ou'iside courTbY union offiters or

members. thus, statements by the union members who are parading.pp and down on the
;

picket &j1bat they are going on strike may be taken by the court %lie an admission that

they are in fact intending to go on. strike. Likewise the stat.ements on the placardsI
\themselves may be taken to be an admission. There are a number of rules applicable to
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admissions-, which will not be gone into in detail here, but such statements are of a
_

valuable source of proof in a case, and anyone v."4ho has personal knowledge of such an

admAsion shoufa beInterviewed and asked to Make a record Of what he saw or heard.

-,fr
2. Business records

The records of a school district whichl3te kept in the ordinary cobrse of its business

mfy be*another. valuable aid in proving the district's case. The so-called "custodian" of

thes$ecords can be called upon to bring them into court, identify them, and prove that

they are in 'fact kept in the ordinary course of business; whereupon, they may be ruled

admissible bhy the court; subject to certain exceptions. The school district attorney should

review the sorts of records kept to determine whether they will be admissible in his

jurisdiction. The person Who brings the records into court and introduces them does not

necessarily have to have firSt-hand knowledge of the matters which are contained in the

records. These records can be very valuable, for often they contain information which no

one person could prove from his or her own personal knowledge. Work attendance records,

payroll records; and the like often fit i'nto this category.

3. Documentary evidence

Many court, cases involve all sorts of documentary evidence, including letters,

contracts, PhotOgraphS, talie recordings, etc. In the "Metropolis" case, there may well be

photographs of the persons carrying placards, prior letters ,from the union threatening job

.
action of some sort, copies of the personnel policy' of the school district, copies of notices

sent to ,the workers,,and so forth. The "principal thing to be kepf in mind in planning for

,the use of,the documentary evidence is that it rhust be formally introduced in court by a
.

person who has first-hand imowledge of the background of the document and who can
, .

properly authenticate it to the_ ceurt's satisfaction. In the case of"a photograph, this will.

require either the person who took the photograph or a person who was present at the

,
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sCene and can testify that the photograph accurately depicts the event which appears in

the photograph. SiMilarlyra copy of a school district rule or regulation may have to be

authenticated in some manner under the law of the jurisdiction involved, and must be

introduced in d'ourY by someone who can positively state that this is in fact the rule or

regulatron which is currently in force.

4. Prepare a checklist

As part of a strike plan, a government administrator and government attorney may

find it convenient to develop a checklist of items to be done in developing, maintaining,

and updating a strike plan. Some items which could be incorporated are listed below, with

particular emphasis on those needed to prepare for court.

I: Directory information

A. Union

I. Local Unions/Employee organizations (If different emplses have

different olganizations, prepare separate lists.)

2. State ot Regional Branch (if any)

Name

Moiling address

Business address, if different

Person to be served with papers

Address to be served, if different

3. Nationarbnion (if any)

Name

Moiling address

Business address, if different

Person to be served with papers

Address to be served, if different

134
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4. Officers of local union

President.

Employment - job location and telephone number

Residence - address and telephone number

Vice Preside-nil

Employment - job location and telephone number

Residence - address and telephone numbei

Other Professional representative (if any)

Employment - job location and telephone number

Residence - address and telephone number

5. Copies of Union charter, certification, etc., if any

6. Roster of members

B. Employees

I. Complete, up-to-date list f all employees by name, job, jab location,

>address, telephone number, ,tr.

2. Beside each graployee, note supervisor or other person familiar with

employee who can identify employee and

necessary

II. Background information

A. Union history prior to onset of present situation

.I. Date and circumstances,of formation

assist process server, if

0

2. Documented escalation in threats, demands, militant behavior (letters,

logkof phone calls, notes of conversativs, newspaper articles, etc.)

3. If there have been prior strikes or strike-precursor activity, maintain

complete file, document6similarities to current situation
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B. Overall history of dealing with employees by government-dates and amounts of

pay increases, leave and beneat policies, etc.

III. Strike-precursor activity

A. Union statements - .keep log with citations to names, dates, conVersations,

pe*ns involved, location of original docurhents

B. Other events of employee unrest - draft a standard form

IV. Strike

A. Form for recording incidents

B. Photographs .

C. Documentation of disruption of government b,usines,s

D. Log of events in chronological order, with citotion to location of original

documents, incident reports, telephone logs, witnesses, notice to employees,

etc.

E. Index and cross-reference material so that it can be found quickly

Legal docuMents (names mciy vary with jurisdiction).

A. Complaint and any accompanying affidavits

B. Temporary restraining order/preliminary injunction

C. Memorandum of authorities

D. Notice to absent employees to report for work, indicating consequences if

disobegeLl

E. Notice of disciplinary action or intent to take disciplinary action following

hearing

F. Notice to union of penalty (if authorized by statute)

C. Rule to Show Cause for violation of injunction and Motion for Issuance of Rule

H. Oraer holding in cOntempt imPosing penaRies

(9
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CHAPTER .X1'

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The laW which .is relevant in. dealing with strikes can come from a wide variety of

sources. Below are some of the sources lis'ted which may yield information on the law

applicable to developing a strike plOn.

a. State statutes governing public employees

* Strikes and strike penalties

Labor organizations

* Employee tenuee rigfits

-.Dismissal procedure's
(.

Employee benefits

b. AdMinistrative agency rules, regulations, and deciSions

* This source will be most important in jurisdiCtions Where there is a ;aboi___

board of some type..
,.

Other administrative agencies may have some inp;it, e.g., a State Board of_
e, EducatiOn in edubational mahrers. ,

c. Published Court cases, state, and federal

In state's iiith substantial strike history, there will pften be a number of
,

iiUblished case decisions by the state appellate coyrts. 'These are, often,

-very instructive, for they give msight both into the interpeetation of state 0

laws and into the cOurts' predispositions when ;faced with a, public
_

41- -
employee strike. .

_Federal court decisions, including 'those of United S,totes Supreme Cotift,

Ore often relevant, especially in the areas of picketing, free speech,
-

tenure right4 and other questions involving constitutional,issues.

128
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Periodicals/pamphlets, and reports

There are a number of publications which discuss public employee strikes

and militancy. These include the Bureau of National Affairs (BNA)

Government Employee Relations Rep-ort and the Commerce Clearing

House, Inc. (CCI-4 Public Ernployee Bargaining, both of which are

excellent sources of national, state, and local laws, administrative rulings,

and court deciions. Numbers of other more specialized publications

discuss employee relations within particular fields or particular states.

Law libraries, university libraries, and large public libraries may carry
Sr."

these.

For those who wish to learn more aboutlhe proceis of negotiations, Inside

Negotiations (EFR Corporation, Box 649, Luray, Virginia 22835) is an

excellent journal. For those with a sjaecial interest in collective

bargaining in public education, "EducatArs Negotiating Service" (EFR
e

Corpdiation) is an excellent newsletter.

e. Attorney GeSeral opinions. In some jurisdictions, published opinion; of the

attorney general can give guidance on particular questions or interprelations of

the law.

f. Local ordinances. Some large cities have established their own labor relations

procedures by ordinance. Even in those jurisdictions which have not, howeVer,

local ordinances can sometimes play a surprisingly large role in public employee

strikes. Picketing, demonstrations, "sit-ins," and acts of vandalism, as well as

arrests for loitering, use of profanity, destruction of public property,

obstruction of a police officer, resisting arrest, and numbers of other legal

matters May well be judged u nder the municipal or county ordinances relating

to-these matters. Local ordinances are not always kept up-to-date or worded

artfully, and are seldom challenged until some rage controversy such as a

138
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strike causes them to be scrutirtized. This can lead to some awkward results;

for example, a city fire chief who calls in the police to arrest the city's striking

firemen 'for "loitering" on the picket line wiH be very embarrassed if it later.

develops that the city's loitering ordinance is unconstitutionally broad and the

arrests are, therefore, invalid. The resulting publicity and litigation can be just

what the strikers are looking for. Accordingly, local ordinances upon which the

government agency may have to rely should be reviewed.

1 3
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CHAPTER XII

PREEMPTIVE MEASURES

In addition to managing an agency according to enlightened practices and conducting

a labor relations program according to expert standards, there are a number of specific

actions which an employer can take to preempt q strike or mollify the impact of a strike

should One take place.

I. Contracting out
:-

Many government agencies contract with private, firms to carry out certain

functions of the government agency. Usually, this is done because some government

functiOns require expertise tI.Cat the agency dor not have (e.g., the repair of copy

machine') or the agency has concluded that a private firm can provide, the serviCes

(usually under competitive bidding)* less expensively than the agency itself could provide.

, Also, some government agencies simply wish to shed the headache of certain operations.

For example, a government (net-icy may contract out to provide security personnel to keep

agency buildings and grounds secure,Jather than taking unto itself all of the admin-
.

istrative and logistical burdens associated with building security.

Aside from the possible advantages of financial savings and reduced administrative

burdens, there are several advantages associated with subcontracting, as far as public

employee strikes are concerned:

a. Should there be a strike by the erpployees of a.private iubcontractor, there is

less direct political pressure on th.g private employer than would be the case if

the function were being performed by employees of the government agency.

Consequently, the government agency is in a better position not to make

unnecessary concessions as a result of the strike.

131'
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b. Wh re subcontracting takes place, especially if there are several _subcon-
,

tra tors, there is less likelihood of a general agency strike because several

employers are involved instead bf only one.

c. Should there be a strike by the employees of a subcontactor, the government

agency can be more neutral than would be the case if the strike wds by agency

employees.

d. A private contractor -is usually better 'prepared and equipped to handle labor

Th-Taetii eons, problems, including strikes. In the event of a strike, a private

com"pany has more oplions to keep services operating than does a government

agency. For example, a private company is better equipped to hire strike

breakers' than a government agency.

Some states\require negotiations overscontrocting out. In 1981, the Rhode Island

State Labor Relations Board (the agency which; administers the state's bargaining law)

ruled that while "it is within management's prerogative to take upon itself the right to

make inherent decisions for thie proper and efficient running of its school department," a

school board could not unilaterally .decide to subcontract out tbe school bus service

"unless and until it has discusse'd the effect of same with union, in addition to showing the

union the reasons and the necessity for its otiginal decision to subcontract out the work."
0

The Rhode Island State Labor Relations Board said that such negotiation was

necessary "in order to allow. the' union to show that it can or cannot achieve similar

economy with union employees or to provide the employer with a mutually acceptable

alternative." As a remedy for the school board's failure to negotiate over these items, the

school board was ordered to pay the employees who were discharged as a result of tTie

subcontract back pay and benefits from the date of their discharge until the parties

negotiated a new collective Imrgaining agreement.
.

i4
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, -
This Rhode Island case is just one example of why a government agency may not be

. *-
able to contra& out unilaterally. Therefore, before subcontracting is seriously con-

..

sidered, the advice of legal counsel should be sought.

2. Use strikebreakers

The purpose of ó stfike by public employees is to achieve some important,concession

by the employer. The union reasons that by going on strike the agency will be deprived of

its employees and will therefore be unable to continue operations. As a result, citizens

are denied essential governmental services, causing them to exert 'pressure on the

governing bodY to settle the strike--at any cost, w'hich usually means capitulating to the

union's demands.

To avoid this scenario, the publid employer should have a,strike plan.which is based

on the overall strategy of continued operation of the agency. In other words, the strike

plan should pr q vide for hbving sufficient workers available to keep the agency running

during the strik\wea4, this provision requires the employment of strike breakers. The

author's worked with a large midWestern city, school district where, when faced with the

real prospect of cistrike by the teaching staff, a call went out for substitute teachers,

with an announcement that the normal substitute pay would be doubled for substitutes.

Once the union realized that it could not close dtrn the school eystem it decided not to

go on strike..

3. Publish salaries, and benefits V.

In the public sector the. union and management often compete, for the support of the

public, because the public becomes the 'final arbitrator in labor conflicts in .governtnent

service, In this competition for public support, the union will often attempt to conVince

the public that the employees are mistreated and exploited. Although in most situation's

this is nor true, the public may hot=know it. Therefore, management may need to
1
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undertake a public information program to enlighten the public about the true working

conditions of employees.

One tactic which can be used in such .an information program is to publicize the

. . , ,
satories and benefits (compensable and non-compensable) of employees, as well as a

description of /their working conditions. In most cases, when this is done, members of the

public will conclude that public employees are fairly treated and compensated and,
. .

therefore, the public likely will be unsurcfortive of a ttni,ke.

4. Expand automation .

A.

. ,

Did you ever notice hoAk the American telephone system continues to operate, even

when the employees (including the felephone operators) go out on strike? There are fwo

basic reasons for this. First, 6 relative higli proportion of telephone company employees

are classified supervisors, which means that these persons remain on the job during a

strike. Second, and more important, the American telephone network is automated. As o

result, tit can run for some time with rank and file eMPloyees absent. Therefore, where

practical, automation should be considered as one of several strategies to emasculate a

laborstrikei-,

5. Expand the supervisory staff

As mentioned previously, American telephone companies employ a relatively large

number of supervisors. During a strike these supervisors can take over much of the day-

to-day work normally performed by those on strike. For. a temporary perio-d of time ihese

supervisors can delay their okn nonessential supervisory tasks. They can work overtime

(which means extra pay), and they can forgo their vacation leave. Additionally,

supervisory personnel are sometimes loaned from other companies to enhance the

workforce. As a result of a strong management staff, telephone companies are often able

to'weather a labor striks with minimal deprivation to their customers.

143
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II., . ..,
The lesson taught by. the telephone tompanies shoUld be clear. 6overnment agencies.,

'', 4. . - .
. ..

should r jeview their ob classification programs as' well as the job descriptions of their

f

employees, to assure that all potential supervisory prsonnel have been identified and thus

removed fromcollective bargaining.

6. Keep negotiations open

A strike.represents the ulfimate breakdown in negotiations. In other words, a strike

is a failure of the negotiatiorv process. Consequently, the killful negotiator utilizes a

variety of tactics to keep discussion going, because as long as the parties continue to

communicate, there is less chance that a strike will take place. Almost always a strike is

preceded by an impasse, so an impasse shoUld be 'dealt with as a serious precursor of a

possible strike. There are many tactia to break a temporary impasse, and thus continue
-

the process of negotiations. . The management negotiatorS can recess negotiations,

providing a cooling Off period. Or, a significant concession can be made at the strategic

moment. A long list of tactics for breaking temporary deadlocks in negotiations is

discuksed in the book, NegotiationS Strategies.

7. c" Be willing to take a strike

When threatened with a,strike, fear, is often the worst enemy. Strikes create many

unknowns for the employer. Although strikes should be avoided, the question must be

raised, i.e., "At what expense?" In other words, should a strike be avoided at any

expenie? Or is there a limit as to how far the employer should (and can) go to avoid a

strike? The point is this--there are times at which.a strike is preferable to further

concession. The governing body must be willing to make this decjsion. When an agency is

able talnake this decision it has gone a long way to not only prepare itself for a strike but

also to avoid a strike. The willingness to draw the line and take a strike is communicated
-

to the union. By so doing the union realizes tfiat the employer can no longer be

0
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intimidated, that further threats are useless, and that the union must now make a decision

--either to accept the employees-terms or go on strike.

Keep the issues limited old clear

Many strikes have been caused simply becpuse the management negotiator did not

know exactly what the issues were. At all times, the negotiator must know what the

issUes are and what the last offers were. Every attempt must be made to restrict any new

issues from emerging. .r
One way to progressively reduce the number of unresolved issues is to sign off on all

tentative agreements as they are entered into. In that way issues are steadily disposedot
.

during the proces of negotiation's. Another tactic is 'to agree that no new issues can be

raised after the first negotiation session. a'

2. 9. Do not radicalize the eMployees

Basic to union strategy is the "bad guys" tactic. Under this approach the governing

body (and its represeritatives) are made out to be the "bad guys." The union then moves in

as the chief defender of the "exploited" employees. Therefore, the agency should make

every effort to avoid any action which gives tt,le union an opportunity to exploit. Such

action might include:

a. Inflamatory statements by management

b. Unilateral action by the agency on matters under negotiations

c. Significant Changes in working conditions :9

d. Personnel action (such as dismissal or reduction in force) which the union could

seize upon to.rally employees

1 43
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IQ. Keep public support

'Many unions successfully manipulate the public to exert pressure on the governing

body to capitulate to union demands. Often this is done through a successful public

_relations campaign. The agency should not allow itself to be upstaged by the union,

Neither should the agency be drawn into a pUblic debate on the union's terms. Therefore,
a

the agency's approach to the public must be carefully handled.

a. Public statements by the union should be responded.to only when it is to the'

advantage of the agency to do so. In so doing, the agency must avoid escalation

of tensions.

The agency may need to supplement the public news media by using its own

channels of communication, including direct mailing, take-homes, paid

advertising, special meetings, etc. in other ways the employer can build its own

support by direct appeal to the power structure in the community.

I I. dain employee support

Sometimes unions are successful in building emPloyee support by the issuance of

half-truihs and even direct lies. In such cases, the agency must be prepared to set the

record straight. It may become necessary fot the agency to communicate directly with

ern* ees to explain in an honest Manner the position of the emploYer. Although such

strategy Fannot win the unanimous support oethe employees, it can weaken the control of

the union over the rank and file employees.. However, in communicating directly with

employees, the employer stiould not attempt to negotiate directly with the employees,

bypassing their exclusive representative." Under many bar9aining laws, such action could
( -

be an unfair labor practice.
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12. Build support among administrators

Administrators and supervisors are the executive arm of the governing body.

Without them, the agency is powerless. Therefore, begitittind with the appointment of
. 4e. -

advisory councils, there should be oGconcerted campaign (free of ttirt,sit or intimidation) to

win the loyalty of the administrators and supervisors. This can be done in a variety of

ways. Meetings can be held where the issue of strikes is discussed. The agency can issue

a statement on its expectations for administrators. Management Personnel can be
A

involved in preparations for a strike. They can pe warned of the possible consequences of

participating in a strike.

Should a meeting be held for management personnel, the chief 'executive should

deliver, a presentation of the nonacceptability of public employee strikes, as an educa-

,
tional presentation designed to discourage management personnel from Supporting a strike

by any group of employees.

1 7



CHApTER XIII

ASSESSING THE POWER BALANCE

A

Ideally, labor negotiations should be conducted on the basis of mutual benefit.

Howew, due to the general hostility of unions to employers and the one-way nature of

the collective bargaining process, relationships between the, parties are not dways

condaed in a cooperative manner. In most labor negdtiations both parties subc'on-

sciously or consciously evaluate their chances for winning in a showdown of strength.

Since the outcome of such a showdown is determined by the relative power ba0Fret

between the parties, a careful assessment should be made of the union's power and the

employer's power.

I. The union's power

As far as the union is concerned, a number of factors need to investigated to

determine the union's ability to succeed, should it initiate a strike:

a. How long can the strikers hold out financially? Even though a s rike ay start
at

out as a political competition, it can become an economic competition, it

lasts long enough, meaning that the strike will end when the strikers run out of

money. To anticipate the financid hold-out power of the employees, a number

,of considerations need to be examined:

Does the union have a strike fund? If so, how large is it? How much is

available to each striker? Is the strike fund supplemented by a state or

national fund? How long will the fund last?

Are strikers entitled to unemployment compensation? In the public sector

the answer to this question is "no."

Is there bther employment which strikers can obtain durfng the strike?
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What type of health and life insurance coverage do employees lose while

they ate on strike?
t,

b. . Elt;w n4uch control does the union have over its members? Is there blind loyaRy

to the union, or are there independent voices within the union? Although

employees may enjoy the elation caused by the union rhetoric early in the

strike, the union's heroic image may rapidly fade as the strike wears on and the

money runs out.

c. Is the union facing an election? If so, who are the contesters for union

leadership? Are they more moderate or are they, more militant than the

current leadership? .1A serious contest between moderates and militants is a

signal of a diviqed union and one whichi iot likely to survive a, long strike.

d. How much public support is there for the union, its members, and its cause?

, This is an important uesticketo answer since the find arbitrator of a strike by

public employees is the public.

e. How many other fights is 'the union involved in? The authors dealt with one

union which threatened a sistike while it was entering into a contested election,
Si

being sued by some of Rs members, and being audited for possible misuse Of

members' dues. Needless to say, there was no strike--only threats.

f. SHow important is the strike cause to the union? Is the strike one of 'nationd

significance or is it just a local argument of an insignificant matter? If the

issue can take on regional ,or national ontroversy, the-union will likely obtain

. outside cdd to continue the strike.

g. What are the weather conditions? Strikers can find little joy or comfort in

picketing in ,freezing rain and few citiiens are on the street in such weather to

obterve the picketers.
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h. What is the relevance of the employer's operational (production),cyclé? For

example, a strike by schOol teachers at the opening of school is more effective

than at any other time of the 'year. Similarly, a strike by postal woikers just

prior to Christmas is more effective than a strike in Aubust.

i. Are there picketing sites which are in easy public view or itiich would be prone

to confrontations? To..the extent possible, management should deprive the

union of publicity and any opportunily to create a confrontation. Therefore,

the absence of favorable picketing sites can be a factor in the success of a
0

strike.

How skillful and experienced is the union in conducting a strike? Usually, a

union which has conducted several successful strikes will continue that record.

k. How rn employees will cross the picket line? In many government agencies

the agency can c"ntint4Je operations on a temporary basis with less than half of

the workforce prese spetially. if supervisors pXorm unit work, work

overtime, and forgo vacation leave.

2. Assess the power of mthogement

As far as management is concerned, a number of factors should be examined to

determjne the agency's power to withstand a labor strike. Some of those factors are:

a. How united is the governing body? In the opinion of the authors, the single

mcW important cause of public employee strikes has been the lack of unity

within governing bodies. Such disunity is an ,open invitation to strikes. Since., "

most governing bodies fre composed of persons who got into public office
.

through a political process, it's to be expected that political factors will be of

prime importance when public employees threaten to strike or actually go on

strike. Some persons on the governing body may attually owe their jobs to the
.
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pulllic employees who voted for them. in such cases, those members of

governing bodies may be unwilling toiak4 a strong stand against the union.'
. .
,

b. How useful woulia the supervisory, staff be in the event of a strike by rank and

file employees? In some states, maDogers are allowed to.organize and engages

in collective bargaining. In other states supervisors have no right to collective.
-k

, bargaining. In either case, however, managers have no right fo 'collective

bargaining, but have art overriding obligation to serve their employer, and the
.-.
. governing body should expect to look to its 'supervisory staff as the first line of

defensi in the event of a strike.

c. *ill the oiency gain or lose financially in the event of a strike? Whereas a

irvate company May lose money 'during a trike dUe to loss of sales; a'

govornment agency may .soVe money because its payroll is reduced whild

employees are out with, no corresponding 'decrease in tax, revenue. Con-
-

sequently, gavernment is somewhat relieved, of the burden which labor sfrikes

impose on private companies,

. HoW many subcontractors does the dgenC'y have and will the employees of the

"_subatmtrClcfars doss a*picket line ot.publicerriPloyeet? IThe-anSwor is usually,
/

yos.) The value .of subcOntroctinb as a'rtioans A.Weakening: the union tias been

discussed eorlier in this chapter. There are numeroUs, advantages to s.ubcon-
..7. ,

- .tracting other than those xelated to CoOntering strrkes,,so Subcontracting should,
. A A.... : .

' A / .-
. ' .' V

. be a ieriaus consideration :of,rnanagemot CIS . it plans its-overall labor relations, ,..

4

4

''$ .
($'

prOgram. , ,
s- . 4 ,,:;,

, ,t "-

Can agency:property and eauipMent be protet-ted frFen. .sabtiiage? Although
A, A

h

moSt pubPlc sectar strikes are not violent,'Oses of sabotoge' are on .r,ecora and
.

the,employer must take_appropriate'precautioni to safeguard the agenCy from
. ..: 0

damage to...its prdperty and ta safeguard fseIf frolp other acts Which might
6

6.
a .6 a
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interfere with the legitimate functions,of the agency. Despite the fact that

most unions will not officially sancfion sabotaget there is always the risk that a

. few emotidndly unstable strike zealots will take independent harmful action

against the employer's ptoperty.

f: Is the agency prepared to win the battle of the press? As discussed earlier, a

strike in the public sector can be viewed as a struggle to win the support of the

public, and winning this support is largely dependent upon the use of the media.

Therefore, the employer must be able to present its side of the dispute in such a.

manner, that the public will not support the strike. In order to persuade -the

public to support the employer, there is one fundamental rule which must be

*

%.

followed: The employees position 'on the issues which are the cause of the

strike must be reasonable from the public's point of view. The employer must

be able to eicplain to the public why it cannot, in the public interest, concede to

the union's demands.

Doei the eniployer have a sufficient workforce to keep the essential services of

the agency operating? The answer to this question may deternine whether or
.

not the, union "wins" the contett. alf the employer can_continue to operate at

least at a minimal level during the strike, the union/will have lost its leverage
A

and will eventually capitulatel There are various Ays to produce the
. .

manpower needed in the absence of regular employees. The supervisory staff

can be used, as expldined previously in this chapter. Furthermore, some regular
. .

employees will not go on,strike and will report for work. These workers can be

worked overtime' and given extra duties. Also,,if there Are other bargaining

units not on strike, these employees, under the right conditions,'can be assigned
,

: different duties on a. temporary basis. Or, temporary substitute workers can be

hired. One way to assuie that 'such persons come forward is to offer premium
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pay rate during the strike. In extreme situations where labor strike threatens

the health and welfare of the community la strike by firefighters), the state

guard, the national guard, or reguldFlIS. military service personnel may be

called upon to fill in for_the strikers.

h. How automated is tlie agency? Wherever automation exists there is the .

potential for continued serVice during a strike, assuming there is someone

available to operate the automated equipment. The best example of auto-
,

motion as a counter to the labor strike is' found in the American telephone

network, as has already been discussed.

i. Is the tirnind of the strike to the advantage or to the disadvantage of the

employer? For example, a strike by school teachers during the summer would

be pointless; whereas, a strike by postal workers for a month prior to Christmas

would be a serious problem.

What is the general attitude of the public? For example, during the late 196Os

and into the 1970s, there seemed to be more tolerance for public employee-

strikes than was the case in the early 1980s when the public appeared less

patient with public employees who flaunted the law by going on strike.

Economic conditions, political shifts, and changing power structures can impact

significafitly on the outcome of a strike, or eveffdetermine whether Or not

there will be a strike to begin with.,

3. The role of the governing body

Pertaining tó strikes, a school board, a city council, or olher similar governing

bodies should hove three objectives:

a. Avoid a strike but at an acceptable price

b. Keep the government agency operating if there is a strike

153
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c. Settle the stilke but at an acceptable price

Some of the relevant considerdtions in achieving these objectives are:

a. The governing body should authorize the deyelopment of a strike plan. The

advantages of a strike plan have been discussed in considerable detail elsewhere

in this book and require no additional elaboration at this point.

b. The govetning body should resolve to avoid a strike by encouraging continued

negotiations, However, the governing body ,must know in adyance to what limit
k4_

it will go to avoid a strike. Beyond that limit the governing body must be

willing to take a strike, even a protracted one.

c. The governing body should resolve to keep the agency operating at almost any

price. Not only are citizen and taxpayers entitled to the services they have

paid for and need, but also the strike will collapse sooner if the agency

continues to operate.

d. The governing body and individual members thereof, should stay out of

negotiations. The governing body is a policy-making body and should conduct

itself accordingly. All negotiations and strde activitiesshould be delegated to

the management staff. This means that during the period of the strii(e (or.

eparatory to the strike) all actions related-to-the,..strike shoisld be carried out

by the chief executive and his staff.

e. The governing body should authorize expenditures to obtain whatever legal

advice is necessary to assure that the actions of the agency are within proper

legal limits. If a budget revision is necessary to provide such funds, then a

budget revision should be made. Incidentally, only one person should be

authorized to seek legal advice pertaining to the strike. That one person should

be the chief executive or his designee, such s the chief spokesman for

negotiations.
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f. The governing body should authorize the employment of temporary workers as

needed-and as available to carry out essential governmeMal services 'during the

strike. If necessary, premium rates,of paY shoukl be offered, even if this means

a budget 14vision.

g. The governing body should know'exactly What its bargaining limits are and these

limits should be realistic. Ultimately, it is the governing body which 'must

decide what is an acceptable contract. Therefore, it must know to what extent

it will go t6 preclude a strike or setile a strike.

h. Only one spokesman should give oot official public statements regarding the

strike. This technique forces the agency to speak as a unified body.

i. Members of the governing body shad be prepared for personal attacks, as

presures mount. Members should _Iderstand in advance that collective

bargaining and strikes create intense personal conflicts. By understanding in

advance that Such pressures usually are generated for the sole purpose of

forcing the governing body to take actions favorable to the union which it would

not take .in otherwise calmer circumstances, the governing body is more

equipped to put such pressure tactics in their proper perspective.

The governing body must be willing to take harsh actions where justified. When

a union engages in an illegal strike and attempts to deprive citizens of essential

services to which they are entitled, that union hos made itself an outlaw, as

such, the employer must be willing, if called far, to send warnings to

employees, dismiss employees, seek an injunction, bring criminal charges, and

geneially takt any other stringent actions to maintain the integrity of the
7

agencyr,7

e-
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CHAPTER XIV,

COPING WITH THE STRIKE ,

;Ihost strikes evolve into three stages:

a. The final preparation for the actual strike

Operating.the agency during the strike

c. Bringing_the strike to a close

In coping with a strike, there dre a number of important and fundamental decisions which

must be made:

a. A decision must be made to keep the agency running, even if at a minimal level.

b. The essential services of the agency must be identifikl.,

c. Provisions must be made to provide theie essential services by obtaining

sufficient workers, obtaining sufficient supplies, arranging adequate security,

and establishing communications.

d. Tentative plans must be made far the punishment of strikers.

e. A strategy should be developed for bringing the strike to a close.'

f. A plan needs to be devised for what to de* after the strike is over.

In order to survive a,public employee strike and return to normal operations after

fhe strike, a number of specific actions must be taken:

a. An ad hoc strike committee should be organized.

b. Legal counsel'should be placed on call.

c. ; A strike headquarters should be established.

d. Internal and external communications should be planned for.

e. Agency insurance policies should be reviewed.

f. Establish a priority of essential services. (Reduqe and consolidate services)

g. Review personnel policies.

147
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h. Evaluate transportation needs.

i. Warn employees.

j. Orient management.

k. Make specific plans fo,c hiring temporary workers to replace strikers.

Make specific provision foc obtaining supplies.

m. Take spetific precaations to safeguard a ncy properly and personnel.

n. Makeltentative plans to punish employees.

o. Have special plans for handling picketing.

p. Make specific provision for how to handle employee benefits during the strike.

q. Have a.strategy for ending the strike.
p.

r. Know what to do after the strike.

Each of these actions will now be discusiliseparately.

I. Organize a strike committee

When a strike appears to be a reasonable possibility, the 'chief executive should

appoint a special task force to:

a. Assist in beading off a strike

b. Prepare for a strike should one be likely-

c. Assist in the direction of the agency during the stlrike, and

d. Assist in bringing the strike to an end

This committee should be chosen carefully and should consist of the agency's most

capable and loyal managers. The* chief negotiator, representatives from the 'chief

executive's cabinet, and a few select first line supervisors would be an adequate team for

most situations. For the duration of the strike (or' threatened strike) this,special team

should operate under the direct authority of the chief executive, which means that other

members of the management force should not be allowed to interfere with the effotlis of

1
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the committee to fulfill ts duties. Specifically, it is the funcfion of the strike committee

to coordinate the implementation of the strike plan described in this book.

2. Legal counsel should be available

As discussed elsewhere in this Wok good legal counsel is imperative in the face of

an employee strike or threatened strike. From the outset the attorney should be

considered a member of the management team and made at least an ex-officio member of

the strike committee. If adequate counsel is not already available to the agency, then

such counsel should be obtained.

In searching for a competent attorney to assist in matters related to an employee

strike, certain questions should be raised and answered:

a. Does the attorney have any special knowledge regarding public sector labor

reations?

b. Is he familiar with public sector law?

c. Has he had any specifiC1-experiences with public employee strikes?

d. Has he had any experience as a trial or appellate lawyer?

e. Does he maintain a close professional relationship with other attorneys who

have expertise in public sector labor law?

f. Does he keep himself informed of labor matters ofJaerest to the agency?

g. Is he instantly available when needed?

3. Establish a strike headquarters

. As a strike appears likely, the strike commi tee. should arrang# for a place to

operate froma strike headquarters. In creating ,tich headquarters, a number of factors

should be considered:

a. The' location of the adquarters"should be cen ral to the agency's operation,

usually close to the off ce of te chief executive..

158 / 'N .
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b. The headquarters should be of sufficient size to accommodate the many

activities associated with a labor strike..

c. The headquarters should contain at least two typewriters, a copy machine, and

sufficient telephone service, including a "hot line," discussed elsewhere in this

book. Additionally, there tould be adequate desks, chairs, and tables, and in

extreme situations it may be necessary to provide sleeping arrangements.

4. Establish a communications system

The success or lack of success for management's anti-strike strategy plan often

depensds upon the ability of management to communicate with its many audiences,

internally and externally. During a strike it is urgent that management be able to

communicate with all employees, those who stayed on the job, as well us those who went

out on strike. Management must have the ability to communicate rapidly with its

supervisory staff. Externally, the employer.must be prepared to communicate with its

clients, as well as the public7at-large, in Some instances. The agency must be ready to

deal with the media of radio, press, and television. Suppliers and others who do business

with the agency need to be contacted. And finally, the union responsible for the strike

must have an open communications line. How to do all of this is discussed in the chapter

odcommunications.

5. Agency insurance policies should be reviewed

Most government agencies have 'various insurance policies to protect the agency

from large liability payments. For example, fire insurance is a common protection which

many school districts and other government agencies have. Such a policy should be

reviewed even though there may be no immediate threat of a strike in Order to verify

under what conditions the policy will pay the agency in, the event of damage by fire.

After all, a ifew public einployee strikes have escalated tpothe point that acts of sabotage
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have been engaged in by over-zealous strikers. Many government agencies provide their

r?'
employees fun or partially paid accident and medical insurande. 'Whether or not these

employpes remain protected during a strike could be a signifiCant factor in whether or not

the employees would be willing to go on strike. In summary, the:agency ghould determine

to what extent a strike by its employees changes the liability status of the agency, and

the agency should take any necessary action to modify its insurohce program so that its

/lability is not increased during a strike.

6. Establish priority for essential services

Every government agency and school district has functions which can be dispensed

with temporarily. However, most agencies have services which are essential and must be

continued to avoid harm to those for whom the services are designed. For example,

although a school district can operate without custodians for a period of time, it cannot

operate without teachers in the classroom. A municipal sanitation department can

continue to operate for a short period of time even if the truck mechanics are on strike,

but that same department could not tperate without truck drivers.

Almost every goovernment agency has a primary function. Fire departments put out

fires. Police departments protect citizens against crime. The highway department keeps

roaCIS in, operating condition.. But inpII of these exoniles,, the agency has levels of

essentiality. For example, some fires are more important to exiinguish than others. A

fire in a trash can has one level of essentiality, while a fire in a hospital is of maximum

essentiality. While the highway department may forgo cUtting the grass along the

highway, it cannot ignore abridge on the verge of collapse. Although a police department

may be able to ignore moving and parking violations for a period of time, serious crimes

againsl the innocent cannot be ignored.
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In maintaining the highest level of essential services during a strike, the agency will

find that the temporary elimination of some functions and the.consolidation of others is

necessary. For eXample, during a strike by public school teachers, it may be necessary to

eliminate all extra-curricular activities and consolidate a number of classes into one large

class. Simply stated, it is the obligation of the agency being struck to identify Its

, essential services in priority order and then to set about to do whatever is necesscry to

deliver those essential services to the maximum extent possible.

(
.

7. Review the personnel policies
-

Few government agencies write personnel policies and regulations with the thought

that the employees for whom\ the policies are intended will go on strike: But, public

employees do go out on strike in large numbers, as discussed earlier in this book.

Consequently, when a strike appears likely, the strike committee should review_ the

agency's personnel policies and regulations to identify any provisions which might weaken

management's, ability to counter the strike. For example, the policies and regulations (as

well as the applicable law) governing the dismissal of emPloyees should be reviewed

carefully to assure that the agency may dismiss striking employees, should the agency

choose to do so. The agency policy on sick leave should be examined to determine if the

agency can require a physician's certification of illness from absent emplokees who clairn

k. to be ill. All regulations governing the actual work of employees should be reviewed

carefully .to assure that management can demand a good day's work from each employee

should there be a "slow-dcokn" strike. In other words, the agency should review its own

policies and regulations to assure that they do not stand in the way of the, agency taking

appropriate actions against the striking employees. In some cases, the governing body

may justifiably decjde to rescind all such policies and regulations.

1
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8. Evaluate transportation needs

Transportation is an essential function in some government operations. An obvious

example is schoolbus transportation in a rural school district, where children must be

transported long distances from home toNchool and back. Practically every government

operation requires some level of transportation in order to carry 'out its full operation. In
f

most strikes, however, transportation needs can be minimized or alternative means can be

found. Even in the event of a strike by school bus drivers, the public schools need not

necessarily close. A communication from the superintendent of schools to the parents

announcing the continuation of schools should be enough encouragement for parents to

organize their own car pools. Granted, some students will lack sufficient motivation to

find transportation, while others may be unable to find transportation, but, that's not
4000

justifiable reason to close a school to those who are able and willing to attend.

9. Warn employees ,
As the strike deadline approaches, management should communicate with the

employees to disco.urcige them from striking. The communication can be in writing, or a
,sk

special meeting of employees can be called;naturally on company time. Whichever

method is used, the following points shOuld be Made:

a. Review the event which led to the possibility of a strike. '

b. Explain that the dispute is not worth the risks of a strike.-

c. Explain clearly the agency's position of the disputed issues. Naturally, the

agency should have a defensible position.

d. Convince the employees that a strike will not cause the employer to change itS

position.

e. 8e sure the employees understand that the agency will continue to operate

during the strike. Do not, hOwever, reveal the strategy. ,

.t.

1 4,....
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,

If a meeting is used to communicate the points made above, do not.allow outsiders

in the meeting, and take other appropriate precautions to keep tMMe-makeri quiet.
.00One way to do this is to station supervisory personnel in Obvious view of the employees.

Also, employees loyal to management should be encoureged to speak out at this meeting.
4

If a written communicgtion is used, in lieu of a meeting, loyal employees should ',be

encouraged to express their views to other employees.

10. Orient mcnogement personnel

As discussed elsewhere in this bok, a loyal 'management force is crucial in halulling

a ,labor strike. When it appears that a strike is likely, the chief ,executive (or

superintendent, in the case of public schools) should meet with the management staff to,

exiilain their responsibilities generally in labor relations, as well as their specific role in
t

the event of a strike. The topics which should be addressed are:

a. The role of the supervisory staff in distributing temporary restraining orders

among employees, should the employer seek, and the court grant, an injunction

against the strike.
4

b. The right of the employer to dismiss illegal strikers.

c. The nature of illegOl public sector strikes.

d. The limited help which striking employees cart expect from their union. ,

e. The penalties which strikers might experience as a result of the illegal strike.

f. The specific duties that supervisors will assume in the event of a strike. .

After all of the above points have been discussed, the management staff should be

encouraged to discuss the same issues with rank and file employees assigned to them.

44
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1 I. Maki specific plans to hire temporary
workers to replace strikers

The key to the stratogy to breakA a labor strike is found in keeping the agency

operating at the highest level of effectiveness possible under the circumstances of a

strike. The key element in this strategy is the availability of temporary employees to

replace strikers. Although the need for such employees is greatly deterMined by the size

of the management staff and the degree to which automation exists in the agency, the

typical government agency will need to make a special effort to seek out temporary

employees to work during the strike. These temporary employees can be obtained from

various sources, among which are:

a. In many strikes not all members of the bargaining unit will cooperate in the

strike. Consequently, these loyal employees are a source of needed labor during

the strike. By increasing their workday and reairanging their assignments, the

effective work of these employees can be increavd considerably.

b. In many public sector strikes, not all bargaining units will be on strike at once.

In other words, although the custodians may be on strike, all other employees

(Clerks, secretaries, tradesmen, etc.) may remain on the job. Given such a

situation, those who remain on the job can be used, to some extent, to absorb

the work of those on strike. However, because those who remain on the job

mar also be union members or work under fixed job descriptions, there may be

limited flexibility in assigning these workers to other jobs.

c. In many strikes the employer may need to aggressively recruit temporary

employees. Although some available workers might be uqwilling to enter a

struck agency, there are always some people who will cross a picket line.

Housewives, applicants, coklege students, and the general public are all possible
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sources of :tempotary help: !h some eases, :the employer may 'wish. to Offer,,
. .1 .

premium, pay ;to aftraaf.these'pdteatial woikers.' ;.;

d. Volunteers, ,in. Some. extePtiailal situations, mciy be. byaikilire: A h()Y91.1

V.,. volunteers `maYinot .norrnally. be aitailaiile and .may not 'be: the best type a .
, .

,. persons to have on 'the job, tfiere 'Mile been-some instances when vaiinteers. ),
.

, . I

have,helped out durin a strike, eipeciplly irt public school strikes. -
e. In mil:public agenai there Is a elpssifiCiition Of emPloyees referred to as

'' ,.
"paraprofessiOpals." For ekample, Many pUbli6 school disfricts: have

# . . .
. ,, , .. ,

"instrsuctional .aides." These are noncertifitd or nondegreed employoei wha
.

assisi the claSsroom teacher, but Who are not priritarilY1ield &countable for :-,..
---...

.1 .

., actual pupil. instruction. In the event'of a strilie by-school feachersthese okies. . - - ,..:-;.,; . . -, .
:.

can provkle a rich source of help while the regular teachers are absent..
, . t 7,

Naturally, 'an aide who"continues to viork 'during a 4trike, max encobnter . .
... . % C\ t 4

i

hostility from striking teachers.when they' return to the' classrtom. IHowever,
. , , .

A

-.
that's one of, the prices that must be plc' for-keep6g the ptublic sChools open.

: . .

. f. In the event of a protracted strike,,the employer should cohsider the viability of
. , ,l .

', / .
' i' .

4A 4 cantiacting out. For example, in ' the event of a 'strike' by cuttodial and
. . _ ,

.
.. .

II. - : .

mairifehance personnel far a long p
.

eriod, the agency should cansider 'hiring a .

4 Z. #
..

it ',

. compohy from the private,,sector to perfortmessential. duties during the strike.
.

...,,

.
,

4 \

-,4 , .', .\ ' :' .. . A
.

in.,the private secto? a number.o if ndustries haveetiterectintoputuat- aid pactsi
1,

.4
". (

S.

For mple, mosf a the large IterState ahlines hove ogreements to help eath,'
.. t : "'' ;.?; ,.., pyi . . .:,

..,.
,

f her out in the event of a striik cit least financially. Wheh the state national '-
- ,I. :,..., , ..

guard is called in ta Collect , ha* and, garbage during .a stri, l<e by sanitation
. ,, lo . . . .. ...., -. .

,.. .

workers, this, too, is dform Of,ir mutual aid pact. By,seeking, help 'frarn other::
. ,.., a

.: .
''' * *";*. N

,government agencies, the struck acjency has one more*e source of temporary help
- :-

"

to see4,throu6b,the Period a the strike.

I

p4.

,k

4: ^dr
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'%. .

h. , plan for replacing strikers could be complete, however, without considering
, ...

the gse of .sUpervisory persopnel. This tactic has alreaV.been discussed, but
. . , 1, i . ..

some rep'-ilfition is in order. Every government agency has employees who are
,

'.. tqnsisteredelsmanagemfnt," and in most cases the,se persons are precladed from
. ;-. .,,. , ,

collectm bargaining, and tan be expected to remain on the job during a strike.
...

....,
.,.., -.."- .

,extending the work hours of these employees, by deng as many leave
: ,..

nyi
t. .

. . i
. reques s as,possible, and by rearranging their duties, one supervisor can do the..m.,. 4

:

t

"

04:.
^

Work or ieveral rank and file employees, at least for a short period of time..
,

Theitifore, The supervisory staff Should be looked to initially as managemerit's

. chief :did during astrike.

'

12. ...Make provision for obtaining
,..netessary supplies

'It not uncommon among private industries accustomed to periodit labor strife !o

estpck up" for, the period when they can no longer produce. For example, the steel

.inClu.stry will often produce ahead of demand, especially as major mien contracts come up

-
tor reriegotiations. Such a procedure is_ only common sense st .tegy, and all employers

-threatened wit*he possibility of a labor strike should careful cOnsiderIheir needs

during a stlike-and follow through with appropriate peeparatory measures. As a stake

becomes a reasmable possibility, the government agency should revielk its needs for food,

iuel, andotherosupplies necessary to keep the agency running. By having such supplies on

hand during, a strike, many problems are avoided, the major one being the crossing of

picket lines by Outlkde private suppliers.

13. Take specific precautions to safe-
! guard agency personnel and property

.

In 'extreme situations a, labor strike can create the environment for damage to

agency property and hsrm to agency personnel through acts of sabotage and violerice on

16,6
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. . ,t .

,.. t F picket line: The first step in safeguarding the agency during a itrike.is,to inventory

. _the security needs of the qgency with regard to both property and personnel. As far as

property and equipment are concerned, the agency should give special attention to
i

.protecting crucial equipment such as computers and data processors, telephone centers,

power controls, energy sources, valve stations, transportation equipment, and any other

equipment which if damaged would be a serious impediment to the continued operation of

the agency.

In order to protect agency property, a number of actions should be taken:

a. The local police should be contacted and toki that a strike is likely. Represent-

atives of the agency and the police should meet to discuss their respective

roles. Many ponce departments are aware of their responsibilities during a

strike arid scan lie of considerable assistance to the agency, particularly when
/ .

4 faced with disorderly picket lines.
.

b. The local fire department should be contacted and.alerted to the fact that a

strike is imminent' or that a strike is underway.

c. Members of the supervisory staff should be assigned to guard entrances to

agency property. In some.cases, the number Of entrances to agency buildings
'

should be reduced in ordellikbetter manage pedestrian traffic.

d. Rdving patrols of supervisors, or others under special assignment, con be

delegated to periodically monitor conditions on agency property,larticularly
1

vuhierable propert, and crucial equipment.

e. When a strike is in progress, particularly if there is any threat ,Of sabota6e,
. ;

extra lights should be turned on at (tight, especially outdoor lights.

f. In l'arge4wencies not all employees are known to an members of the manage-

ment staff. There is always the possibility in large agencies that unauthorized

per w*th ill will agitinst the agency will enter the emplOyer's properti:. To

/ 1 f3
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mihimize this risk, the strike committee s'hould coniider the possibility of

issuing identification cards to persons who are allowed to be on agency property

during a strike. As a matter of fact, identification cards are often advisable on

a routine basis, even without a Mrike.

14. Make tentative plans to punish employees

No illegal public employee strike should be allowed fo take place, without some)

appropriate punishment for the employeei. The punishment may be as slight as loss of pay

for days on strike, or the punishment could be as great as loss of pay, imposition of fines,

loss of employment, and incarceration. More than likely, however, the punishment for

strikers (and their union) will be influenced by the final settlement to return to work. In

any case, though, all types of punshment should be reviewed, among which are these:

a. The least that an employee should suffer for engaging in an illegal strike s the

loss of a day's salary for each day on Strike. One state has gone beyond this

(New York) and requires that a public employee forfeit two days wages for each

day on strike. Not only thcit, but the loss in wages is not deductible from the

federal income tax payment of the employee!

In Rublic education, the issue of loss of pay is complicated by the fact_

that all states require that students be in school a minimum number' of ddys

ecth year, say 180 days. When teachers go out on strike and the schools

consequently are closed, reducing the school year to less than 180 days, most

states require that the days be made up, thus guaranteeing the teacher at least

.180 days pay, regardless of how lohg the Strike goes on. In the case of, public

itchool strikes, the local sally:of bocird should consult with its attorney and with

the state superintendent of schools, in order to "dedde the isiue of make-up

1 6-8
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days. There is no one rule which the authors can offer which would be

applicable to all situations.

b. In a.rwrnber of public employee strikes, there have been dismissals of strikers,

the most notorious suoh case of dismissals being that of the federal air

controllers in the summer of 1981. The dismissal of public employees for

engaging in an' illegal strike can range from easy to difficult, if not impossible

in some cases. In.cases where public employees are working with no contract

and there are no local or state restrictions on dismissals, the termination of an

employee can be, quite easy. However, where employees are protected by

contracts and state tenure laws, as in the case of most public school. _teachers,

their dismissal an be quite difficult. Regardless of the public employees
Alit

involved, however, a public employer considering dismissal of its employees for

striking should seek the advice of competent legal counsel. For more

information on this topic, the reader should consult ,the section in this book

which discusses the legal aspects of punishing strikers.

c. In addition to other strike penalties, the employer may wish to impose

suspension from duty with a corresponding loss of pay. Again, however, legal

counsel should be sought before such action is taken.

d. A number of public employees can be empl8Ped only as 16ng as they possess

son4 required certification, such as a nurse's certifiCate or a teacher's

certificate. In such cases the employer may wish to considewetitioning the

appropriate authority to revoke such certificates. This, is an extreme punish-

ment, in- that the employee, could be deprived fotever of making a living in his

field of training. Therefore, revocation of such certificates should be at-
, ,;;

tempted only in extreme situations.

+C.
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e. Written reprimands can be another form of punishment. Such written repri-

mands are normally placed in the employee's permanent personnel jacket and

serve notice that any repetition of the offense-will result in harsher penalty.

f. When probationary employees pOrticipate in a strike the employer _should

determine if their unexcused absence constitutes a break in probationary

service. If thatuld be the case, the employee would be required to re-serve

the probationary period.

In order to punish strikers and break up a group of troublemakers at the same

time, the public employer should consider the viability of reassigning strikers to

other jobs or transferring strikers to jobs at different locations.

h. Under a number of state bargaining laws, as well as the executive order

governing collective bargaining among federal employees, a union that partici-

pates in an illegal strike can be decertified, which means that the union no

longer represents the employees who went out on strike. As far as the union is

concerned, such a move is an act of capital punishment; consequently, the union

can be expected to respond accordingly. In any attempt by the employet to

decertify the union, however, the employer should seek the assistance of

competent legal counsel to be sure that the legal provisions for decertification

are followed correctly.

In a number of public employee strikes, the employer '(or taxpayer in some

instances) has attempted to sue the striking union, as well as the individual

employees who struck. Such suits generally arise from the fact that a strike

not only deprives citizens of services which they pay for through taxes, but may

in some instances result in actual damages. In a resinber of strikes nonstriking

employees have sued the Union responsible for the strike, as well as individual

strikers, for injury sustained while trying to cross a picket line. In other cases,
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the courts have imposed fines on both the union and its members. For a legal

examination of this topic, the.reader should refer to the section in this book on

the legal Tamifications of public sector strikes.

15. Develop special plans to handle picketing

Picketing consists of a union posting members at approaches to the work site for the

purpose of observing and reporting those who report to work and for the purpose of

discouraging other workers from entering the workplace. Picketing is also used to

demonstrate to the public the disputes which the unionized employees have with the

employer. Picketing is an, experience that most people are not accustomed to, and
_

therefore sets into motion uncertain behavior .on the part of those associated with

picketing. As a result, conflicts often arise where picketing takes place, particularly

when workers attempt to cross a picket line. The crossing of a picket line is a primary

threat to the union's strike strategy. Understandably, picketers might, under those

conditions, become more aggressi4e than they would in more normal situations.

Whenever a strike takes place, management should assume that picketing will

follow. Management should also assume that it should take sortie action in response to

picketiiig to the continued operations of the agency.

a. Picketing should take place where it will do the least harm to the continued

operation of the agency. Generally, this means that picketing will take place

on public property around the employer's property. Where public property is

used, the picketers come under the jurisdiction of the local police. Where

picketing is allowed oh .agency property, the employer and the police should

, have clear understandings regarding who has jurisdiction in the event disciplin-
.. 4

ing of picketers is necessary. If a private police force is used to protect agency

property, there should be a clear understanding of the powers of such a group.
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Where both -the local police and private police are involved, both should have

face-to-face understandings regarding theirrespective roles.

Frequently, picketers Will engage in behavior which cannot Et.- tolerafeci,

but a full, arresI may be too extreme an act to carry out. In some such

,
situations the.police may wish to remove the culprit from the picketing area

and "take hini in" foi; questioning. During the questioning, the picketer can be

reasoned with in an effort tb correct his behavior. However, in cases 'where a
-\

picketer blatcintly defies the law, prompt arrest is the only appropriate answer.

In some cases, the employer, and the union will have an agreement on how

. picketing -shall be carried out. This is not to suggest necessarily that

-management should feel compelled to reach an agreement with the union on the

manner_in- which the union will picket. If the union will not agree to reasonable

requests of the employer that picketing be carried out peacefully, itien

management should take appropriate steps to counter the unacceptable actions

of the picketers.

b. S-upr-erne effort should be made to av-oid confrontations of apy type op the

picket line. Nonstriking employees should stay away from strikers. Supervisors

should not allow themselves to be baited by comments froin strikers. Managers

should not attempt to "tap" with picketers. In other words, no action should be

allowed to take place wiiich Tight provide grounds for an acrimonious evbnt.

t. Special care should be taken where vehicle traffic is near picketers, especially
,

if-/ehicles are used to cross a picket line in order to enter the place of work.

This.,is where "accidents" occur' most often. That's why it is important to find a

way-to get people into the agent), without crossing a picket lin6 e.

d. Irrespective of whether people enter the place of work by foot or by vehicle, xi

"clear path': must be kept open, if a picket line is in the way. If nonstrikers

tc-

17 914.4 t
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cannot enter the work site without abrasion with picketers, then careful

consideration should be given to alternative strategies. The authors are

reminded of One particularly violent strike against one of the nation's largest

newspapers, where the owners were taken to and from their. newspaper building

roof by helicopter, because it was impossible to enter the building otherwise

without the dear danger of bodily harm. In same atrikes it is advisable-to have

available workers assemble at a locatiOn removed from their place of work,

where they can be transported in a bus thrOugh the picket line. Often4Ithe

police can assist in this maneuver.

.e. A camera which instantry self-develops its film can be useful during,a strike,

particularly on the picket line or where violence and sabotage has taken place.
4i*

If a regular camera is used, it is difficult to assikiate the picture which is

eventually .developed with the event in question. With an instant Camera,the

photographer can write on ttie back of the developed picture exactly what took
...

place and who the persons are in the picture. Such pictures can be valuable .

.;--.'-'"'s
,

.- &Wince should the strike end up in cour.t. Pergbns taking such pictures,

-. ,
however, should be. mamed that picture taking on a picket ,line might incite

_

-hostile action by picketers. Thefefore, appropriate evasive tactics shouldbe

4111ploye4 td minimae the-rjak ore-Confrontation. (`
..,

f. When. an injunction againtt a strike is requested and grante the serving of,

temporaty restraining orders wilrbe neceisary, but in some cases, the officials
/

of the iinion cannot be located in order to serve the orders. In such a case
-

quantities of the temporary restraining orders may be served among picketers.

4 op.

Exactly who does this, and how, should be a subject of dicir understandfrig

between the employer, its legal counsel, and those who serve the orders.

173
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9. In the event that improper action takes place, on the picket line or acts of ,

violence and sabotage are perpetrated, there may be witnesses to such acts. In

such-cases, an immediate written deposition may be called for. A deposition is

a form of an "affidavit" or "oath." Specifically, however, a .deposition is the

testimony of -a witness taken upon interrogatories, reduced to writing, duly

authenticated, and intended for use in court at a later date. Without such

documentation testimony before It court may beless credible.

16. Keep a log of strike activities

When ci strike occurs, careful records should be kept of all events associated with

the strike. This should be done for several reasons':

a. The agency may face another strike by the same group or a different group

again in the future. This record of events will help prepare for the next strike.

b. The strike may end up hi' be a dispute iri court, and in .that event, a detailed

written documentation of the strike shoula help the employer win its.case.

c. The strike log provides .O source of information for the managernent team to

handle other emergencies.

d. All strikes end eventually, and as effort& are made to end the strike, a detailed
_

record of the union's activities is helpful An defining the terms for settling the

strike.

Generally speaking, the strike log should be a running daily summary,, of all

significant eveVs which transpire during the strike and should be accompanied by the

following docUmentatiân:

-

a. A copy, of each deposition taken during the strike. Depositions have been

. discussedearlier in this chapter.

.4 "

.`t
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b. Written eye witness accounts of significant events which took place during the

strike, such as violence on the picket line.

c. Copies of photographs which have been taken relative to the strike. .

d. Attendance records of employees. These records will be necessary to docume

the abiences of strikers:

e. Press clippings. Public emOloyee strikes are uiiially coVereA careful y by ,the
... /

press. Not. only will these clipPings be of use, to.the strike legut they will
,. , . , ...

provide information -about-Oaf .the union is- doing that Ofould ii ? otherwise be
. ,i ,

,
known. Surpri;ingiy, the imion will often reveval vital information to the press'

.-*

which it would not reveal to the employer. .q)

f. Copies of all correspondence related to the ,strike, All *types of written

correspondence take place during a strike: letters to the cour#, comiurica-

g.

tions to the union, letters to employees, memoranda to Supervisors, etc. All of
.

these documents shSuld be retained as a part of the strike record. 4

Telephone calls. During a strike crucial information is exchanged by telePhone..
A summary of what was _communicated in these telephone calls should, be

. retained.

h. During a strike various types of meetings will be held: meetings with the union,

meetings with the attorney, meetings witil the governing body, etc. .Minutes of

all of these meetings should be made a part of the strike log.

7. Make specific erovision for ho4ho handle
employee benefits during the strike

To the extent administratively and .legally possible, all benefits Whatsoever which

accrue from4anOs employment should Se discontinued during a strike. Use of lea4e,,

accumulation of leave, payment of pll insurance premiums, payroll deductions, accumula-,
,
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tion of probationary credit, and payment of wages are all examples of benefits which

should cease the moment that a public employee engages in an illegal strike.

a. iiisuralce coverage. Many public einployers make full or partial payment

.t.

toward premiums on various employee insurance policies, such as medical

insurance, disability insurance, pension funds, dental insurance, life insurance,

etc. To the extent Possible all such premium payments should cease as soon as

a strike takes place. Where premiums are paid in advance, as is usually the

case, the employer's attorney should be asked to determine if payment on any

such policies can be denied while an employee is absent without approval

engaging in an illegal strike. If this is not possible, then the employer should

refuse to pay any such premiums on the net payroll for a period equal to the

number of days the employees were on strike. Although many employers do not

examine their various employee insurance plans from the standpoint of what ta

do during a strike until a strike occurs, the authors are suggesting ,that all

employers engaged in collective bargaining look at their insurance programs

now. To the extent possible, provision should be made in these pftrams to

assure that no benefits will be paid to any employee engaged in a stiike.

b. Payroll deductions. Many public employers will provide payroll dedtictions for

various employee welfare programs, even though the employer, does nOt

contribute. For example, employee credit unions are frequently sy_pPorted by
7 -

an employer by providing payroll deduction for credit union, membe'rs. lr(the

event of a strike all such deductions shOuld be terminated for striker"

c. Annual leave. To the extent possible, all annual leave should be denied to all
I

employees in the bargaining unit which is engaging in the strike. Furthermore,

all accumulation of leave should cease Cluring the strike. In the Case of

employees who, were on approved vacation leqve when the strike began, an

(

r

r
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A

,

,
.

\
individual determination will need to be made. In the event of persons who

,.,.

were scheduled for approved leave during the strike, with minor exceptions,
,

these persons should have their lecives cancelled.'
. ''...

d. Sick leave. Similarly, sick leave should not be granted during the strike, nor
,

,

should sick leave adcumulation be granted. However, sick leave payments can
-4..

be given to the employee who was on approved sick leave before the strike

began, if an approved physician's certification is presengod.
\_

e. Other leaves. To the extenit administratively possible" and legally permissible,
."

all other leaves Nlould be denied during the strike. Personal leave, business

leave, bereavement leave, emergency leave; etc. are* all eXamples of such.

leaves that should be voided. Disability leave and benefits Should-be denied to

any striker injured on the picket line. Where issues of lebve cannot ke resolved
s :

on a blanket basis and there are indivikluql,problems, each of these individual

problems should be handled on its individual merits.

s

\

_
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CHAPTER XV

COMMUNICATIONS DURING THE STRIKE

Many public employee strikes are not settled at the, bargaining table; they are

settled in the arena of pulgic opinion. In government labor strikes, where there is

considerable public involvement (e.g., public school, air controllers, police, fire, etc.), the

union and the employer become locked in a struggle over who shall have the support of the

public and the, power structure surrounding the particular government operation.

Consequently, communications during a strike become decisive, in that only through

cornmunications can the employer hope to rally public support for its position on the
f

issues which caused the strike.

Buteffective communications during a strike are also important in order to keep the

agency operpting during the strike. Without a good communications network within the
.=

agency,
.
there is the likelihood that the workforce which remains on the job during a strike

I

cannot be managed sufficiently well to ke'ep the agency functioning. Following aie some

suggestions of -proven practicality which should provide good communications (internally

and externally) dUring a strike by teachers and other government employees.

a. Announce 10 the employees and the public that the agency will continue to

operate at the maximum level possible during the strike. The announcement,
shquld Make it clear- that any legal limit will be sought to keep the agency

ope(atinig durTh'g the strike, even if only at a minimal emergency level. It is

imPo'iiant that thits announcement be persuasive. Especially, the striking

eMployees, should have no doubt 'about the agency's will and ability to continue

t' operations. This announcement 'should also make it clear that there will be no

substantive' ritessions on matters in dispute and that no striker will go
,

unpunished. The aufhlg,helped in the preparation of one such announcement
,.c. . , ..-

..

fcc.,

t NO! '
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hich wat tparticularl5, 'dramatic. The announcement that operations would

tinue was made by the superintendent of schools outside of a classroom

where the teacmr was4n strike. After a very convincing announcement that

schoolt wquld remai9 opeAo moister what, the superintendent turned from the
4 . P.4.

cameras did entered the classroom to serve cis a substitute teacher. The

example he set govi great Ancouragement to others who wanted to keep schools

open. Incidentally, the schools remained open in that case and th rike
,

I .

qollapsed.

'.11/1b.... Set up, a strike communications center.. In order to help Ossure ttiat all

necessary communications. will take plaâe during a strike, a 'room near the

agency heaciwarters shotild ir appropriately prepared. This communications

center should hdve,provisions for the following:
e

* PrOyision must be made to ,dpittlicate written communications. Ideally,
i, , .. ,

this meats thof ithere shoOld be an instant copier for smigll runs needed

immediately. For larger quantities, an industrial type printer is better,
, -

but it must be kept Jh mind that the' personnel who operate* such

eqaipment may be on strike. If ali e e fai1s, however, private rtrintinb-

can be contracted for.

6

, :i. ,-
I * Several "hot lines" should be iAstalled. These are special telephone lines e.

. ,

which give out a rrorded message when a certain, number is celled.17

These hot lines are very helpful .in resedirat other telephone lines for
,

individual communicdtions. The hot line message should be any infor-

motion which the °gene.), 4els Would be helpful to.those seeking inform-
,

ationon the, status of the strike and the serVices of the agency.

* In some strike cases, the agency., may find it necessary to have installed,a

few eXtra telephone links for the duration of the strike. fheSe numbers.

/70
.
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con be publicized through the rnedia.

.considei at least' one-or several "private"

,
However, the agency should

numbers' which bre known only

to s d persons, such as meMbers of the strike committee, the

governing etc. These secret numbers .assure communications

between members of top management no !tatter how heavy traffic

becomes on the other telephone linei. The author's were involved in one

particularly,effective union tactic where striking teachers kept all school

telephone lines busy continuously to keep the school administrators from

contacting needed substitute teachers. Since no other provisions had been
-

. made for .telephone calls, manbgement faced g serious obstacle in that

instance. In sorne cases, mariagement may Wish to consider the establish:

ment of a telephone` chain._ In this way vital messages can be commurii7

cated to a specified audience quickly.
.

In particularly complex strikes which reeplre found-the-cloCk counter

rneaiures, tile agency should consider providing .for sleeping arrangements

.
in, the commie .!,...? . s center.
f

* Since ,telephones l'n'ay fail due to tactics employe'd by tfie -union; ot

means of camm'uniaations shoul'd be considered. Two-way radios can be

used not only for direct communications, but they can be used to

confaCt available telephone out1ets:4' In the event of tott breakdown' in

(Communications, "runners" canbelte'd to carry messages where needed.'

The communicptions center should have access to all information needed

in Order to comMunjcate with any source relative tohe strike. Such

inform ion should include names and atldresses of emplbyees, their
I

telephon numbersofwbere the press can be reached at 'all times, the
..-

c)

N.
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constant whereabouts of all persons vital to managing the strike, the

location of the union leaders, etc.

Naturally, the comthunications center should be adequately equipped will?

typewritdrs, dictaphones, desks, collators, tables, offide supplies, etc.

c. Appoint only one media spokesperson. Just as there should be only one

exclusive spokesperson in negotiations, there oshould be only one exclusive

spokesperson for management during the stril. All other members of the

management team, including members of the governing body, should be required

to make no statement to the preps. And, it should be made clear that anyone

who violates this rule is not speaking for the agency. To the extent possible,

the spokesperson should be someone who has some expertise in dealing with the

media.

d. Minimize the use of threats. Granted, employees must understand that they

will not go unpuniihed as a result of their illdgal strike against the public

emçIoyer.bvever, communications during the strike should not dwell on

threats againsi the employees, To the extent possible, _any criticism- of

employees,shOuld be directed toward their union, in an attempt to keep the

pressure on the union and its leaders. In almost all public sector strikes, the

employees will return to the job, and the parties shotild have as few unpleasant

, feelings about each other as.possible.

e. There should be a clear expfanation of the employer's position. Whehever an
4

impasse is reached in negotiations,'

table of any positions which are

the enilitayer should attempt to clear, the

not publicly liefenObie. Otherwise,, the

employees attempt to enlist the support of the public will be 4-7dermsined. This

. fundamentcitirule is even more important when there is a ;hike. Npt only must
:

the public employer have a reasonable position on the various strike issues, but

a.
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I. Suggestions for working wititthe press

1-73

the employer must convey its position effectively to the public and the power

structure surrounding the public agency. Background briefings, news con-.
ferences, letters to patrons, advertisements, massI'meetings, etc. all can be

used to explain clearly why the employer will not, acquiesce to the union's

demands.

Issue diiirnatutns witir caution. Although strikers mlist not be allowed to go

unpunished when they strike, the employer should use caution in issuing an

immutable ultimatum. Chances are, the employer is better off to leave some

rOom for face-saving on the part of the union. After all, if the union is to order

its, members back to work, the union must have a little somethin6 to convince

the workers that their sacrifice was won't': it.
,

Since the media plays a vital role in communicating thanagement's position during

the strike, here are some useful suggestions for working with the press:

a. Try not to have a "press cohference;" A press conference is suppbsed:to be an

,.
opportunity. for the press to engage in conference with the person who called

the conferenCe. This means 'that the press should be Gnawed to raise any

question or any,issue and expect an honesi and full response. The trabble with:
press conferences is that they con easily get out of control. Most rclorters are

quite adept at intimida ting tpokespersons, especially if they are inexperienced.

Rather than have a press conference, simOly issue the info rination which 'is

.
desired for release and answer questions onl/abaut That information.

b. Have p press release only when 'there is importmt news. In order for the media

to respond with interest 1:e.managernent news releases, each news release must

have something.newsworthy in them. An announcement that Management is

'
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opposed to the)trike would be useless to the press; hOwever, an announcement
-alb

that an injunction is being sought to stop the strike would be of great interest

to the media.
OW

c. Do not play favorites. Some employers have tried to play the press by being

more helpful to one newspaper than wother. This is a mistake, because the

010
unfavored newspaper will surely bark upon a campaign to embarrass the

employer for its actions. Therefore, treat all media representatives equitably.

d. Appreciate media deadlines. Reporters have their rigid deadlines to meet. The

employer can be very helpful to the press by recognizing these deadlines and

timing releases in a manner helpful to the reporters.
.

e. Do not attempt to "use" the press. Some naive public officials seem 4o believe .

that the press was established to help government propagandize the public, A

government agency which distorts information in order to get its i)oint across

can expect eventually to be trapped by it's own lies. If the employer cannot be
'.

honest about an issue, then the employer should have nothing to say,

f: There are no "off-the-record" comments. Some officials seem to think that

they can establish special rapport with reporters by confiding in them. That is

a mistake. Anything which anybody says to a reporter should be assumed to be

information which will be reported.

g'. Don't say "No comment." There are many questions from reporters which

cannot and should not be answered, but there are better answers than "No

comment." The best way to handle such a response is to explain why the
.,

spokesman is not at liberty to give a more_thorough response. But almost any

Fomment is better tail 'No comment."

h. Respond promptly. When a message is left that the media is trying to rec*:b
management's spokesperson, there should be a response as soon as possible;

1 Sj i
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otherwise, the reporter will seek other sources to obtain the needed infor-

mation. Should the reporter contact' someone who is not authorized to

comment on the strike, that person should offer to put the reporter in contact

with the proper person who is authorized to speak on the matter.

Backgromd briefings are helpfulsometimes. Sometimes strike issues are very

complicated, and the press may not adequately understand the issues, and, as;a

result, report incorrect interpretations to the public. In such cases, the

employer may wish to consider a "background briefing" session for the press.

The purpose of such a briefing is to help the media understand the background

of the issues which caused the strike. The danger of such a meeting, however,

is that the reporters may take over and get into Ratters not contemplated by
9

management.

Keep the press out of negotiations. Except for a few states, labor negotiations

can be conducted in private sessions. This rule should not be broken if

negotiations continue during the strike. No worse mistake can be made than to

open negotiations sessions to the press, especially when relationships are tense

between the parties.

k. Don't use jargon. Every special field o**f endeavor seems to have special
(

language indigenous to that field. Such langyage is referred to as "jqrgon."

Jargon is technical terminology or chciracteristic idiomatic speech of a

specialized activity. To the average lay person such language is often:obscure
,

in meaning anci pretentious; therefore, jargon should be avoided. All press

releases should be phrased in language which is easily understood by the rypicdl

person on the street.

I. Attributions are important. Reporters do not like to deal with "unnamed

sources" or an "agency spokesperson." Reporters understandably want the
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name, rank, and serial number of persons releasing information. By knowing

exactly who said what, the news release carries much more credibility.

Incidentally, be sure that all names and titles are spelled correctly.

m. Keep your team informed. Members of the management team, especially those

on the strike committee, should not have to read the local newspaper in order

to find out what the employer is doing about the strike. Consequently, all
/

pertinent members of the management team should be informed of all infor-

mation released to the public, preferably as far in advance of the release as

possible. The authors remember one especially trying situation where after an

all night impasse session in a hotel and being on the verge of a settlement, the

morning newspaper was brought into the room where we were ready to reach

, -
agreement. The headlines carried a statement by the chairman of the

1

governing body stating that no further concessions .would "be approved.

Obviously, there was no agreement that morning.

.n. Don't be on the defensive. The press should be viewed as a valuable aid in

resolving a strike, rather than q hindrance. Consequently, the spokesperson for

management should not feel threatened by the media representatives and
.,

recognize that their questions are an expression of a sincere attempt to

perform an important job.,

o. Avoid editorial comments. Although the press presents a temptation to

editorralize about the strike, press releases should be used to release facts and
,- . .Flat opmipns. Leave the editorial's to the newspaper owner and editor. .

. .
p. Exchcnge telephone numbers.'' During a strike, news does not develpp just

i. . .

during business hours. Therefore, both the gpokesperson f r the employer and.

.
members ot,--trfe press should exchange telepone numbers where they can be

, reached atall times. .

1 ...ct, .4
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2. Suggestions for preparing press releases
.

The chances of a press release being used as submitted are increased if the release

is prepared in the accepted manner. Here are some suggestions:

a. Type the release on standard 8Y2 x I I white paper.,
\

b. Leave the top third of the page blank, except for information describing the

source, such as name and address of the organization releasing the information,-
the author's name, title and telephone number where he may be reached..,

c. Double space all text.

d. End each page with a complete paragraph. This helps the editor prepare the

story for print.

e. Make.the release short and to the point. If more than one page is needed, type

"More" at the bottorn of the page.

f. At the end of the release use one of these signs to indicate that there, is no

more to the release: iffill, XXX, or ***.

9. Use wide margins.so the editor can make notations.
.

h. Identify. every person named in the release; spelling all names and titles
,

correctly. ,
,

i. Avoid aditctives.. 'Just stick to the facts. ,

v 4
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CHAPTER XVI

ENDING THE STRIKE ..,

There never has been a public sector strike which has started that has not ended.

1They all end eventually, and they end as the result of a number of factors:.

a. Sometimes the parlies continue to negotiate during the striket with the result
,4,

that the parties find grounds upon which t6seffle.

b. Mediation ay be employed to help resolve:theissues.

c. Fat finding m tbe used.toencoura5e the parijes to riach agreement.
.

d. Interest arbitration (discussed previously in .this book) may be agreeCI to,

,

between the parties.

e. A court order may end theStrike (but it may not emithedisputO.

f. Public pressure may force the-parties to mak e. needed concessions'.

Legal, economic, and psychological Pressures Whiph ciONitipisn'y, a itrike May
. .

. .
g.

force the parties tO make heeded conceris to each otber:
,

I. . The agreement to iettte

Before the strike "-Ids, .the union may: raise' ritimber of questions regardiV, the.
4

terms for returning to work. This assumes that the Subitantive issues whith caused thell
, P

strike to begin with have 'been resolved. Quite often before the union will order its
,

members back to work, the.unioh will^,mak6 d number of deMands, and state that .the
s

,.,,.
results of such demands.should be included in the.labor contract. tf management is willing

,, .

o
: , ,

.--:.
to discuss the terms for settli5g the ktrike, management shouleleman,d that any terms for

.. .. .. .- ,
settling the sfrike be included ifs a separate ciofeement: BefOre ft will order: ifi.rnembers

. be,
back to work, the uniosuirv-dernand.fhat: .

:
.

a. The(e be full amnesty for Il striliers....

ypol/.
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b. No entries regarding the strike will be placed in the employee's personnel file.

C. There will be no mention of tbe strike in the employee's evaluation.

d. There will beno salary lass.

e. The Will Ile no reprisals,.

1. All bene ill be restored.

In response to these demands the employer may maintain that:
* , .

a. There-will be nq use of the "term "amnesty," but the conditions for return to
_ .,

work will be entilled, "Return To Work Agreement."

'
. b. There will be no restoration of p'esy lost as a result ol the slrike.

. , .,
c. There will be a lo.,s in ql.l applicable benefits equivalent to the time lost diming

the strike.
A

d. No grievarices will be lodged as .a result of the strike.
,

e. All Ival suits by-the untOagainst the employer witl be withdrawn.
. . .

.. . . 1
f. A specific retuin date will be:designated. -

g. There will be no reptisals. by the.union or its Members against ani, unit member

who dicl,not partiqipate in ttie strike& -
, ...-

Becciuse the strike itself infroduaes these'new disputes, Ihe 4nd of the strike can

intrOduCe.continued strike, unless tile terms of the strike"settlement have been developed

and Written witb.,the full understanding of l3oth 'parties. No strike should be penbitted to

erickunless the fOl)owing stbjects nave been considered and put into a written agreement

Where applicabier.

. q,, The final agreement on the-i4sues which caused the strike to begin with. For
,

ekaryi-pleof.a.dispUte aversplaiy caused the strike, what is the salary which has
. . .

..-b,en.agreed t

af 'these. issil. , .

If there was mare than one issue which caused the strike, each

must be finally. resolved. If the resolution of any of these

e "
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disputes involved referring them for further studi, or some other deferring

action, the terms of such actions should be spelled out clearly.

,b. It there are any pending legal suits between trie parties, there should be an

agreement as to their futUre status. In some cases, the appropriate action_

migtt be to tprminOte all such suits.

c. The terms for resumption of operations must be spelled out Clearly. An exoct
-

date dnd time. for the return of all strikers must be specified. The manner by
,

which employees are to be notified should be agreed to between the union Kind

the employer. r-
d. If the union hos requested pay or benefits for any period during the strike, this

request musf, be resolved in writing along with all other issues covered in the

-.return-to:work agreement.

e. The parties should agree that neither will engage in reprisals. Although such an

\

ogreemept could take many forms, here is a sample: "The Union agrees.that
_ .

, . neither it nor its members will take any action,'dtiectly ,or indirectly, again.st

any employee or person f9r non-participation in 'the strike and strike-related

..cictivities, and will actively seek to digcourage any actions oaainst suCh People.

This no-reprisal clause shall, in no way,,preclude the yrtlitioldind bf: direct and.
indirect corripensation for, non-performanc'i of srvice during fhe strike. .Nor...
shall this Clause apply to management employees or to ,ony legal action against.

.

employees who committedocti of sabotage, vjolenceor viplatiOns of th,e low."
,

a.
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2. After the strike

In pOnning for the employees to return to their jobs after the strike, a number of
.?"

-points need to be considered in advance:
:

a. Hearings may be necessary. Strikes raise many questions which are never faced

by a government agency unless it experiences a strike by its employees.

Although as many as possible of t ese questions should be resolved in the

"Agreement To Return To W rk," there are bound to be individual questions

about individual employees which can be answered only dn their individual

merits. in such instances, each case musr be examined separately. For.
examPle: Was John Doe.cictually sick at the beginning of the 'strike, or was he

on strike? Was Jane Smith forceably kept from returning to work by the union?

Questions such as these must be dealt with on an individual basis.

b. Keep strikers separate from nonstrikers. When it is agreed that strikers are.to

return to work at a specific time,every effort should be made to minimize

contact between those who went on strike and those who replaced them.

Otherwise, the return to work may turn out to be a ft:ee-for-all.

c. Do not hold reconciliation meetings. Before the striking employees return to

workr svpery,i5ors 411904..14 N0)1)44110 .to hold, meetings in an attempt to bring

strikers and nonstrikers togetiller. Such reconciliation meetings almost always

fail, if not making the return to work even worse than it otherwise wpuld have

- been.

d. Do not discriMinate. Once it has been decided how strikers shall be punished,

that should be the end of siich discrimination between strikers and nonMrikers.

Continued harassment of employees who struck will simply lead to grievances,

strife, and maybe another strike I ter.

a
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e. Prepare a joirit press release. Ideally, when the strike is over, the parties

should issue a press release mutually agreed to. This approach to ending the

strike minimizes misunderstandings; and corweys to the employees and the

public that tl;e parties have reached a final agreement.

f. Notify employees of strike settlement terms. To avoid confusion among rank

and file employees as to what is expected upon their return, management should

draw up a clear communication specifying e ctly the ,terms of the strike

settlement. For those employees who have qu fions, they should be given the

g.

name of the person to contact for assistance.

Deal with reprisals quickly. Should there be acts 'of reprisals against

nonstriking employees by the union or other employees, swift and strong

corrective measures should be taken. In other words, management should treat

reprisals in the same manner as it would treat any other inf action of agency

regulations.

h. Floki a Post-strike strategy sessi5n. Once Ite strike is. over and the employees

are back to their normal routine, the thief executive should cony ne the strike

committee and instruct it to analyze the strike ome of the qu stions which

the committee should attempt to answer are:-

What caused the strike?

What could management have done to remove the causes of the strike?

What weaknesses existed in the strike plan?

What changes need to be rhade?

Wliat contingencies (rase for which management was not prepared?

What lessons were learned from the strike?

What recomrhendations should be made for future labor relations?

(.4
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APPENDIX

ELEMENTS OF STRIKE CONTINGEN6Y AND RESOLUTION PLANS'

Despite all the positive steps management may tak`e; the distinct possibility exists that
strikes or other militant group actions may occur. 136cause of this possibility management
must be prepared. Management should develop a strike contingency plan in ordei to be
able to carry out the following:

To meet such commitments as:

Providing uninterrupted service to the public.
Assuring availability of supplies and materials.
Continuing jobs performed by contractors.
Establishing ultimate limits to which the agencY can go, using its own
resources, to assure continual service.

'To maintain security (plant, personnel, equipment).
.r

To meet maintenance requirements. ,

To assure that the rights of employees who work during the strike are maintained.

To maintain effective communication throughout the organization. .."
Teassure that appropriate legal action can be taken. 144.,

To maintain public protection and safety. Protection of managers, working
employees and agency property.

To estbblish critical needs and their priorities.
-41,\

Nytk

PREPARATIONS BEFORE THE STRIKE OCCURS

Develop training programs to instruct key people in the techniques needed to man
production operations, the legal rights of the employees during strikes, and other
pertinent matters.

Prepare a strike plan showing the who, what, when, where, and how of organiza-
,

tional activity in the period prior to the job action.

Select
.the communication channels with managers and non-striking employees.

Select the means arid mettiods of communicating with employees prior to the job
action, during the jol5 action, and after the job action. .
-I Document No. RN IV-6, U.S. Chiji Service Commission (now Office of Personnel

Management), Bureau of Tiaining, Lobot Relations Training, Washington, D.C. 204L5.

183
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Determine the extent and nature of the information needed in decision making and

Communication processes. This is\exploratory for time changes both the and

quantity of information desired.

Evaluate the union or community group and its leadership. This should probe
financial, leadership, and organizational strengths to analyze the union's or other
group's ability to resist ogrcy demands. ,

..

Appraise key people in managerial ranks to determine w and will perform
specific tasks during job actions.

Explore the use of temporary employees.

f6etermine the availability of assistance from nearby cities and agencies.

Inestigate the possibility of contracting out to continue services.

Determine steps to assure delivery of essentioisupplies and materials.

E`stablish position on continuation of work by contractors.

Develop initial relationships with various news media to feel out their general
position and to suggest ways of overcoming negative reactions.

Consider the following methods of communication and how they might be utilized

'during a strike: direct letters to homes, agency meetings with taxpayers, pres-s"

releases, press conferences, community telephone "hotline" or "rumor control"
*

center.

Develop a timetable for actions during the course of a strike.

AnnOunce, in advance, agency policies with respect to strikes.

Establish Alimate for effective labor relations so that strikes can be avoided.

THE CONTINGENCY PLAN AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

Carrying On Services

Determine whether services should be carried on or not, depending on the nature of

the strike.

Determine essential jobs and work that has to be done.

Determine deployment of non-striking employees and supervisors.

Initiate procedures for enlisting outside employees if necessary.

_
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V

THE NEGOTIATING TEAM

Determine actions of negotiation team during the strike.

Determine whether negotiations will continue during the strike.

Determine use of mediatoys and fact finders.

COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE PUBLIC OR PUBLIC RELATIONS

Determine how much and what information will be released.

Decide how to present the management story in the best way.

Establish public information officer as sole contact on agency position.

Make sure all community leaders are aware of the issues and the agency's position

on the issues. 1

Make sure that taxpayers and community leaders are kept up to date on the strike.

4

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

Keep the "management team" informed.

Provide mechanisms for feedback.

Present a unified front.

t EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS (PERSUASION)

Make sure all emplces know the issues in dispute
issues.

Make sure all employees knciw the agency's position
services.

Make sure all employees know they risk disciplinary
, or agency rules or regulations.

A

'
.- .
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and management's side of the

in regard to refusal to provide

-
action if they violate the law,.

,
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'SECURITY

Provide police protection against possible violence on the picket lines or against
employees crossing picket lines.

Provide protective measures for workers and equipmerrt in the field.

Provide security for police-fire communications.

ADMISSION, TO AGENCY PREMISES

Determine who will be admitted: employees, newsmen, union officials, etc.

Determine the means of identification to be

PAY POLICIES

Determine when pay policies relating to the strike should be announced.

Determine whether strikers will be allowed to charge strike time to vacation or sick
leave.

Provide for payment for work done before the sfrike began.

Set up methods for determining who is sick and who is on strike.

Establish a policy on non-striking employees who will not cross a picket line.

Determine whether there will be overtime or other premium pay for non-strikers
who carry on services.

Determine what legal steps will be taken, if any.

Explore possible use of injunction and its possible ramifications.

Determine action relative to strikers who violate strike orders.

Determine penalties, if any, for strikers.

Make a file of all statements by employee organizationjwatrs mentioning with-
drawal of services, with time, dates, witnesses, and a writIltibtOunt of statement.

If a temporary restrairling order is granted, notify as many of the striking employees
as possible, especially the employee organization's leaders, that the strike has been
enjoined and that they are required tp return to work. Make a file of all such

a
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k
employees contacted, setting forth who was contacted, by whom contact was made
and at what time the contact was made.

1 187

.,

Make a file of all actiyities which are disruptive in nature.

,

e

SPECIAL PRPBLEMS

r

Racial overtones.
,

Community implications.

Maintaining communications with.union leadership.
tfc,r,

: 1,

,
I

Variables Impacting on The Resolution of the Job Action /
Intra-Organizational Variables 1

To what extent are management personnel available with till skills to operate the
facilities and equipment?

How many employees can be yansferred from other departments not affected by
the strike? , ,

Is there adequate security fr
working employees, volunteers,

What -is the impact of the stri
bargaining unit?

I

m threats, harassment and
nd the public?

e on non-striking employees
.

Legal Variables
, 4

,

violence provided to

,4
inside and outsidgithe

What penalties are available to impose on the union or striking employees?

What are the procedures far instituting these legal sanctions?

How enforceable are these penalties?

Or, how do you enforce these penalties?

Labor Market Variables

. What is t41.availability of replacement labor in the local lab6; market?

Is the local replacement labor willing to cross a picket fine?

: 196
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Community Group arid Union Variables

What is the union or community group's motivation for going to a strike or job
action? For example, is it to sh6w 4trength, to achieve legitimate gains, to save
face, etc.?

What is the percentage of union or community group membership or support in the
total work force and what impact does this exert on worker attitudes?

What are the financial resources of the local union or the community group involved
in the job action? 1

,

.., What can be the expected support of other unions or groups?

What is the ability of the leaders involved in the job action?

, What is the overall ability of the organization to maintain a long-term strike?
-

What is the ability of the organizatiOn to change the agency's position by community
pressure? t

/ Inter-Organizatiltnal Variables

Can replacement labor be acquired without lecipitafing violence and emotion?

Can members of the bargaining unit be induced to cross the picket lipe without
precipitating violence and emotion? k

How effective will legal sanctions be on the union or community group?

Will the imposition of any combination of the above thke factors have a deleterious
., effect on bargaining and resolving the impasse?

, Ny lot will be the impact of these decisions on the post strike relationship with the
union br community group?

Reiolving Union Job Actions

,
Secure a firm agreement from the tjnion not to t6ke action against or discipline
thpse employees who reiuie to participate ih the strike or who returned to work

. ,voluntarily.
a

Be prepared to 'handle such union demands as: no reprisals against strikers, return to
worts, with full ieniority and promotion rights, withdrawal of all employer legal
actions, employer full pay for all welfare benefits such as insurance and pensions
during the period of strike.

)

. .
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Be prepared for taxpayers' suit to force management to invoke punitive 'features of
no-strike law.

Consider possible disciplinary action against employee organization; withdrawal,of
check-off privileges, suit for -damdges.

-.S

Prepare a joint statement with the union announcing the end of the strike and
containing brief features of the settlement.

Inform your clients, customers, suppliers, and contractors of the end qf the strike.

Prepare a Maternent explaining the Mrike settlernent, conditions of return which
includes the possibility of disciplinary action against\strikers.

Consider full amnesty or limited amnesty to strikers who retur ,:y a certain date.

Consider holding individual hearings to d termine recomm ndations for discipline
(after strike is over).

Consider possible disciplinary actions agai t strikers: written warnings, pay freeze,
temporary leave without pay, demotion, termination of employment.

Deal firmly and promptly, through established legal procedures, with all forms of
threats and reprisals directed against employees or ojency property.

Inform the management team .that they should work to make the transition back to
work as smooth as possible.

Reduce bitterness as much as possible.

Intensify upward and dqwnward communications.

Establish a policy for overtime work resutng from the loss of work during the
strike.

Resolving NonrUnion Job Actions

Meet with the groUp to find out what it is they want.

. To the extent that demands 'fall under the collective bargaining agreement, direct
. the non-union group to union officials. , y

Make union officials aware of non-union group demands that fall within the
bargaining agreement-or possible scope of bargaining.

Attempt to persuade the union to take into consideration the-non-union group needs
that relate to .it as the collective bargaining representative.

4
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To the extent the issues are outside the scope of bargaining of management and the
union, direcf the non-pnion group to the appropriate agent or agency. .*---

, , .
,

.
Refuse to bargain on those issues ft:it-fall under the bargaining rights of. the-
exclusive representative.

Give notice of possible disaplinary or legal action if the non-union group continues
their disruptive activity.

ifjecessary, take disciplinary andioi legal actibn to stop the kob action.
-

0
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WRITE TO:

1.

DO YOU NEED EMPLOYEE-EMPLOYER RELATIONS

HELP IN ANY OF.THESE AREAS?

Chief Spokesmbn in Negotiations
.`

Grievance Processing
.

Grievanc Arbifi-ation

Employee Compensation

Job Classif icatioris

Labor Relations Seminars

Development.of Policy Manuals

Management of Audits. s

Negotiations Impasses

Employee Benefits Assessment

Richard Neal Associates
Box 23
Manassas, Virginia 22110
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